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EXPLORATION AND ECONOMIC POTENTIAL 
OF THE SADIM PROPERTY 

SUMMARY 

The writer was retained by Toby Ventures Inc. through Cassiar East Yukon Expediting 
Ltd. to log the drill core from the current program, to integrate those new data with data from 
previous work programs, and to produce a comprehensive summary of what currently is known 
of the geology, al&ration. and mineralization in the Sadim propert,y area. 

The Sadim property is locat,ed on gently roiling slopes of the southern Thompson 
Plateau of southwestern British Columbia (Figure 1). This plateau is transected by widely 
spaced, deeply incised north and northwest.erly trending valleys. The eastern boundary area 
of the property is kxated on the steep western slope of one of these, the Summers Creek valley 

The property comprises 4 located claims consisting of 64 claim-units which are owned 
by Toby Ventures Inc. of I’ancouver, British Columbia. These claims cover about 1,526 ha 
(3.769 A) after deducting areas of overlapping, pre-existing claims. 

The Sadim property is centred on 49” 43’ 53” north lat,itude, 120’ 32’ 33” west longitude 
(U.T.M.: 5.511,400 N., 677,075 E.) in t,he Similkameen Mining Division (Figure 2). The 
property is near the northeastern corner of N.T.S. map sheet 92 H/10. Exploration has been 
conducted most int,ensively on two areas on these claims. One is near an outcrop of andesite, 
mineralized with chalcopyrite and malachite in the northeastern part of the property. The 
other is a group of’gold-bearing quartz veins and stockworks located on its southern part. The 
chalcopyrit,e.malachite showing is located at 49’ 44’ 49” north latitude. 120” 31’ 57” west 
longitude (LT.T.M.: 5,513,181 N., 677.714 E.). The gold-bearing veins are located around 49” 
43’ 06” north latirude, 120” 32’ 17” west longitude (U.T.iW: 5.510,OOO N.. 677,500 E.). 

Reportedly, Toby Vent,ures Inc. is the owner of these located claims subject to a 3% net 
smelter return payable to Vance Explorations Limit,ed, a subsidiary of Laramide Resources Ltd. 

The boundaries of the located claims comprising the Sadim property have not been 
surveyed, so t.heir exact posit,ions on the ground have not. been defined. 

All of the area covered by the Sadim property is crown land. No part of the land 
covered by it, is part of a park, mineral reserve, or aboriginal homeland. 

Tel&s microwave station is located near the centre of the claims and B.C. Hydro’s 
power line is located in the property’s western part. These would have to be relocated if a 
mineral deposit, requiring a large open pit is developed on the propert!-. 

The t.wo closest service centres to the Sadim property are the towns of Merritt and 
Princeton. Princeton is located about, 30 km (21 mi) south of the propert!- via B.C. Highway 5A. 
hIerrit,t is about 53 km (:32.3 mi) north of it via B.C. Highway 5A Merritt is the larger of the 
two towns. It serves a local ranching communit,y and hosts several saw mills. Most supplies, 
services. and machiner>- necessary for exploration can be obt,ained from these towns. It is 
about 251 km (1,653 mi) from Vancouver to Merritt via B.C. Highways 1 and 5. 

Access t,o t,he property is by a series of logging roads that, branch off from the Dillard 
and Ketchan Creek main logging roads. The Dillard road joins B.C. Highway 5 about 12 km 
(7.3 mi) south of the village of .4spen Grove. The Kebchan Creek road branches off southward 
from t,he DiUard road few kilometers east of the highway. Roads into the northern and central 
parts of the property intersect the Ketchan Creek road at kilomet,ers 1.5 and 16. A road into the 
southern part of the property is at kilometer 18 on the Ketchan Creek road. Another way to 
access the property is via the Hornet Lake road. It joins B.C. Highway 5 about 2.5 km (1.5 mi) 
north of Allison Lake. The Hornet, Lake Road joins the Iietchan Creek road at, kilometer 11. 

The Sadim property is underlain by andesitic meta+olcanic and meta.sedimentary 
rocks of t,he Triassic-age Nicola Group. The northern and cent,ral parts of the property are 
underlain by a succession of sub.marine flows and pyroclastics that have been intruded bJ 
several coeval dioritic stocks. The southern part of the property hosts pyrcclastic, lahar 
(volcanic mud flow) and associated proximal (volcanic wacke) turbidite deposits that overprint 
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background regional basin-floor turbidite (greywacke) sedimentation. 
There are at least five generat,ions of fract.uring, alteration and vein development in 

these rocks. Both the first and fourth generations are of economic int,erest. 
The fast generation is comprised of extensive propylitic (epidote.chlorite-calcite-quartz) 

alt.eration and vein filling that affected the whole property area. This alteration is most intense 
in t,he KR-Rum area in the northeastern part of the property. There, porphyry-style, 
disseminated and fracture-hosted copper mineralization occurs with various amounts of 
potassic alteration and tourmaline-bearing breccia development. Mineralization is post-dated 
by some retrograde propylitic alteration. 

The fourth generation is comprised of silicification, pyritization, and sericitization 
surrounding whit,e quartz veins t,hat cont,ain highly variable amounds of gold. This alt.eration 
is sparse over most, of the property area. It is prevalent in bhe lahar and associated turbidite 
deposits (epiclastic sediments) in the southern part of it. 

The Sadim property hosts two types of mineralizat,ion that represent two very different 
economic targets. Disseminated and fracture host,ed copper and gold mineralization in the KR- 
Rum area in the northeastern part of the property may be related to a porphyry-type deposit, 
like those that have been mined at several locations throughout the Nicola volcanic belt. A 
gold-bearing quartz stockwork vein system explored in the southern part of the claim area may 
be the expression of a mesothermal gold-quartz vein mineralization. 

Sadim Gold-quartz Area 

The Sadim gold-quartz area has been intensively explored by methods including: 
mapping, geochemical and geophysical surveys. trenching and diamond drilling. Its 
dimensions and character are now fairly well known. 

This area is bounded to the w&-southwest and beneath, b>- a shallowly eastward 
dipping fault, probably a thrust. Its eastern boundary coincides with a nearly vertical, north- 
northw&erly trending carbonat,e-rich shear zone, that could be a splay off the basal fault. No 
significant mineralization has been found east, of this structure. The Sadim gold-quartz zone 
is open to the northwest and southeast. 

A mild but pervasive alteration comprised of silicificat,ion. sericitization, and 
pyridizat,ion has penet,rated along diverse paths through the host rock of this area. leaching out 
epidote. chlorite, carbonate and any copper minerals t,hat may have been present. Within this 
outer alterat,ion envelope are tan-coloured pyrit,ic zones of intense alteration that seem to be 
broad haloes around lightly pyritized quartz veins. Almost all of the gold in this area is in the 
quartz veins. 

Near t,he basal fault,, these veins are very narrow and form an extensive interlacing 
(broadly spaced stockwork) pat,tem. Higher in the section, the quart,z veins are thicker, spaced 
farther apart, and have small gold.bearing mineral chutes. Locally, these chutes can have gold 
contenbs. Sampling during a 199.5 exploralion program established a trade-estimate of 47.66 
gm/mt (1.39 “z/ton) gold across an average width of 0.78 m (2.56 ft) along a length of 15 m (49.2 
ft) in Trench 94-2. Several other trench samples and drill intersect,ions in this area have had 
gold contents io excess of 34.3 gmimt (1 ozlton). 

At current, gold prices (about SUS 320/o+ the lower stockwork veins in the Sadim gold- 
quartz area are too thin and widely spaced to justify bulk-bonnage open pit, mining. The larger 
veins above the basal stockwork are too thin and irregular to support underground mining. 

Further development of the &dim gold-quartz area should await higher gold prices. 

KR-Rum Copper-gold Area 

The 2002 drilling explored mineralization associated with the the KR discovery outcrop 
located in the northern part of the KR-Rum copper-gold area. The KR horizon was intersected 
in all three drill holes that test.ed for it. It was estimated that the KR horizon had an attitude 
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of 098”/13” SSU’. It dipped gently toward the Rum showings area. 
the best int.ersection through the KR horizon was in drill hole 02.10 where an estimated 

true thickness of Ifi.8 m (55.1 ft) contained an average of 0.19% copper and 0.0711 gm/mt (0.012 
ozlton) gold 

The KR horizon hosts pervasive propylitic epidote-chlorite-p>-rite-calcite alteration. 
Mineralization is comprised of a stockwork of narrow chalcopyrite and pyrite-bearing veins that 
have cut through the earlier propylitic alteration. Some of these veins cont,ain areas with 
elevat,ed pyrite and quartz contents accompanied by sporadic concentrations of minute 
bourmaline blades. In more intensely mineralized areas potassic alteration accompanies 
mineralized veix although it does not form distinct haloes around them. This potassic 
alt,erat,ion is cut, by veins of retrograde propylitic alteration. 

The propylit,ic alreration that. hosts the IiR horizon mineralization extends across the 
whole Sadim property area, and may form a circular pattern that, extends westward from the 
Missezula Mountain fault and is centred on Microwave Hill. This alteration is most intense 
along the Missezula h~Iountain fault between t,he KR and Rum showings areas. 

The most, intense mineralization discovered in the ICR-Rum area is in the Rum showings 
where a 91.4 m (300 ft) long trench intersection was found to contain an average of 0.34% 
copper. 

All of the mineralization yet discovered in the IiR-Rum copper-gold area is close to the 
surface trace of t,he Missezula Mountain fault. Current 2002 drilling confirmed that the 
Missezula Mountain fault was a steeply eastward dipping structure. An intense chargeability 
anomaly fmm the 2000 Tob.v i’entures induced polarization survey indicated that the plane of 
the fault may have been mineralized. It is assumed that this fault was the conduit for the 
copper an gold mi~neralization in the KR-Rum area. 

IiR horizon and Rum showings host copper and gold mineralization that has many of 
the attributes of porphyq--copper style mineralization. The writer believes that the KR horizon 
may be peripheral to a larger and more intensely mineralized body located along the Missezula 
Mountain fault somewhere in the KR-Rum area. 

I recommend that a program of drilling be conducted throughout the KR-Rum copper- 
gold area. To facilitate financing of such a program, I recommend that it should be conducted 
in several phases. 

The f=st phase. budgeted at about $200.000 should test the Rum showings area and the 
plane of the Missezula hIountain fault near it. Subsequent phases of drilling should extend 
drilling knowledge northward along the chargeabilit,y anomal?- near the fault, plane and 
outward from the Rum showings area following trends of mineral&&m 



EXPLORATION AND ECONOMIC POTENTIAL 
OF THE SADIM PROPERTY 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction and Terms of Reference 

The writer was retained by Toby Ventures Inc. through Cassiar East Yukon Expediting 

Lt,d. to log the drill core from the current program, to integrate those new data with data from 

previous work programs. and to produce a comprehensive summary of what currently is known 

of the geology, alteration. and mineralizat,ion in the Sadim property area. This summary report, 

ail1 be used to assist in planning the course of future explorat,ion on the Sadim property. 

Locations and orientations of Drill holes for the 2002 program were determined by a 

management committee of which the writer was a member. 

This report is based on the results of previous exploration in the Sadim property area, 

published records of property examinations and regional mapping conducted by geologists of 

the British Columbia Geological Survey and the Geological Survey of Canada, and the writer’s 

exploration conducted the Sadim property during the following t,imes: No\-ember 21 to 28, 2001. 

June 10-14, July 5 to 12, and August 6 to 8, 2002. 

1.2 Disclaimer 

St,atements in this report concerning permit,ting a mine in British Columbia have been 

made by t,he writer in reliance upon publications of the government of British Columbia. The 

writer is not qualfied to practice law in Brit,ish Columbia. Any statements made by the writer 

concerning the law and regulations of t,he Province of British Columbia or the Dominion of 

Canada do not constitut,e qualified legal opinions. 
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GENERAL LOCATION 

SAD131 PROPERTY 
49” ,3’63-S..,20’ 32'33"w. u.T.M.: %SII.~O S.,617,075 E. 

Figure 1 N.T.S.: 9% H/l0 SI>~ILI<~~E~~ M.D.. B.C. 
JOHN OSTLER:M.Sc.. P.Geo. SEPTEMBER. 2002 



v. SCALE T”“Y \EVURES WC. 

3 km LOCATION and TERRAIN 

2mi SADIM PROPERTY 
,O’ 43’63”s.. 120” 32’33°K. 

u.T.M.: 6..~,,.,OOX,671.076 E. 

Figure 2 N.T.S.: 92 H/l0 SIMILliAVEEN M.D., B.C. 
JOHN “STLER: ?vl.Sc.. P.&o. SEPTEMBER. 2002 

!ASS,.AR EAST YUKON ESP. LTD. 
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1.3 Property Description and Location 

The Sadim propert,y is located on gently rolling slopes of the southern Thompson 

Plat,eau of southwestern Brit,ish Columbia (Figure 1). This plateau is transected by widely 

spaced, deeply incised, north and northwesterly trending valleys. The eastern boundary area 

of the property is lclcated on the steep west,ern slope of one of these, the Summers Creek valley 

The property comprises 4 locat,ed claims consisting of 64 claim-units which are owned 

by Toby Ventures Inc. of Vancouver, British Columbia. These claims cover about 1,526 ha 

(3,769 A) after deducting areas of overlapping, pre-exist,ing claims. 

The Sadim property is centredon 49” 43’ 53” north latitude. 120’ 32’ 33” west longitude 

(U.T.M.: 5.ri11.400 N., 677,075 E.) in the Similkameen Mining Division (Figure 2). The 

property is near the nort,heastern corner of N.T.S. map sheet 92 H/IO. Exploration has been 

conduct,ed most intensively on t,wo areas on t,hese claims. One is near an outcrop of andesite, 

mineralized with chalcopvrite and malachite in t,he nort,heast,ern part of the property. The 

other is a group of gold-bearing quart,2 veins and st,ocknorks located on its southern part. The 

chalco[)~rite-malachite showing is located at 49” 41’ 49” north lat,itude. 120’ 31’ 57” west 

longit,ude (L.T.M.: 5.513,181 N., 677,714 E.). The gold-bearing veins are located around 49’ 

43 OG” north latitude. 120’~’ 32’ 17 west, longit,ude (U.T.M 5,510,OOO N.. Gi7.500 E.) 

Claim t,en~ure of t,he Sadim property is as follows (Figure 2): 

Located Claims 

Claim Record No. of Record Date Expiry Date Owner 
Name Number Units 

Sadim 1 248987 20 Oct. 10. 1984 Ott,. 10. 2012 Toby Ventures Inc 
Sadim 3 248989 20 Oct. 10. 1984 Oct. 10. 2012 Tob,v 1.e” tures Inc 
Sadim 4 248990 12 Oct. 10. 1984 Ott,. 10. 2012 Toby Yentures Inc 
Rum 38025:3 12 Sept. 11. 2000 Ott,. 10. 2012 Tobl- Ventures Inc 

64 

Report,edl!;. Toby Ventures Inc. i? t,he owner of t,hese located claims subject to a 3% net 

smelter return payable to Vance Explorations Limited a subsidiary of Laramide Resources Ltd. 
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A total of $200 worth of work per claim unit, must be conducted on the property to 

advance the expiry dates of the constituent claims for one year. Up to ten years worth of 

assessment, work can be filed to the credit of the claims at one time. Sufficient work from the 

current exploration program has been filed to the credit of the Sadim and Rum claims to 

advance t,heir espiry dates to October 10, 2012. 

The boundaries of t,he locat,ed claims comprising the Sadim property have not been 

surveyed so t,heir exact, posit,ions on the ground have not. been defined The writer has 

personally examined many of the post,s and lines of the claims. In his opinion, those claims 

have been st,aked in accordance wit,h the laws and regulations of the Province of British 

Columbia. 

All of the area covered by the Sadim proper@ is crown land No part, of the land 

covered by it is I)art of a park. mineral reserve. or aboriginal homeland. 

Telus‘s microwave stat,ion is located near the cent,re of t,he claims and B.C. Hydra’s 

power line is locat,ed in the property’s western part,. These would have to be relocated if a 

mineral deposit requiring a large open pit is developed on the propert!-. 

There is no plant or equipment, inventory. mine or mill structure of any value on the 

Sadim property. 

The first, phase of exploration recommended herein probabl- would require an 

environment,al damage bond of about $5,000 to be posted for the Brit,ish Columbia government. 

That bond must, be in place before exploration is commenced 
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1.4 On the Process of Permitting a Mine in British Columbia 

Recently, the Canadian federal and provincial governments have taken steps to simplify 

and clarify the process ofpermitting a mine in Canada. Both the British Columbia and federal 

governments have become parties to t,he Canada-wide environmental assessment 

harmonization accord, the purpose of which was to remove duplication in the mine permitting 

process. 

Under this agreement. all reviewable projects in Brit,ish Columbia shall be assessed by 

the British Columbia Environmental Assessment Office. Federal involvement in the process 

is only triggered if the project being assessed has significant relevance to federal legislation and 

jurisdiction. For example, if a project, affects international wader or boundary treaties, or a 

fishery, bhe appropriate federal departments would be consulted during the review process by 

the British Columbia Environmental Assessment Office. However, the provincial body in all 

cases will conduct the review of a project. 

The British Columbia Environmental Assessment Office is mandated to be a non. 

political impartial body. the function of which is to espedit,e the mine permitting process while 

addressing the legitimate concerns of all par&s that may be affected by a project. This office 

is charged with, the responsibility of reviewing all project,s that will have significant, 

environmental impact. Such projects include, wast,e disposal operations. food processing plants, 

fish farms. andot,her large industrial developmen& as well as mines. Only logging operations 

are exempt, from this process. They have their own review process. 

C,onsequently there is one agency mandated t,o review aLI projects and all interested 

parties. including environmentalists and first nations. must, be part of the process to be heard 

by those who make the decisions. 

The British Columbia environmental review process is designed to be flexible. It is 

recognized t,hat very large projects that have extensive environmental impacts should be 

reviewed more intensively than small projects with little associated environmental impact. 

Examples of projects that will be subject to formal review process are: large coal and mineral 
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mines, specificall,y those with open pits, sand and gravel operations, large construction stone 

and industrial mineral quarries, and offshore mines 

The environmental review process itself is divided into three stages. A medium sized 

project may only be subjected to the first stage of the reviewing process. while a mega-project 

would have to pass all three stages of it (Figure 3). Sect.ion 20 of the Environmental 

Assessment Reviewable Projects Regulation (BCR 27619.5) of the British Columbia 

Environment,al Assessment .4ct de6nes a minimum threshold for a mining project to be formally 

reviewable under this process. It is defined as follows: 

(1) The construction of a new facility constitutes a reviewable project for the 

purposes of the Act if 

(a) 

cw 

the facility is a mineral mine, and 

the facilitv has. or when the construction phase is completed will have, 
a production capacity of 75,000 tonnes (82,500 tons) of mineral ore per 
year 

(2) The moditkation of an existing facility constitutes a reviewable project for the 
purposes of the Act if 

(4 the facility meets the criteria described in subsection (1) for a new 
facility. and 

the mod&&ion results in, or when construction of the modification is 
complet,ed will result, in, t,he lesser of 

(9 

(ii) 

a disturbance of 750 ha (1852.5 .4) or more of land not previously 
permitted by mining activity, and 

the dkturbance of an area of land not already- permitted for disturbance 
that is .50% or more of bhe area of land previously permitted for 
disturbance for mining activity at, the facilit!-. 
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Stage 1 

APPLICATION 

stage 3 
PUBLIC HEARING 

4 

Figure 3 
WSI.iR EMT YUKON EXI’. LTD. 

OVERVIEW of the ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASSESSME\-T PROCESS 

SADIM PROPERTY 
49’ W53” s.. 120’ 32’ 33” w. 

U.T.>L:5,511.100 S..677.076 E. 
N.T.S.:92 H/IO SI\lILIi.l)lEEN iX.D.,B.C. 
JOHSOSTLER:M.Sc..P.C.eo. SEPTEMBER.2002 



Figure 4 
ASSIAR EAST YUKOS EXI’. LTD. 

TORS >rvr”RES ISC. 

LICENCES that may be needed 
to PERMIT a MINE 

SAD131 PROPERTY 
49’ 43’ 6:s” s., 120” 32’ 33” iv. 

U.T.M.: .s.~~,.,oo N.. 677,075 E. 
K.T.S.: 9% HI10 SIMILliXVEEh’ M.D.. B.C. 
JOHS USTLER: SI.Sc.. P.Geo. SEFi-EXBER. 2002 



If size of initial production on the Sadim property is modest. it probably would not 

require a formal project review for permitting. All projects must pre-apply to the 

Environmental Assessment Office to determine the necessity of a formal review. If a formal 

review is not required, then the Office will circulate the mining plan to the various permitting 

agencies that, it deems necessary (Figure 4). Upon receiving responses from those agencies 

within specified time limit,s. t,he O&e will consult with the applicant to alleviate any concerns 

and expedite a mine permit. 

If a large body of economic mineralization is found on the Sadim property that justifies 

a large mining operation, the project would require a formal project review of the appropriate 

stage (Figure 3). 

The environment~al review process is necessary for operating a mine. It is not necessary 

to explore a mineral property. Damage bonds are not required for non-destructive exploration 

programs like geological mapping or soil surveys. More intrusive activities like drilling and 

trenching do require bonds, most of which are less than $5000, 

1.5 Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources, Infrastructure, and Pbysiograpby 

The Sadim propert,y is located on gently rolling slopes of the southern Thompson 

Plateau of southwestern Brit,ish Columbia. This plateau is transect,ed by widely spaced, deeply 

incised, north and northwesterly t,rending valleys. The east,ern boundary area of the propert,y 

is located on the steep western slope ofone of these, the Summers Creek valley (Figure 2). 

The terrain of the southern Thompson Plateau containing the Sadim property is 

described by S.S. Holland (1976) as follows: 

The Thompson Plateau is the most southerly of the plateau areas in the 
southern interior, extending southward for about 150 miles from it,e boundary with the 
Fraser Plateau at Clinton and having a width of 75 to 90 miles. It includes much of the 
familiar and well-traveled country in the vicinity of Kamloops. Princet,on, and Merritt 
as well as the Okanagan and North Thompson valleys. 

The plateau is bounded on the west and south by the Clear Range and the 
Cascade Mountains. There is complete transition between the plateau and the 
adjoining mountains because the rise of the plateau surface toward the mountains is 
gradual. with progressively higher summit levels and greater dissection of the plateau 
surface. The boundary between them is an arbitrary line. On the southeast and east 
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the plateau is bounded by the Okanagan and Shuswap Highlands, and there, too, the 
boundary is transitional. The boundary with the Okanagan Highland, between 
Osoyoos and the Coldstream Valley, is north along the Okanagan Valley to Penticton, 
thence northeastward along the northwest side of Little White Mountain and the west 
side of the Black Hills and down McAuley and Harris Creeks to the Coldstream. From 
Vernon northwestward t,he boundary with the Shuswap Highland is along the Louis 
Creek fault zone to Barriere and thence northward along the North Thompson River. 

The Thompson Plateau has a gently rolling upland of 10~ relief. for the most 
part, lying bet,ween 4,000 and 5,000 feet,. but, with prominences of more resistant rock 
rising above it. to 5,952 feet at Gnawed Mountains, 6,630 feet at Mount Thynne, 6,684 
feet at Cornwall Hills. 5,653 feet at Swakum Mount.ain, 6,220 feet at Chuwels 
Mount.ain, 6,218 feet at Lodestone Mountain, 6,545 feet at Pennask Mountains, 6,688 
feet, at Tahaetkun Mountain, 7,227 feet at Mount Brent, and 7.372 feet at Apex 
Mountain. This upland represents the late Tertiary erosion surface that has been 
dissected by the Thompson River and its tributaries, and by the Similkameen and 
Okanagan Rivers tributary to the Columbia. 

The plateau cont,ains a great diversity of rocks; st,ocks of granitic rock intrude 
sedimentary and volcanic formations of Palaeozoic age. Flat-lying or gently dipping 
early Tetiary (Eocene) lavas obscure large areas of older rocks and their gentle dips to 
a large extent are reflect,ed by step-like slopes and large unbroken plateau areas. 

The area was occupied by Pleistocene ice, and a thick mantle of drift covers 
bedrxk over a large part of it. Movement of the ice over the plateau produced drumlin- 
like forms ori,ented southeasterly and southerly. From a divide just north of Clinton, 
ice moved southeast,ward and southward along the length of the Thompson River 
The Pleistocene ended with a gradual stagnation and a wasting of the ice in place. As 
a consequence, ice marginal meltwater channels were quickly made. used temporarily, 
and then abandoned. On many slopes a series of channels was formed at successively 
lower levels as ice surfaces wasted. Such channels are to be seen on the walls of the 
Okanagan Va,lley and in the Merritt area. The irregular melting of stagnant ice lobes 
in the larger valleys created numerous temporary glacial lakes into which silt-laden 
streams discharged. The white silt banks seen in many parts of the southern interior, 
particularly in the Thompson and North Thompson River valleys. on lower Okanagan 
Lake, and elsewhere are remnants of silt beds deposited in extensive glacial lakes 
which occupied depressions along the front or sides of wasting ice lobes as the ice-sheet 
melted and retreated northward, norheastward and nort,hnestward across t.he 
Thompson Pl~at,eau 

Holland. S.S.: 19%: pp. 71-72. 

v 

w 

The Sadim propert,y covers the summit upper flanks of a broad northerly trending 

upland area between Summers and Allison creeks. Elevations on the property range from 

about 1.219 m (4,000 ft) on t,he western slope of t,he Summers Creek valley near the 

southeastern corner of the property, to about 1,618 m (5310 ft) at the crest of Microwave Hill 

near the centre of the claims (Figure 2) 

Although there are several intermit,tent small creeks on the propert,y, none of them can 

provide sufficient, fresh wat,er t,o sustain a mining operation. Adequate fresh water for mining 
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purposes could be obtained from Summers Creek located just east, of the property. 

The property hosts open forest in which pine and fir are the dominant tree species. 

Northerly facing slopes that are shaded Gem the summer sun support the densest forest on the 

property. About half of the property area has been either selectively logged or clear-cut 

recently. Sufficient timber remains on the property to support a small underground mining 

operation only. 

Elect,ricit:g is available in the property area. A heavy B.C. Hydra transmission line 

crosses the Sadim 1 and 3 claims. Also, a local three-phase transmission line that provides 

electricity to bhe facility atop Microwave Hill crosses the western part of the property. 

Rock outcrop generally is sparse on the Sadim property. Most outcrops occur near ridge 

crests. All surface rock exposures are quite weathered. In most parts of the claims, soil profiles 

are s&cient,ly mature to have distinct undisturbed horizons amenable to meaningful survey 

results. 

The closest weather station to the property-area is at Princeton, British Columbia. 

Climatic statistics for the Princeton station are quot,ed from Environment Canada as follow: 

Average temperature: January, High -2.6’C. July, High 26.3’C 
Low .6.7’C. Low 8.9’C. 

Average annual precipitation: 343 mm 

ofwhich 218.3 mm falls as rain and 154 cm (124.7 mm of rain equivalent) falls as snow 

The climate around the propertyarea is colder in winter and somewhat wetter than at 

Princeton because it is at a higher elevation than is Princeton. Most of the precipitation in the 

property area falls as eno~v during winter. During an average J-ear. shaded northerly facing 

slopes on t,he property are snow-covered from November until April 

The two closest service centxes to the Sadim property are the towns of Merrit,t and 

Princeton. Princeton is located about 30 km (21 mi) south of the property via B.C. Highway jA\. 

Merritt is about, “53 km (32.3 mi) nort,h of it via B.C. Highway 5A. hIerritt is the larger of the 
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two towns. It serves a local ranching community and hosts several saw mills. Most supplies, 

services, and machinery necessary for exploration can be obtained from these t,owns. It, is 

about 271 km (16.5.3 mi) from Vancouver to Merritt via B.C. Highways 1 and 5. 

The closest accommodation to the property-area is AP Guest Ranch, located about 23 

km (14 mi) south of the village of Aspen Grove on B.C. Highs-ay 5A. 

Access to the property is by a series of logging roads that branch off from the DiUard 

and Ket,chan Creek main logging roads. The Dillard road joins B.C. Highway 5 about 12 km 

(7.3 mi) south of the village of Aspen Grove. The Ketchan Creek road branches off southward 

from the Dillard road few kilometers east of the highway. Roads into the northern and central 

parts of the property intersect the Ketchan Creek road at kilometers 15 and 16. A road into the 

southern part of the propert,y is at kilometer 18 on the Iietchan Creek road. Another way to 

access the property is via the Hornet Lake road. It joins B.C. Highway 5 about 2.5 km (1.5 mi) 

nort,h of Allison Lake. The Hornet Lake Road joins the Iietchan Creek road at kilometer 11. 
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2.0 HISTORY 

2.1 General Chronology of Recent Exploration around the Sadim Property-area 

1962 Kolbjorn Lovang and Christopher Riley, prospectors employed by Plateau Metals 
Limited, discovered copper showings in andesite oubcrops covering a 0.4 ha (1 A) area 
in the northeastern part of the current Sadim property area. Plateau Metals staked the 
40-&m Ia group around the showings. Lovang and Riley ret,ained a 10% interest in 
the ground. 

1963 A road was extended eastward from the microwave station road to the showings-area 
where an undisclosed amount of trenching was done (Figures 2 and 24). 

Kolbjorn Lovang and Christopher Riley (1963A and B) conducted a soil survey over a 
914.4 X 2,743.Z m (3,000 X 9,000 ft) grid around the copper showings. Samples were 
processed in the field using the rubeanic acid method. Rejects from the anomalous 
samples were sent for analysis at a lab. Two soil-copper anomalies were identified, one 
around t,he showings and another, about, 500 m (1,640 ft) south of them. 
AS.-1RCO became interested in the property, and had C.A.R. Lammle and Keith 
Whiting (1963) conduct a magnetometer survey over t,he northern part of Lovang and 
Riley’s soil grid. Thej- identified a magnetic anomaly t,hat generally coincided with the 
soil-copper anomaly locat,ed sout,hwest of the mineralized outcrop-area. 

1963-1966 

Plateau Metals Limited excavated an unknown number of buUdozer trenches around 
t,he copper showings on the KR claims (Lammle. 1966). That area is now covered by the 
Rum claim. 

1966 Plateau Metals drilled a total of 157.3 m (516 ft) in,3 A?( diamond drill holes, PA 1 to 
2 (Figure 24). Adera Mining Limited optioned the KR claim group. C.A.R. Lammle 
(1966) di~rected additional soil and magnetometer surveys over a 1.219.2 X 731.5 m 
(4,000 x 2.400 fr) grid dhat extended south of the KR copper showings (Figures 5 and 
12). High copper concent,rat,ions in soils occurred near the showings and in the 
southern part of the grid. Magnetic highs were identified in the same areas. 

Adera drilled a total of 200.3 m (657 ft) in two AX diamond drill holes, A3 and A4 
(Figure 24). Adera dropped its option on the IiR claims. Subsequently the claims 
lapsed 

1970-1971 

.A&LU st,aked the Rum claim group which covered all but the southwestern margin of 
the current Sadim pmperty.area. AMAX conducted geological mapping, soil. magnetic 
and induced polarization surveys over the crest and on the western slope of Microwave 
Hill (Christoffersen et al., 1971) (Figures 2, 5, 13, 21, and 35). Reportedly, AN4-X 
drilled a total of 572.7 m (1.879 ft) in a 9.hole percussion drill program (Figure 24). 
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The MDACoke showings area probably was discovered during the 1971 AMAX 
exploration program. Although Christoffersen et al. (1971) are mute about their 
discovery, their maps are the fast ones that show the road extending southward to that 
area. Two of AMAX’s percussion drill holes were drilled in the MDA-Coke area. 

The resu1t.s of that work did not measure up to AMAX’s parameters, and the Company’s 
enthusiasm for the property waned. 

1972 Iialco Valley Mines Lt,d. Mapped and sampled eight of AMAX’s trenches in the KR-Rum 
area @lark. 1976). Four short diamond drill holes K.1 to 4 were drilled into the Rum 
and KR Ishowings areas. A report of their work was not available to the writer. 
However, D.G. Mark (1976; Sheet 1) (Figure 24) report,ed that a sample containing 
0.34% copper over a length of 91.4 m (300 ft) was taken from the southern part of 
AMAX Trench No. 7 in the central part of the Rum showings area. Another sample 
cont,aining 0.16% copper over a length of 182.9 m (600 ft) was obtained from the 
adjoining northern part of the same trench. A 91.4 m (300.ft) long section in AMAX 
Trench 8W, excavated at a right angle to Trench 7 contained 0.10% copper. 

Sheba Copper Mines Ltd. staked two groups of tie-on ground, one northeast and the 
other southeast of AMAX’s Rum claims. Part of its South MDA-RCS claim group 
covered the southern part of the current Sadim 4 claim area including the Sadim gold. 
quart,2 showings area. A program of geological mapping, soil sampling and magnetic 
survey was conducted (Figures 6, 12, and 35). 

1973 The west,ern part of AMAX’s Rum claims lapsed and Bronson Mines Ltd. st,aked the 
Cindy cla:im group on the western slope of Microwave Hill over ground now covered by 
the northwestern part of the &dim property. 

1974 Bronson‘s prospectors led by Evan Sleeman (1974) found several copper (chalcopyrite 
and malachite) showings in the area now covered by the Sadim 1 claim, and an 
intensely pyritized area near the northern boundary of that claim (Figure 10). 

1976 Ruskin Development,s Ltd. acquired the remaining Rum claims and conduct,ed a more 
detailed soil survey over a 396.2 X 152.4 m (1,300 X 500 fr) grid in the area that 
included the KR copper showings and the previous Plateau-;\dera drilling in the Rum 
showing area (Figure 7). The grid covered the area between Ihe Missezula Mountain 
fault and the crest of Microwave Hill. That area is currently covered by the Rum claim 
in t,he northeastern part of the Sadim property. David Mark (1976) identified the trends 
of the hbssezula Mountain fault and some north- and northn-esterll- trending offsets in 
t,he soil-copper anomalies. 

1977 Bronson Mines Limit,ed let the Cindy claim group lapse. 

1979 Ruskin l~et its claims lapse. The area now covered by the northeastern part of the 
Sadim property was st.aked as the Rum claim group by Cominco. 
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1980-1981 

David Mehner (1980 and 1981) conducted magnetic and soil surveys over irregularly 
shaped grids that by 1981 extended 3,600 m (11.808 ft) north-south and an average of 
800 m (2,624 ft) east-west. That area is now covered by the Rum ans &dim 4 claims. 
Cominco’s magnetic survey tested the area from the KR copper showing southward to 
the Rum showing area (Figure 14). It extended the southeastern boundary of AMAX’s 
1971 magnetic suwey. The strongest anomalies were identified in t,he areas southwest 
of the KR and Rum showing areas. Soil-copper anomalies (Figure 8) were concurrent 
with the magnetic anomalies and in similar locations to those of Ruskin Developments’s 
1976 soil survey. 

Mehner (1981) concluded that the copper anomalies were toC, small and weak to 
warrant further work. Cominco’s Rum claims subsequent,ly lapsed. 

1984-1986 

Peter Peto (198,5 and 1986) staked the Coke claim group around the KR and Rum 
copper showings. During that year he took a few rock samples from old trenches. In 
1986 he conducted an electromagnetic survey over a 600 X 400 m (1,968 X 1,312 ft) part 
of the Cominco grid (Figure 18). He identified a series of weak, discontinuous, north- 
south trending conductors, that seemed to be related to local drainage. 

1985 Gold-bearing veins were discovered about 1.5 km (0.9 mi) south-southeast of the crest 
of Microwave Hill (Figures 2 and 25). I.M. Watson staked the Sadim 1-4 claims t,o 
acquire the discovery. Within weeks of recording the claims, Watson transferred them 
to Laramide Resources Ltd. 

Laramide’s exploration team was investigating areas with associated dioritic intrusions, 
calcareous metasedimentary rocks, sulphide mineralization and major fault zones in the 
Central Belt of the Nicola Group volcanics as defined by V.A. Preto (1979). They found 
t,he Sadim gold-quart,2 veins hosted in what was described as a tuff (Watson, 1985). 
They were poorly exposed in a 300 m (984 ft) long area on a lo\\- ridge just east of the 
Iietrhan Creek road near kilomet.er 18. Isolated vein outcrops were discovered up to 
700 m (Z,,296 ft) away from the main showings. 

A reconnaissance rock geochemical survel- was conducted o\-er the northern and 
western parts of t,he current Sadim propert,y area (Figure 11). That survey comprised 
the southern part, of a survey that was later extended for more than 12 km (7.3 mi) 
nort,h of t.he current, Sadim property area (Watson, 1988B). The most intensive survey 
was conducted around the discovery area. 

A soil survey was conducted over most of the current Sadim 4 claim area (Figure 9). 

1986 Laramide escavared 11 trenches across the main Sadim gold showing area and its 
adjacent. extensions to the north and south. The main part of the showing area was 
trenched at 2.5 m (82 ft) intervals. Three additional trenches tested an area west of the 
swamp tbat flanks t,he main showings (Figure 2,s). A total length of 775 m (2,542 ft) of 
trenching was excavated, mapped and sampled (Watson, 1987). The most intense 
mineralization was found in trenches in a 200 X 60 m (616 X 19i ft) area. Gold content 
in chip samples ranged from 50 to 4,350 ppb. A 1.1-m (3.6.ft) vein in Trench No.2 ran 
6.39 gm/mt (0.19 oz/ton) gold. 
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1987 During January and February, 1987, a six-hole reconnaissance diamond drilling 
program was conducted (Watson, 1987) (Figures 25 and 26). The holes were drilled 
vertically on roughly even spacings along a 200 m (356 ft) long north-south cord in the 
central part of the Sadim showing area. A total of 292 m (957.8 ft) of NQ drilling was 
done. Five of the six holes were lost in squeezing ground in what was assumed to be 
a gent,ly dipping shear zone beneath the mineralized area. The most northerly hole in 
the program 87-6, cut a 9-m (29.5.ft) section that, contained 3.09 gmimt (0.09 &ton) 
gold and 2S.4 gm/mt (0.74 w/ton) silver. Within that was a 1.m (3.3.ft,) section that 
contained 19.8 gmlmt (0.58 o&on) gold and 159.1 gm/mt (4.6 c&ton) silver. 
Mineralization was t,hought to intensify nort,hward. 

Trenching, and drilling continued around the Sadim gold showings during summer, 
1987 (W&on, 1988.~) (Figures 25 and 26). A geological map was made of the southern 
part of the current Sadim property area (Figures 35 and 36). hfagnetic and a VLF 
elect,romagnetic surveys were conducted over the showings area (Figures 15 and 17). 
By the conclusion of that program, 28 additional trenches had been excavated for a total 
of 42 trenches in all. Gold seemed to have been concentrated in three zones: the Main 
zone, explored by the original trenching and drilling program. the East zone, located 
adjacent to t,he northeastern margin of the Main zone, and t,he comparatively small 
North zone, located about 650 m (2,132 ft,) nort,h of the main zone. Nine NQ diamond 
drill holes 87-7 to 15. tested both the Main and East, zones (Figures 25 and 26). All but 
one of those holes was vertical. It. was found that the gold-bearing zones were bounded 
beneath by a gently eastward-dipping shear zone. No significant gold concentrations 
were encountered beneath the shear. 

The Coke group which covered the copper showings on the current Rum claim were 
optioned to Mingold Resources Incorporated. E.W. Yarrow (1987) conducted a soil 
survey over a 700 S 950 m (2,296 X 3,116 ft) grid cenbered on the KR copper showing. 
A north-south trending group of soil-copper and gold anomalies n-as identified. They 
were most intense around and south of the showings. 

1994 Vance Explorations Ltd. optioned the Sadim claims to Richard van lloten who assigned 
the option to Harlow Ventures Inc. The Coke group had been allowed to lapse and 
Harlow staked the Rum 1.8 claims to cover the copper showings in the northeastern 
part of the current Sadim property area. 

Magnetic and \ZF elect,romagnetic surveys were conducted over t,wo contiguous grid 
areas (Presunka in; McDougall. 1994) (Figures 16 and 18 to 20). The southern grid 
encompassed a 1.000 S 1,400 m (3.280 X 4592 ft) area. It. waddled the Sadim 3-4 
claim boundary to cover the Main and East zones of the Sadim gold.quartz showings 
area. The northern grid adjoined the northeast,ern corner of southern grid. The 
northern grid contained a 550 S 2.700 m (1.804 S 8.856 ft) area rhat covered t,he copper 
showings on the northeastern part of the property. The magnetic survey resulted in 
bhe identfication of a magnetic low over the metasediment,ary rocks in the central part 
of the southern grid. The volcanic and int,rusive rocks in the rest of the survey area 
hosted numerous mild magnetic highs that seemed to be related to the general 
northwesterly trend of the stratigraphy (Figure 16). 
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Two t,renches were excavated in t,he Main zone of bhe Sadim gold zone. and a third was 
dug in t,hc Nort,h zone. about GO0 m (I.968 ft,) north northwest of the Main zone 
(Figures 2.5 to 30). Trench 94-l was oriented north south to cut across the eastwesterly 
striking quartz veins comprising the Sadim gold showings. Several veins were 
intersected. Trench 94-2 was an ext,ension of Trench 87-19. The vein in that trench 
was opened and sampled for a total length of 52 m (170 ft) (Egures 28 to 30). 
hIcDougall’s (1994) sampling established a grade.estimate of 4i.6 gm/mt, (1.39 odton) 
gold across an average width of 0.78 m (2.56 ft,) along a length of 13 m (49.2 ft). Grade 
decreased sharply at each end of the central chute. Trench 94-3 uncovered some float 
that, contained 16.28 gmimt (0.475 o&on) gold the source of which was not found. Some 
of t,ha 1987 trenches were resampled. 

1995 Harlow conducted a program comprising ‘iZ9 m (2,393 ft,) of NQ diamond drilling in the 
Main zone of the Sadim gold-quart,2 showings area (McDougall. 199:) (Figureb 25 and 
20. The 12 1995 driU holes were located among t,he Laramide’s 1987 drill holes. Holes 
of the 1995 program were all orient,ed northward at, tips of from 45’ to -GO’ to intersect 
the steeply southward-dipping veins. The high-grade vein sampled in Trench 94-2 was 
encount,ered in drill holes 95.7. 8. and 9. Intersecbions in those holes were: DDH 95-7, 
1.07 m of 5.8Ggmimt (3.5 ft of 0.171 &ton) gold DDH 95-8. 0.3 m of 109.7 gm/mt (1 ft 
of 3.2 o&on) gold and DDH 95-9, 0.3 m of 24.3 gmimt (1 ft of 0.71 “z/ton) gold. Other 
vein st,ructures exposed in the 1987 and 1,994 t,renches were encountered at depth. 

2000 Toby \‘cnl:ures I,nc. bought the Sadim property from Harlow T.entures Inc. subject to 
a 3% net, smelter return payable t,o Vance Esplorat,ions Limited. the purveyor of the 
underlying option. The Rum 1-8 claims were replaced b>- the current Rum claim to 
clean ug property t,enure. and t,o more complet,ely cover the copper showings in the 
northeastern part of the propert,y area. 

Toby excavated three additional trenches around Trench 94.2 in the Sadim goldquart,z 
showings area (Figures 25, 26, and 28). A total of 3:38 m (1.109 ft) of trench was dug 
during t,hat program (Hicks. 2001). Two new narrow gold-bearing. southxard-dipping 
quart,z veins ~vcr~ discovered. SJV Geophysics conducted an induced polarization 
survey over an irregularlv shaped grid t,hat covered most of the Rum claim. A 2.000.1~1 
(G..ifa-ft) long chargeabi& anomaly was identified that pre,wmabl!- n-as related to the 
north-sourh trend of the Missezula Mountain fault (Peazot. 2000) (Figures 22 and 23). 

2002 The current exploration program, reported upon herein. 

Tab!, i’enl:,ures Inc. conducted a program comprising a total of 185.4 m (4.,544. I ft) of 
NQ diamond drilling. The first nine drill holes comprising a total of 8G2.3 m (2.8218.3 
ft). penet,rated the Sadim gold-quartz area in the soushern part of the Sadim property. 
The remaining three drill holes comprising .52:X1 m (1.71?,8 fri, gc~nerra~etl t,he KR 
structure in the I<R-Rum copper-gold area in the northeasrem part of the &dim 
propert!-. 
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2.2 Recent Exploration around the Sadim Property-area 

2.2.1 Soil Geochemical Surveys 

The first soil geochemical survey conducted in the current Sadim property area was 

commissioned by I’labeau Metals Limited. Kolbjorn Lovang and Christopher Riley (1963A and 

B) conducted a soil survey over a 914.4 X 2,743.2 m (3,000 X 9,000 ft) grid around the newly 

discovered ICR copper showings. Samples were processed in the field using the rubeanic acid 

method. Rejects from the anomalous samples were sent for analysis at a lab. 

Two soil-copper anomalies were identified, one 350 X 600 m (1,148 X 1,968 ft) anomaly 

was centered on the IiR discovery showing area. The other, about 500 m (1,640 ft) south of the 

KR showings in the area that later would become the Rum showing area (Figure 2). The 

sout,hern anomaly covered a 100 X 200 m (328 X 656 ft) area within a north-northwest trend 

that transecded t,he whole of the grid area. The KR anomaly was the most intense of the two. 

Soil-copper concentrat,ions t,here were up to 3,000 ppm. Concentrations only reached 400 ppm 

in t,he sout,hern ;anomaly. Soil-gold analyses were not considered to be practical during bhe 

1960s. None were done at that time. 

Adera Mining Limited optioned t,he IiR claim group. C.A.R. Lammle (1966) directed 

additional soil and magnetometer surveys over a 1,219.Z S 731.5 m (4.000 x 2.400 ft) grid that 

extended south of the KR copper showings. Two so&copper anomalies were identified; one was 

around the KR showings near the northern boundary of the Adera grid. and the other was 

around the Rum showings near the grid’s southern margin (Figure 5). Unlike the previous soil 

survey conducted by Plateau Minerals. all of Adera‘s samples were sent CO a lab for analysis. 

The result was that, soil-copper anomalies were much better defined b!- Adera’s work. 

Although Lammle (1966) was impressed at the extent of the copper mineralization in 

the KR-Rum area, he recommended that the company drop the propert!- because of a lack of 

high-grade gold showings there. 

Lammle (1966) used both frequency distribution and log pr0babilir.v plots to divide soil- 

copper concentrat.ions into normal and anomalous populations. About 18% of his samples had 
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copper concentrations greater than 58 to 62 ppm. These, he considered anomalous and chose 

the 60 ppm contour to defme his anomalies. About 7% of his samples contained more t,han 120 

ppm copper. They were deemed to be highly anomalous. 

Lammle’s grid tested a small area adjacent to known showings. t,hat contained a 

cfisperportionate number of elevated soil-copper concentrations compared with a regional 

survey. In a more extensive soil survey, thresholds of 40 ppm (sub-anomalous), 60 ppm 

(anomalous). and 80 ppm (highly anomalous), probably would be more appropriate to define 

regionally significant soil-copper anomalies. 

The writ,cr has w-scaled the soil-copper results of several survey-s conducted in the 

Sadim property area to 1:20,000, and recontoured them at, 40, 60 and 80 ppm (Figures 5 to 9) 

t,o facilitat,e comparison among t,he various surveys. 

AMAX staked t,he Rum claim group which covered all but, the sout,hnestern margin of 

the currents Sadim propert,y area. During 1971, that, company conducted a soil survey over the 

crest, and on the western slope of Microwave Hill (Christ,offersen et, al.. 1971) (Figure 5). 

The .UlAX soil survey seemed t,o have been designed t,o sample t,he broadest, possible 

area at a minimal cost. Samples were taken at 152.4-m ($500-ft) intervals along east-west lines 

that also were spaced at 152.4-m (500.ft) intervals. That sampling pattern result,ed in very 

broad ill-defined anomalies t,hat, lacked shape dct,ail. Never-t,he-less. a generally circular or 

orthogonal pat,tern of elevated soil-copper concentrations emerged (Figure 5). It. was about 3.5 

km (2.14 mi) in diameter, and was centered near the crest of Microwave Hill. 

Christoffersen et al. (1971) used soil-copper concentrations of 80 and 120 ppm to define 

sub-anomalous and anomalous samples. They lamented t,hat on1.v 8 out of 203 soil samples 

contained in excess of 80 ppm copper. The area was written off. The writer could find no 

evidence t,hat, Christoffersen’s group ever cont,oured t,heir survey results using less stringent. 

soil-copper thresholtk. Probably. that group was unaware of the circular pattern of soil-copper 

concent,rations around Microwave Hill. 

Sheba Copper Mines Limited staked t,xo claim groups northeast and southeast of 
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AMAX’s Rum claims. Sheba’s South MDA-RCS claim group covered the southern part of the 

current Sadim 4 claim area (Figure 6) A soil survey was conducted over an irregularly shaped 

grid that, most,ly tested the area east of the Missezula Mountain fault and southeast of the 

MDA-Coke showing (Saleken, 1972) (Figures 2, and 6). A total of 883 soil samples were 

collected at 30.5-m (100.ft) spacings along east.-west lines that were spaced 152.4 m (500 ft) 

apart in t,he south hIDA-RCS grid. 

Only a few minor so&copper anomalies were found. Most of them were interpreted to 

have been related to mild copper mineralization in fract,ured diorite bodies emplaced along the 

trend of the Missezula hIountain fault. Sheba Copper’s south grid was south of the circular 

feature deGned west of t,he Missezula Mountain fault in AMAX’s and Adera‘s grid areas (Figure 

5). Consequently, soil-copper anomalies west of the trace of the Missezula Mountain fault 

reflected the north-northwesterly trend of the Nicola Group stratigraphy in that area. 

The northwestern corner of Sheba Copper’s 1972 grid went right over the Sadim gold- 

quartz zone. At that, t,ime, soil samples generally were not analyzed for gold, so no gold 

determinations were done. The Sadim gold-quartz zone remained undiscovered for another 13 

years. 

In 1976, ~Ruskin Developments Ltd. conducted a soil survey over a 396.2 X 152.4 m 

(1,300 X 500 ft) grid in the area that covered most, of the eastern part of the current Sadim 

property area, including the KR and Rum showing areas. By t,he time that this soil survey was 

done, the location of the surface trace of the hlissezula Mountain fault was known. Previous 

soil-survey- results indicated t,hat, ail significant copper mineralizat,ion in the liR-Rum area was 

located west, of the trace of the Missezula Mountain fault. The fault u-as used as t,he east,ern 

boundary of the 1976 surve)- (Mark, 1976) (F’g 1 we 7). A total of 428 samples were taken at 61. 

m (ZOO-ft,) int.exvah along lines that were 152.4 III (500 ft) apart over most of the grid. Samples 

were taken at odd-numbered stations along even-numbered lines and at even-numbered 

stations along od,d.numbered lines, resulting in a rhombic sampling pattern. No reason was 

given for the decision to sample in such a pattern. 
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As could be expected in light of previous soil survey results in the KR-Rum area, the 

most extensive soil.copper anomalies were strung out along the Missezula Mountain fault. 

However, some new patterns emerged from the Ruskin soil survey. The strongest soil-copper 

anomalies were along the western margin of the grid, south of the Microwave Hill road and not, 

along t,he fault in t,he showings areas. Also, the circular or orthogonal pattern of soil-copper 

concentrations that, could be identified by the AMAX soil survey results on the w&ern slope 

of Microwave Hill. could be extended eastward to the Missezula Mountain fault in the Ruskin 

survey area. A relation berween that, fault and t,he circular pattern was re-enforced by t,he 

concentration of copper showings and soil anomalies where the two features intersected 

(Figures 5 and 7). 

Cominco conducted soil surveys over irregularly shaped grids. that by 1981, extended 

3,600 m (11.808 ft) north-south and an average of 800 m (2,624 ft) east-west (Mehner, 1980 and 

1981) (Figure 8). That area is now covered by the Rum and Sadim 4 claims. 

Cominco’s soil surveys were the mast intensive yet done in the KR-Rum showings area. 

A total of 512 samples were collected at intervals of either 50 or 100 m (164 or 328 ft) on closely, 

but irregularly spaced lines. All samples were analj-zed for copper, lead. and zinc. 

Cominco’s soil survey tested the area north of the KR showing and south of the Rum 

showing area. Also, it extended eastward across the Missezula Mountain fault. The strongest 

soil.copper anomalies were identified south of Rum showing. Soil-copper anomalies were in 

similar locat,ions to those of Ruskin Developments’s 1976 soil survey. 

Mehner (1981) concluded that the copper anomalies were tco small and weak to warrant 

further work. Cominco‘s Rum claims subsequently lapsed 

The Coke group which was staked over the KR and Rum copper showings in 1985 were 

optioned to Mingold Resources Incorporated in 198i. E.W. Yarrow- (1987 conducted a soil 

survey over a 700 X 950 m (2.296 X 3,116 ft) grid centered on the KR copper showing. A total 

of 325 samples were t,aken at 25-m (82.ft) intervals along lines spaced at 100-m (928.ft) 

intervals. Samples were analyzed for copper and gold. A north-south trending group of soil- 
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copper and gold anomalies was ident~ifietl that. was generally coincident with t,he 19% Ruskin 

and 1981 Cominco anomalies. They were most, int,ense around and sourh of t,hc IiR discovery 

outcrop. High soil-gold concentrations were identified in arcas adjacent to t.he Rum and KR 

showings. 

In 1985, the Sadim gold.quartz veins were discovered about 2 km (1.2 mi) south of the 

crest of Microwave Hill (Figure 2). The veins were hosted in what was described as a tuff 

(Watson, 19%). They were poorly exposed in a 300 m (984 ft) long area on a low ridge just east 

of the Ketchan Creek road near kilometer 18. A soil survey was conducted along t,he road to 

the microwave tower and across the eastern margin of the Sadim 3 claim and the &dim 4 claim 

(Figure 8). The most intensive survey was conducted around thr diwxw!- area. 

Samples were taken at, 50-m (164.ft,) intervals along irregularly spaced lines on most 

of the Sadim 4 claim, and at much cl,oser int,ervals across t,he hlain Sadim gold zone at the 

Sadim 3-4 boundary (Figure 9). Samples were analyzed for copper. lead zinc, silver. and gold. 

On t.he eastern part, of the Laramide grid, soil copper concentrations formed a north- 

nort~hwcsterly pattern that, seems to have been due to rhe trace of the hlisyezula Mountain fault 

and adjacent, N&la Group stratigraphy. The most intense soil anomaly was located around the 

RID&Coke shorting area. 

Around t,he Main zone. soil copper concentrat,ions had a more irregular dist,ribution. 

There, copper was donated t,o soil profiles from bot,h the underlying north-nort,hwesterly 

trending stratigraphy and from st,eeply sout,hward dipping. east-westerly striking veins. 

result,ing in destructive interference in the pattern of copper in soil-. 

The northern margin of the Laramitle soil grid was at the southern boundary of the 

circular feature that was previously defined by the ;\hlXK and Rwkin soil suweys (Figures 5 

and 9). In that area. the soil pattern that was defined by the norrh-northwesterly trending 

st,rat,igraphj- in the rest of the grid. seems to be overlx-intcd by an east-nest pattern of high sail- 

copper concentrations. Unfort,unately, Laramide‘s sampling in that area was sparse. 

The distributions of lead and zinc in soils in the Laramide grid area are subtle, but seem 
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t,o mirror that of copper. Gold anomalies, as would be expected, are clustered around the gold- 

bearing quartz veins in the Main zone. 

The 1985 Laramide soil survey results contained a large number of soil-copper 

concentrations compared with those from the results of previous surveys. Probably this was 

due to improved lab techniques resulting in more accurate soil-metal determinations than were 

att,ainable previously. 

2.2.2 Rock Geochemical Surveys 

During 1974, Bronson Mines Ltd. conducted a prospecting program led by Evan 

Sleeman (1974). Prospecting was hampered by an almost total lack of rock outcrop on the lower 

slope of Microwave Hill in the western part of the claim area. Rock exposures were 

progressively more common toward the crest of the hill in t,he area now covered by the Sadim 

1 claim. Several copper (chalcopyrite and malachite) and pyrite occurrences were found in the 

andesitic volcanic and dioritic intrusive rocks exposed here. An extensively and intensely 

pyritized area was discovered near bhe nort,heastern corner of the Cindy property, just north 

of the current Sadim 1 property area (Figure 10). 
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Evan Sleeman described that mineral occurrence as follows: 

On line 56N and 3.5E on claim 15, a large zone of heavily pyritized, rusty 
weathered diorite was chcovered. This zone was from 300 to 500 feet (91.4 to 152.4 m) 
wide and continued north unbroken to the north boundary of the claim -1600 feet- 
(487.7 m) and was still in evidence north of this point. 

The rock is shattered and stained reddish brown from oxidation of pyrites 

This zone extends to the eastern edge of claims 13 and 15. and is cut off on the 
west, by a large pronounced fault running in a northerly direction. In many places the 
fault looks like a canal about 100 feet (30.5 m) wide and about 40 feet (12.2 m) deep. 

Chalcopyrite was observed in several places on the eastern edge of the fault but 
no mineralization was found west of the break. 1 suspect most of t,he heavily pyrit,ized 
rock carries minor chalcopyrite, and similar occurrences in the area have assayed some 
silver as well. 

Several small f&are veins found in the pyrite zone contained chalcopyrit,e with 
some galena. 

Sleeman, Evan; 19’i4, pp. 2-3, 

Peter Peto (1985 and 1986) staked the Coke claim group around the KR and Rum 

copper showings. During 198;j, he took a few rock samples from old trenches. Just enough work 

was done to keep t,he &unit Coke group in good standing for one year. Nothing new was added 

t,o t,he knowledge of t,he property area 

1985 Laramide’s exploration t,eam discovered pyrit,ic, gold-bearing quartz veins about 

2 km (1.2 mi) south of the crest of Microwave Hill (Watson. 1985) (Figure 2). ,4 program of soil 

and rock chip sampling was conduct,ed along t,he road to the microwave tower and across bhe 

eastern margin of the &dim 3 claim and the Sadim 4 claim (Figure 11). The most intensive 

survey- was conducted around the discovery area 

A reconnaissance rock geochemical survey was conducted over the northern and 

western parts of the current Sadim property area (Figure 11). That survey comprised the 

southern part of a survey that was later extended for more than 12 km (7.3 mi) north of the 

current Sadim property area @Vatson, 1988B). Samples were composites taken from 10 III* 

panels at locations throughout the survey area 
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Watson (198.5) rcport,ed the result,s of t,he rock geochemical survey in the Sadim 

property area as Ihllows: 

Copper (up to 4856 ppm) and low gold (20.55 ppb) concentrations occur in 
fract,ured weakly to moderately mineralized (pyrite, chalcopyrit,e) diorites. and in 
fractured and alt,ered volcanicsisediments immediately east, of the diorites @dim 4 
claim). 

The rusty weathering fractured tuffs .., which outcrop along the boundary of 
the Sadim 3 and 4 claims contain up to 560 ppb Au, along with silver and lead. 
Quartz veins within the t,uff range from a few ems. to 30 ems. in width and yield assays 
from 91.5 ppb to over GO00 ppb Au 

Watson, 1.M: 1985: p. 11. 

The circu.lar dist,ribution of rocks containing in excess of 100 ppm copper which 

coincided with t,he circular feature revealed by the AM.%.X and Ruskin soil surveys was not 

re”“rt,ed at that, t,ime 

2.2.3 Magnet,ic Surveys 

In 19G:j AS;zRCO became interested in Plateau Metal’s IiR copper showing and 

commissioned CAR. Lammle and Keith Whiting (19G3) conduct, a magnetometer survey over 

the area surrounding the discovery outcrops. Their grid was 609.6 m (2.000 ft) north-south and 

had east,-west lines spaced 7G.2 m (2.50 ft,) apart that, were alternately 304.8 m (1,000 ft) and 

4.57.2 m (1.500 ft) long. Readings were taken at 30.5, (100.ft) internals. They identified a 

magnet,ic anomaly that, generally coincided with the soil-copper anomal) that, Lovang and Riley 

had identified southwest, of the mineralized out,crop-area. 

When Adera Mining Limited optioned the IiR claim group C.;\.R. Lammle (1966) 

directed an additional magnetometer suney over the .-\dera soil grid (Figures .5 and 12). 

hIagnet,ic highs coincided with the soil-copper anomalies that were identified in the southern 

part of the grid near what would become known later as the Rum showing area. 
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In 197 1, AMM conducted a magnetic survey over a grid that extended from the surface 

t,race of the Missezula Mountain fault,, westward to t,he lower west,ern slope of Microwave Hill. 

The grid extended from the Cindy area southward to the Sadim gold zone, both of which were 

undiscovered at, that time. The total surveyed area was about 8 km* (3 mi’). Readings were 

taken at, 30.5-m (1.00 ft) indervals along east-west. lines that were 152.4 m (500 ft) apart. 

Because the spacings bet,ween t,he lines was five times greater than that, between the 

readings along each line. the amount, of dat,a t,hat, was gat,hered in an east-west direction was 

far great,er t,han t,hat, obtained nort,h to south. This direct,ional data disparity resulted in a 

severe skewing of data contours in a north-south direction. resulting in very “noisy” results 

(Figure 13). 

Christ,offersen et, al. interpret,ed the dat,a as follows: 

Sediment.ary and pyroclastic rocks had the lowest magnetic susceptibility on the 
property. They are characterized by very gentle gradients with values under 200 
gammas. The magnetic contrast bet,ween t,hese units and the other igneous rocks 
define the lo&ion of the Missezula Mount,ain fault. More pyroclastic rocks are 
indicated in the southwest,ern part of the grid-area. 

Further magnet,ic-iithological correlations become difficult due to the 
intermingling of flows, pyroclastics and volcanic sediments creating an indiscreet 
magnet,ic signature. In general, however. the hornblende-augite microdiorite is 
characterized by values between 200-600 gammas while the highest susceptibility areas 
(great,er than 1200 gammas) reflect, the augite porphyry and igneous breccia u&s. 

Three import,ant magnetic t,rends are exposed The most fundamental is the 
nort,h-sout,h direction which is evident t,hroughout t,he map. Superimposed on this 
general grain are younger nort,h-west and east-west trend directions. The east-west 
t:rentls being more abrupt and discreet suggest late faulting. 

Christoffersen et al.: 19il: pp. lo-11 

Seeing through the north-south bias of the r\nL1\; contouring detail. a broader magnetic 

pat,t.ern can be fc#und in the rest&s of this survey. It is a genera& circular magnetic high 

centered near the crest of Microwave Hill that is flanked br a magnetic 105~ on the north. west 

and south sides. Akhough volcanic strat,igraph- may have some influence on this patt,ern. the 

writ,er believes that a circular or orthogonal pat,tern of fracturing is the primary cause of the 

circular feature, 
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1972 Sheba Copper Mines Ltd. conducted a magnetic survey over its soil grid (Figures 

6 and 12) which covered the southern and central parts of the current Sadim 4 claim area. The 

Shcba Copper grid was well south of the Sadim circular feature on Microwave Hill. 

Consequently, all of the major trends were northrvest,erly. Three such trends were quite 

noticeable in that, data. The one south of the MDAJZoke showing is probably due to the trace 

of t,he Missezula Mountain fault. A northwesterly trend that crossed the central part of the 

Sadim 4 claim area may have been due to either an unrecognized fault, the southwestern 

cont,act of a microdiorite body with metasedimentary rocks, or both. The most westerly trend 

passed just west of the Sadim gold zone where I.M. Watson (198&X4) proposed that the plane of 

a shallow nort,heest,erly dipping thrust, fault, would be exposed. Watson determined that the 

thrust, fault was the main conduit for the gold-bearing fluids that xyere responsible for 

mineralization in the Sadim gold-quartz zone 

David Mehner (1980) conducted a magnetic survey for Cominco. over the soil grid that 

was construct,ed for the same program (Figures 8 and 14). That, area is now covered by the 

Rum claim, 

Cominco’s magnetic survey test,ed the area from the KR copper showing sout,hward to 

the Rum showings area. It extended the southeastern boundary of .UL-\s’s 1971 magnetic 

survey. Magne!tic anomalies were concurrent. wit,h the 1980 and 1981 soil copper anomalies and 

in similar locadions t,o t,hose of Ruskin Developments’s 1976 soil survey (Figures 7 and 8) 

D.T. Meh,ner described the results of the 1980 Cominco magnetic survey as follows: 

The survev was conducted with a Scimres hIP.2 proton precession 
magnetometer &rnalvariation was checked for by establishing three base stations 
and taking readings at these stations, usually twice a day. Lit,tle change in value was 
observed at the base stadions and no corrections were made. The results of the survey 
indicate a fairly strong N-S magnet,ic fabric to the property that does not appear related 
solely to rock type. However, the linear arrangement of the magnetic highs and lows 
is parallel to bedding of the volcaniclastic rocks and to major st,ructures on the property 
that are related to the Summers Creek fault. It is likely that some of these structures 
and some of the more permeable rock units have acded as aquifers for fluids that have 
either precipitated magnetite or removed it (altered to hemabite) from the country 
rocks. 

In the southern part of the property a fairly large magnet,ic high is present on 
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the west side of the baseline and a magnetic low on the east side (Figure 14). This 
correlates well with the geology which shows a small monzonitic plug underlying the 
magnetic high and andesite flows and volcaniclastics underlying t,he low. 

Mehner, D.T.; 1980: p, 3. 

Mehner was bhe only one to report on diurnal variation in the earth’s magnetic field 

with regard to a magnetjc survey conduct,ed on the current Sadim property area. It, is unknown 

to the writer if adjustments for diurnal magnetic drift were made in an)- of the other magnetic 

surveys 

Upon the discovery of the Sadim gold-quartz area, magnetic and electromagnetic 

surveys were conducted over the showings areas (Watson, ISSSA) (Figures 1.5 and 17) 

Magnetic and electromagnetic readings were taken at 25-m (8%ft) intervals on east- 

west lines that were 50 m (164 ft) apart. 

The nort,hwesterly trend that was identified in the 1972 Sheba Copper magnetic survey 

(Figure 12) was confirmed just west of the showings area. The Main and East zones of the 

Sadim gold-quartz area were coincident with magnetic highs within a generally northwesterly 

trending magnetic pattern. The nort,hern margin of the 1987 grid covered the southern edge 

of the Sadim circular feature. There, the northwestern magnetic pattern was overprinted by 

an east-west one. 

During 1994, Harlow Ventures Inc. gained control of both the Sadim gold-quartz area 

and the M-Rum copper-gold area. Magnetic and %LF electromagnetic surveys were conducted 

over two contiguous grid areas (Presunka in: McDougall. 1994). The southern grid 

encompassed a 1,000 S 1.400 m (3.280 X 4,592 ft) area. It straddled the Sadim 3-4 claim 

boundan- to cover the Main and East zones of the Sadim gold-quartz area. The northern grid 

adjoined the northeastern corner of southern grid. The northern grid contained a 550 X 2,700 

m (1,804 X 8856 ft,) area t,hat covered the copper showings on the northeastern part of the 

property (Figure 16). 

That magnetic survey resulted in the identification of a magnetic low over the 
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metasedimentary rocks in the central part of the southern grid. The volcanic and intrusive 

rocks in the rest of the survey area hosted numerous mild magnetic highs that seemed to be 

related to the general northwesterly trend of the stratigraphy. In general, the features that 

were identified in the previous magnetic surveys in the Sadim, I(R and Rum areas were 

reconfirmed by the 1994 Harlow survey. 

2.2.4 Very Low Frequency Electromagnetic Surveys 

Peter Pet,o (1980 conducted a VLF elect,romagnetic survey on his Coke claim group 

which, at that time, covered t,he KR and Rum copper showings. That survey covered a 600 X 

400 m (1,968 X l,E112 ft) part of the Cominco grid. Readings were taken at 25-m (82.ft) intervals 

along east-west lines spaced 152.4 m (500 ft,) apart. The signal used was 18.6 kHz which was 

broadcast from Seattle, Washington. He identified a series of weak, discontinuous, north-south 

trending conductors. that he believed t,o be related to local drainage (Figure 17). 

A VLF el&romagnetic survey was conducted over the Sadim showings area in 

conjuncdion wit.h magnetic soil and rock surveys by Laramide Resources Ltd. During 1987 

(Watson, 1988A) pigures 9, 11, 15, and 17). The same grid was used for both the magnetic and 

electromagnetic surveys. Electromagnetic readings were taken using a 24.8 kHz signal 

broadcast from Jim Creek. pvashington. 
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I.M. Watson found the 1987 VLF electromagnetic survey to be of little use as an 

exploration tool in the southern Sadim property area. His comments about that survey were 

as follow: 

The VLF-EM survey provides few useful correlations with either mineralized 
zones or other geological features. An anomaly correlates with the major northerly 
striking shear that dips east below the host reeks of the Main zone but the strongest 
alteration containing the mineralized veins and pyritized host tuffs, ii characterized by 
a relatively broad featureless area of low readings. The strongest 1ZF-EM anomaly, 
in the northeastern corner of the grid, correlates with an area of complex and poorly 
defined lit,hology involving interfingering units of lime&me. volcanic breccia and 
diorite. 

Wat,son, IN; 1988A: p. 14. 

The most recent 1’LF electromagnetic surveys were conducted b!- Harlow Ventures Inc. 

in 1994. They were done in conjunction with the 1994 magnet,ir sur\ey on the same grid 

(Presunka in; McDougall, 1994). Readings were taken using both the 24.0 kHz signal broadcast 

from Cutler, Maine (Figure 18) and the 24.8 kHz signal broadcast from Jim Creek, Washington 

(Figures 19 and 20). Readings taken using the Jim Creek, Washington signal were Fraser. 

filtered in both east-west and north-south directions for comparison 

S. Presunka (in, McDougall, 1994) concluded that VLF electromagnetic anomalies were 

produced primarily by water-laden fault gouge. One exception. was an anomaly located 

beneath the bend in the road about 500 m (1,640 ft) south of t,he liR showing. Presunka 

believed that the rocks bhat generated that anomaly were mineralized. He was correct. Drill 

Holes 02.10 and 02.12 of the current, exploration penetrated a 15-m (49.2.ft) thick shallow- 

dipping zone of disseminated copper and gold mineralization in thar area (Section 5.2.2 this 

report). 
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2.2.5 Induced Polarization Surveys 

AMAX conducted the first induced polarization survey in the current Sadim property 

area during 1971 (Christoffersen et al., 1971) (Figure 21). A total of 35.3 line-km (21.3 line-mi) 

of survey was done in a 4.9 km2 (1.9 mi’) area using a dipole-dipole array. Part of the survey 

was done with an ‘a’ spacing of 30.4 m (100 ft) with n = 2. The rest of the grid was covered with 

an ‘a’ spacing of 60.9 m (200 ft) with n = 1. 

Four induced polarization anomalies were identified. A linear anomaly was located just 

east, of the trace oft,he Missezula hlountain fault north of the Rum showings area. Anomalies 

were found in both the IiR and Rum showings area, and an anomaly was located over the 

microdiorite south of t,he Rum showings area. 

No other induced polarization survey was conducted in the Sadim property area until 

2000. During that year, Toby Vent,ures Inc. commissioned SJV Geophysics to conduct an 

induced polarization survey over an irregularly shaped grid that covered most of the Rum claim 

(Pezzot, 2000) (Figures 22 and 23). 

The 2000 survey was conducted using dipole-dipole array with a 50.m (164.ft) ‘a’spacing 

andn=3. 

A resist,ivity low as defmed by the 200 ohm-m contour flanks the t,race of the Missezula 

hIountain fault through volcanic stratigraphy north of the Rum showings area. In the southern 

part of the 2000 grid area, t,he resistivity low becomes less apparent,, possibly due to the very 

resistant, microdxorite intrusion located there (Figure 22). Chargeability highs as defined by 

a minimum l,j.OOO millisecond delay have two trends: one is along the eastern flank of the 

Missezula hlountain fault and the other is a northeasterly trending arc located to the m-est of 

t,he fault (Figure 23). That arcuate trend may be a reflect,ion of the eastern margin of the 

Sadim circular feature. which has already been mentioned. is reflected in soil, rock-chip, and 

magnetic survey results. 

The chargeability high on the eastern flank of the fault is the most intense of the two. 

It has a high-chargeability core where response delays exceed 30,000 milliseconds. 
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2.2.6 Trenching and Drilling in the IiR-Rum Copper-gold Area 

Upon t,he discovery of the KR copper showing in 19tX. Plateau hIetals Limited put a 

bulldozer ont,o t,he propert>- to build an access road from t,he road to the microwave tower 

nort~heast,ward to the showing area. Branches were extended southward to what would later 

become known as t,he Rum showings area. From 19G:3 to 1966, Plateau Metals excavated 

around t,he discovery outcrops and in at, least nine places along the access roads bet,ween the 

IiR and Rum showings areas (Lammle, 1966: Maps 2 and 3) (Figure 24). 

The results of the Plateau Metals trenching program are unknown to the writer. 

Presumably. the best, results were obt,ained around the IiR and Rum showings areas; that was 

where subseqttent~ drilling was done. 

L.W. Saleken (19i2) reported that AiWA had conducted a trenching program on their 

Rum claims. Alt,hough there is no record of that program in the assessment report of 

Christoffersen et al. (191). the trench locations were recorded by D.G. Mark (1976) in a 

subsequent, report filed on behalf of Ruskin Developmenbs Ltd. 

The nrit,er assumes that the AMAS bulldozing program occurred after sufficient 

assessment work had been filed on irs Rum claim group, and the company did not, bother to 

report upon it. 

hlark‘s maps show that AiWA est.ended the I<R-Rum access road northward, 

presumably bo connect nith the Dillard logging road about 2 km (1.2 mi) nort,h of the current 

Sadim property area. .-\Rl;\Z excavated at least 11 long bulldozer trenrhes, the placement of 

which. seems to have been de+netl to t,est, the induced polarization anomalies identified by the 

1971 survey (Figures 21 and 24). 

Reportedly-. Iialco T‘alleJ- hIines Ltd. mapped and sampled eight of .IMXX’s trenches in 

t,he IiR-Rum area during i’iovember and December, 1952 (Mark. 1976). A report of t,heir work 

was not available to the writer. However. D.G. Mark (1976; Sheet, 1) (Figure 24) recorded that 

a sample containing 0.34% copper over a lengt,h of 91.4 m (:300 ft) was taken from the southern 

part of .4&L= Trench No. ‘i. located in the central part, of t,he Rum showings area, presumably 
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by IialcoValley’s exploration crew. Another sample cont,aining 0.16% copper over a length of 

182.9 m (600 fl) was obtainrd from the adjoining nort,hcrn part of the same trench. 

That, intersection included an area in t,he central part, of the trench t,hat contained 

0.29% copper over ,5X3 m (l’i5 ft,) and an&her section near t,he trench’s nort,hern end that, 

contained 0.14% copper across 88.4 m (290 ft). Trench 8u’ was excavated east-west, at almost 

a right angle to Trench No.7 and intersect,ed it at its northern end. That trench hosted a 91.4-m 

(300.ft) long int,ersection t,hat graded 0.10% copper. 

The writer presumes t,hat these were the best, intersect,ions that, Iialco Valley’s 

gcologist,s found in the AMAX t,renchcs. 

AILa Trench No.i was inspected by t,he writer during the current exploration 

program. Ahhough t,he rock in the trench wall had sloughed in and weathered, t,he general 

character of t,he mineral occurrence could still be ascertained 

Most, of the rock in the trench wall is light t,an, oxidized and silicified volcanic. Red, 

orange, and black limonite is ubiquit,ous. The black limonite. presumably related to the 

oxidation ofchalcop,vrite. occurs as small blebs and smears on the numerous fracture surfaces. 

In less oxidized parts of the t,rench, t,he original andesit,ic composition of rhe country rock can 

be seen. There. malachite occurs on fracture surfaces and the rock looks much like the 

malachite-stained rock at the IiR showing farther north. A small amount of the rubble in t,he 

trench bot,tom is a black and nhit,e. highIF silicified breccia with a tourmaline-rich matrix. 

Alteration and mineralization in the AM-U No.7 trench looks \-erl- similar t,o some of 

that at the .\ze det,osit (for details. see Section 4.2 of this report). also located near the &ace of 

the Mwezula hlountain fault about 9 km (5.5 mi) south of the Sadim property (Figure 31). 

AhLG Trench No. 1 cut t,he IiR discovery outcrop area on it- southern and eastern 

sides. There. a ,51.8-m (170.ft) long sect,ion on t,he soubhern side of the IiR outcrop graded 

0.20% copper. 

The Ia showing Is much less oxidized than t,hose in the Rum area. At the IiR outcrop, 

pyritized andesite contains malachit,e and minor amounts of chalcopj-rite in a plethora of 
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interseiZing fracture planes. 

Peter Peto (1985 and 1986) staked the Coke claim group around the KR and Rum 

copper showings. During that year he took a few rock samples from old Plateau Metals and 

A&&X trenches. Sampling was too sparse to be of much interpretive value. Pete’s work was 

t,he last work conducted in the trenches around the 1% and RUM showings areas. 

Three drill programs were conducted in the IiR-Rum area from 1966 to 1972. The first 

was a 5-hole program of AX diamond drilling commenced by Plateau Metals Ltd. and completed 

by Adera Mining Limited (Lammle, 1966) (Figure 24). 

Plateau Metals’s 3 drill holes, Pl, Pla, and P2 were drilled in the Rum area. Pl and 

Pla were drilled in the trench that would later become known as AMAX Trench No.7. Pl was 

drilled in a westerly direction beneath the tenth and Pla went straight down into it. 

Pl cut through what was described in the drill log (Lammle, 1966) as fine.grained grey 

to white t,alc-chlorite.kaolinite rock. In the lower part of the hole, hematitic and pyritic seams 

were encountered. Hole Pl was lost in mud seams at a depth of 30.5 m (lOOft). Hole Pla 

encountered similar rock throughout its 42.7-m (140.ft) length. The rock described in the Pl 

and Pla drill logs was very similar to that exposed in the walls of the AXkX No.7 trench. 

P2 was an 84. l-m (276.ft) long vertical hole that was drilled into the surface-trace area 

of the hLissezula Mountain fault, about 457 m (1500 ft) north of the ot,her two holes. That hole 

cut through variably brecciated andesitic rocks throughout its length. The most interesting 

rock unit was encountered below 41.8 m (137 ft) where light grey-green porphyritic andesite 

cont,ained about, 5% p?-rite. 

Plat,eau d~rilled a total of 157.3 m (516 ft) of core, and unfortunately. none of it seems 

to have been sampled for met,al content. 

Adera Mining Ltd. drilled a total of 200.3 m (657 ft) in two AX diamond drill holes, A-3 

and A-4. Adera’s A-3 drill hole was drilled east-southeastward beneath the KR discovery 

outcrop from its west,ern side (Lammle, 1966) (Figure 24). That hole penetrated 93 m (306 ft) 

beneath the discovery outcrop. An 18.3-m (SO-ft) intersection of andesite lightly mineralized 



with pyrite and chalcopgrite. encountered from 42.7 t,o 61 m (140 to 200 ft,) down the hole, 

contained an average of 0.2GS% copper. Mineralization was reportedly accompanied by 

pervasive propyliric (calcite-epidote) alt,eralion. 

Adera‘s A-4 hole was drilled beneath the northern part, of t,he predecessor to t,he AMAX 

No.7 trench from its eastern side. The upper 59.5 m (198 ft,) of the hole cut intensely oxidized 

rock similar to that visible in t,he No.7 trench wall. Beneath that. the hole vansected variably 

oxidized andesit,e. A 9.1-m (30.ft) sect,ion between 73.2 and 82.3 m (240 and 270 ft) was 

sampled It contained an average of 0.10% copper. The rock in that interval was described as 

varicoloured. grey-green-white, dense britt,le rock with talcose, carbonat,e seams containing 

about, 10% pyrite and perhaps some chalcopyrite 

Sampled (drill intersect,ions from the 1966 Adera program were reported by Lammle 

(19GG) as follow: 

The mineralized drill intersect,ions that. exceeded generally exceded 0.10% copper were 

as follow: 

1966 ADERA MINERALIZED DRILL INTERSECTIONS 

HOLE No. REPORTED 
LENGTH 

111 ft 

Unfortunatel!- a vem interesting section in drill hole A.4 was not sampled. That section 

rvas from 45 1 to 59.4 m (148 to 19.5 ft) down the hole. It hosted a black. non.magnetic material 

with minor sulphides. What was that black mineral? Was it black limonite, like that exposed 

in t,he walls of Trench No.7 above the hole, or perhaps, was it, chalcccite that had been deposited 
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at the base of a weathered profile? Another drill hole near A-4 beneath AMAS Trench No.7 

would be required to answer those questions. 

During late 1971 or 1972 AMAX conducted a lo-hole percussion drill program in the 

KR-Rum area. Drill sit,es were spread out, along t,he access road near the projected t,race of the 

BIissczuIa Mountain fault from the MDA-Coke showings area, nort,hward to about 304.8 m 

(1000 ft) north of the KR showing (Figure 24). Most of t,hose percussion drill holes were either 

north of the KR showings area or along the road between the Rum and MDA-Coke showings 

areas. GeneraIly. the holes were spaced at, 152.4-m WO-ft,) intewals. It seems to the writ,er that 

&L&Y was prospecting with a drill in the hope of stumbling upon something unforseen. The 

results of that program are unknown to the writ,er. 

During 1972. Iialco \?alley Mines Lt,d. drilled four diamond drill holes in the IiR and 

Rum showings areas (Figure 24). Holes Ii-1 and Ii-2 were drilled into the projected trace of the 

Rlissezula hIount,ein fault, east of AhI.4X Trench No.i. Hole K-3 was drilled east,ward from a 

location 20 m (65.6 ft,) south ofAIvL4X Trench No.8U’ and 120 m (39:3.6 ft) west of AMAX Trench 

No.7 Hole Ii-4 was drilled into the IiR discover>- outcrop from its southeastern side. The 

results of that work are not, known t,o the vxit,er. 

2.2.5 Trenching and Drilling in t,he Sadim Gold-quart,2 Arca 

Laramide Resources Limit,ed conducted the first trenching program on it,s recent,ly 

di.xovered and yet, poorl,~ exposed Sadim gold-quartz area in the autumn and winter of 1986. 

That year. a total ‘of I1 trenches were excavated across the Main &dim gold showing area and 

its adjacent extensiow to the north and sout,h (Figure 2.5). Three additional trenches tested an 

area west of the swamp that flanked the main showings. A total length of 775 m (2.542 ft,) of 

trenching was excavated mapped and sampled during that first trenching program (Watson. 

1985). 

Laramide was exploring for a gold-bearing quartz stockwork s!-stem of which most of 

the parameters were still unknown because of extremely poor exposure in t,he mineralized area. 



The trenches that tested what would become known as the Main zone were excavated east-west 

across the main showings area and were spaced 25 m (82 ft) apart. The east-west trenching 

direction was at a high angle to the trend of the local volcanic stratigraphy. Possibly, it, was 

thought that the most prominent veins in the stockwork syst,em would be sub-parallel with the 

stratigraphy and would be transected by the trenches. Later, it was learned that most, of the 

larger veins in the &dim system had east-west strikes and dipped steeply southward, sub- 

parallel with the trenches. Some of those veins were not intersected by the 1986 trenches. 

Watson (1987) described the results of the 1986 trenching program on the Sadim gold- 

quartz area as follows: 

Significant precious metal contents have been obtained from trench sampling 
over an area approximately 200 me&es by 60 metres (656 X 197 ft). The gold content 
of chip samples ranges from 50 to 4,350 ppb (4.35 gm/mt, or 0.127 &ton). A 1. l-m (3.6. 
ft) vein in Trench No.2 ran 6,390 ppb (6.39 gm/mt , or 0.19 w/ton) gold. 

Watson, I.M.:1987: p. 9, 

Laramide resumed trenching on the Saclim gold-quartz area during 1987. That year 

a total of 28 addil:ional trenches had been excavated for a tohal of 42 trenches in all. 

1.M Watson (1988;\) described the rationale and design of that program as follows: 

Initia,l efforts were intended to uncover strike ext,ensions of the host altered 
tuffs t,o the south and north investigated by the 1985.1986 work. Target,s for the 
trenches were selected on the basis of geology (outcrops antior float of host rock and 
vein quartz) and geochemical soil anomalies detected by the 198.5 mapping and soil 
sampling programmes. 

Most trenches are oriented east-west across the general strike of the host 
altered tuffs; a few (19.4. 41, 39, and 40) were cut in a north-south direction in an 
attempt to cross the veins, which tend to form an irregular ladder pattern across the 
host tuffs. 

Parallel zones of shear controlled alteration and quartz veining were discovered 
to the north and east of the ‘Main’ zone, and these were also investigated by trenching 
(Trenches 17.21. 3.5.3i, 41, and 42 . East Zone). A narrow zone of altered tuff 
containing gold-bearing quartz. 650 metres (2,132 ft) north.west of the Main Zone, was 
explored by t:renches 28, 29. and 33 (North Zone). 

Watson, 1.M; 1988A: p. 6. 
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iAMPLE NO. 
L DlSlANCE 
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,A 
3A 
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:i 
SC 

7A 
78 
7c 
9A 
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13A 
138 
1x 
14 
15 
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158 
17A 
178 
19A 
198 
21A 
218 
23A 
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25A 
26A 
28A 
288 
28C 
30A 
32A 
34A 
36A 
36A 
4QA 
42A 
44A 
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4% 
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Figure 29 

TRENCH 94-2 
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.a 
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30 
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30 
.90 
.*o 
50 
.a0 
.x 
30 
20 

GRAB 
GRAB 

1.30 
.so 
.50 
.40 
.Mi 
.40 
.SO 
A0 
.I0 
.70 
.20 
.a 
20 
.50 
.15 
.,O 

:1: 
.4 
20 
.I5 
.lj 
.I0 
21 
20 
.20 
.lQ 
.a 
.IC 

PPM 
Ag 

0.9 
1.0 
0.8 
0.8 
7.4 

11.0 
0.2 

PPB 
& 

12C 
17c 
16c 
14c 

1.131 
1.5x 

42 

16.3 2.10( 
10.9 1.a 

5.6 1,04( 
6.2 l.OU 
1.1 2M 

455.5 67,4N 
353.2 WC< 

18.4 1,941 
7.9 1,1X 

18.2 1.97c 
28.3 3.7x 

475.4 78,SCC 
585.7 99.7cc 
128.2 15,70C 
263.5 30.8CC 

16.0 2,OlC 
516.9 IOO.CCC 

7.9 I ,36C 
341.8 41,zoc 

94.3 12.7X 

PER 
TON 

AU - 

2.075 
1.459 

,056 
.032 
,067 
,113 

2.22; 
2.853 

,383 
,878 
,065 

3.306 
,033 

1.312 
.4.50 

I I.080 
1.570 

,160 
,070 
.290 
,570 
.*cc 
,100 
,049 
,020 
.I10 
.0X 
,019 
,010 
,060 
.OlO 
.070 
.0&l 
.0X 
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Laramido Resources Ltd. Drilled a tot,al of 15 NQ diamond drill holes into the Sadim 

gold-quartz area during 1987 (Holes 87.1 to 15) 

During January and February, 1987, a six-hole reconnaissance diamond drilling 

program was cond~ucted across the Main zone. The holes were drilled vertically at roughly even 

spacings along a 200 m (356 ft) long north-south cord in the central part of the Sadim showing 

area. A total of 292 m (957.8 ft) of NQ drilling was done. Five of the six holes were lost in 

squeezing ground in what was assumed to be a gently dipping shear zone beneath the 

mineralized area. The most northerly hole in the program 87-6. cut a 9-m (29.5.ft) section that 

contained 3.09 gm/mt (0.09 o&on) gold and Z.4 gmimt (0.74 o&on) silver. Within that was 

a I-m (3.3.ft) section that contained 19.8 gm/mt (0.58 “z/ton) gold and 159.1 gm/mt (4.6 o&on) 

silver. Mineralization was thought, to int,ensify northward. 

I.&I. Watson (1987) commented on the result,s of the preliminary drill program in the 

Sadim gold-quart.2 area as follows: 

A major easterly dipping shear zone was intersected in all the drill holes (87-l 
to 6) and projects to surface along the north trending swamp in the middle of the map 
area The fault, probably a thrust, separates essentially andesitic flows and tuffs on 
the west side from mixed tuffs on the east. The fault zone. which is about 15 metres 
(49.2 ft) thick, occurs along a dark grey carbonaceous limestone , but also contains 
thick sections of quartz-rich gouge. 

The shear has caused intense and extensive fracturing and alteration 
(silicificat,ion and pyritisation) in the adjacent rocks. particularly the tuffs above and 
to the east of the fault. 

The silicified tuffs appear to be altered equivalents of the green and grey tuffs 
Conlact,s in core and out,crop are irregular and transitional. and veins within the 

darker tuffs have alteration ‘haloes’ along their contacts. The Glicified tuffs are pale 
grey, fine-grained and contain abundant small closely packed quartz eyes in a fine 
feldspathic groundmass. P.yrite occurs as fine disseminations. and is concentrated most 
heavily in zones in zones of veining and fracturing. Weathering has oxidised the pyrite 
and the tuffs are strongly and pexvasivelq- hematitesed to a depth of 10 metres (32.8 ft). 

An extensive fracture controlled quartz vein stockxvork has developed in the 
altered tuffs. Veins range from hair fractures to greater that one metre (3.3 ft) in 
thickness. There appear to be two dominant strike directions. roughly 30” north and 
south of east.west. Dips are southerly; dips tend to flatten with depth as the veins 
close wirh the major shear zone. 
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The quartz veins contain erratically disseminated sulphides, mainly pyrite, as 
well as chalcopyrite, and less commonly galena. In many cases, sulphides are 
concentrated along the vuggy margins or centres of a vein. Galena is usually present 
as very fine crystal clusters or linings along hair fractures in the quartz. Sulphide 
concentration is related to vein size and to density of fracturing of the host tuff. Trench 
and drill hole sampling results show a close relationship between precious metal 
content, quart,z veining (and fracturing), and sulphide concentration. The presence of 
galena is a good indication of elevated gold and silver content. 

Watson, I.M.; 1987: pp. 8-S. 

Later that year, Laramide Resources Ltd. tested both the Main and East zones with 

nine additional NQ diamond drill holes (87.7 to 15). A total of 943 m (3,093 ft) of drilling was 

done during that program. All but one of those holes was vertical (Figures 25 and 26) 

Watson (198&l) summarized the results of Laramide Resources’s 1987 trenching and 

drilling programs as follows: 

The hIaim Zone is the most extensive and strongest of the zones so far explored. 
Drilling and trenching show that alteration, development of quartz veins, and gold 
content are strongest in the area between 3 +OOS and 4+005 immediately east of the 
8+OOW base line (Figure 25). To the nort,h there is a transition to unaltered purple 
tuffs. (Drill holes 87-8 and 87.10, . ..) The zone is open down dip to the east, and is 
untested at, depth to the south. 

All t,he current series of Main Zone holes have intersected zones of gold 
enrichment ranging from a few hundred ppb to 4,600 ppb (4.6 gmimt. 0.134 oz/ton) in 
hole 87. Il. 

Gold mineralization occurs in vein clusters and stockworks ranging from 2 to 
24 metres (6.6 to 78.7 ft) in t,hickness. Because of t,he steepness of the veins (50” to 70 
“) there is little or no correlation of individual shoots from hole to hole; the strongest 
concentration of gold has been encountered by drill holes 87-11, 87-12. and 87-14 of the 
current series 

Mineralization in the East Zone occurs within a series of narrow shear 
controlled alteration zones. The style and nature of mineralized zones is similar to that 
of the Main Zone but faults and shears are less intense and the development of 
alteration and quartz veins is correspondingly confined. However. several larger (I- 
metre) quartz veins have been exposed by trenching, notably in trenches 38.40 and 
trench 19 (F&re 2-5). The vein in trench 19, strikes just south of east and dips steeply 
south. A 1.0 m (3.3.ft) chip sample across the vein assayed 151.000 ppb (151 gmlmt, 
4.40 o&on) Au and 410.9 ppm (410.9 gmimt, 11.99 o&m) Ag. The vein was intersected 
by vertical drill hole 87-13 at a depth of 26.5 metres (86.9 ft). The 2.0 m (6.56 ft) 
intersection assayed 2.265 ppb (2.27 gm/mt, O.C66 o&ton) Au and 20.6 ppm (20.6 gm/mt, 
0.6 oz/ton) Ag. An attempt to intersect the vein along strike 30 metres (98.4 ft) to the 
east was unsuccessful (Hole 87.15) 
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Trenching of the North Zone exposed an irregular north-westerly trending 
shear/alteration zone Steep terrain to the north and east and deep overburden to the 
south prevented further investigation by trenching. Gold contents of several hundred 
ppb are associated with fracture/quartz vein zones up to 6 metres (19.7 ft) wide. 

Watson, I.M.; 1988A: pp. 15.16 

Drill intersections containing at least 1 gmlmt (0.03 o&on) gold identified by the 1987 

Laramide Resources drill program are listed as follows: 

1987 LARAMIDE DRILL INTERSECTIONS 
CONTAINING MORE THAN 1 gmlmt GOLD 
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1987 LARAMIDE DRILL INTERSECTIONS 
CONTAINING MORE THAN 1 gm/mt GOLD 

(continued) 

81-12 18.0.19.0 59.0-62.3 3.14 0.109 24.5 0.72 1.0 3.3 

87.12 30.0-21.0 65.6-68.9 I 1.28 0.037 I 7.3 0.21 I 1.0 3.3 

87.12 22.0.23.0 7x-75.4 1.59 0.046 14.4 0.42 1.0 3.3 

87.12 26.0.27.0 85.3-88.6 5.52 0.161 40.5 1.18 1.0 3.3 

81.12 29.0.30.0 95.1-98.4 1.88 0.055 13.2 0.39 1.0 3.3 

87.12 37.0-38.0 121.k124.6 1.87 0.054 13.2 0.39 1.0 3.3 

87.12 38.0.39.0 124.6-127.9 1.94 0.057 18.0 0.53 1.0 3.3 

87.13 26.5.21.5 86.9-90.2 3.02 0.088 31.7 0.93 1.0 3.3 

87.13 27.5-28.5 90393.5 1.51 0.044 9.5 0.28 1.0 3.3 

87.14 22.5-23.5 13.3-17.1 1.92 0.056 16.7 0.49 1.0 3.3 

87.14 46.5.47.5 152.5-155.8 1.30 0.039 8.6 0.25 1.0 3.3 

I 87.14 1 50.5-51.5 KS.6.168.9 1 1.92 0.056 I 16.4 0.48 I 1.0 3.3 I 
[p<7.14 ] 51.5.52.5 168.9.172.2 1 1.62 0.047 15.7 0.46 1.0 3.3 

87.14 I;?i.FJE ,i?7.,7i5 1% nnm~ Odd I 1~” 3~3 I 
87.14 53.5-54.5 li5.5.178.8 1.29 0.038 13.9 0.41 1.0 3.3 

87.14 65.5.56.5 182.0.185.3 1.10 0.032 I 9.1 0.27 1.0 3.3 

I 87.14 I 57.5.5R.5 188.6-191.9 I 1.12 0.033 I 9.0 0.26 I 1.0 3.3 I 
87.14 58.5.EQ.5 191.4-195.2 2.10 0.061 13.1 0.40 1.0 3.3 

87.14 59.5.60.5 195.2-198.4 1.07 0.031 6.8 0.20 1.0 3.3 

The erratic veins and gold concentrations throughout. the &dim gold-quartz area 

frustrated Laramide’s attempts to define a minable resource in any of the veins there. It: 

exploration of the property ceased in 1987. 

In 1994, the Sadim property was optioned to Harlow Vent,ures Inc. which intended tri 

explore the Sadim gold.quartz area for its bulk mining potential. 

During 1994. Harlon- excavated two trenches in the Main zone. .A third trench was dus 

in the North zone, about 600 m (1.968 ft) north northwest of the Main zone (Figure 25). Trench 

94-1 was oriented north south to cut, across bhe east-westerly striking quartz veins in the 

central part of the Main zone (Figure 25). It, was located near the base of the slope near the 

eastern margin of the swamp beneath which Watson (1987) had assumed the surface trace G? 

the basal mineralizing thrust fault was located. If Watson’s assumption about the location cd 

t,hat fault was correct. then Trench 94-1 exposed mineralization near the base of the Sadin 



system just above t,he plane of the fault where fracture density and bulk mining potential 

would be greatest 

J.J. McDougall (1994) summarized results of sampling in Trench 94.1 (Figure 27) as 

Harlow Ventures sampled selectively along the westermost exposure of the 
lode system (Trench 94-l) (31 chip samples of quartz across 55 veins ranging from 2 to 
40 cm (0.8 to 15.7 inches) in width (Figures 25 and 26). Assay returns ranged up to 
0.33 o&on (11.313 gm/mt) gold, 2.3 oz/ton (78.85 gm/mt) silver across a narrow width 
of 0.8 metres (2.62 ft,). The most northerly concent,ration of veins lo-39 metres, 32.8. 
127.9 ft) averaged0.072 o&on (2.468 gm/mt) gold across 7.13 metres (23.4 ft) or 0.018 
oziton (0.616 gm/mt) calculated assuming a grade of zero for interstitial material not 
sampled. In the same manner a total of 12.17 metres (39.9 ft,) of quartz within 203 
metres (665,8 ft) of trench assayed 0.062 oz/ton (2.12 gmlmt) gold indicating a 
calculated overall grade of 0.0037 o&on (0.127 gm/mt) 

McDougall, J.J.: 1994: p. 19 

Trench 94-2 was an extension of Trench 87-19 which hosted the highest grade exposure 

of mineralizat,ion in the Sadim gold-quartz area. The vein in that trench was opened and 

sampled for a total length of 52 m (170 ft) (Figures 25, 26, 28, and 29). J.J. hIcDougall(l994) 

summarized the results of sampling in Trench 94-2 as follows: 

Uphill to the east of the north end of Trench 94-l a more sulphide-rich but, 
surface oxidized, much faulted quartz vein up to 1 metre (3.28 ft) wide was lat,er 
discovered by Vance (Laramide Resources) which returned gold assays of up to 4.3 
o&on (147.41 gmlmt) over widths of from 0.3 . 1.0 metres (1 to 3.3 ft) (Figures 27 and 
28). The vei,n was trenched by Vance (Laramide) using a small backhoe revealing a 
length of about 15.5 metres (SO.8 ft) averaging 2.44 oz (83.647 gmimt) gold across 0.57 
metres (1.9 ft). A northerly inclined drill hole @DH 87.15) (Figure 26) indicated that 
the vein did not, ext,end easterly toward an obviously North-Sout,h lineament probably- 
marking a strike-slip fault (?) or erosion depression at or near bhe contact of a limestone 
bed. A second but, vertical drill hole (DDH87-13). a short distance south of the vein 
reportedly failed to intersect it but given the steep (-70”s) to near vertical dip, plus 
fault complexity revealed by trenching, an inclined hole would ha\-e been far more 
informative. However it did intersect 2 metres (6.6 ft) at 26 metres (85.3 ft) of depth 
assaying 0.067 o&on (2.297 gm/mt) gold, 

Investigabion by- Harlow using a heavier back hoe tTrench 94-2) showed that the 
sinuous vein was fault controlled and internally complexly faulted itself. It did not 
appear to dip southerly shallow enough for DDH 87.13 to have intersected it. The fault 
contacts are steep but in several locations a southerly dip component is present, but it 
seldom is shallower than -70”. In addition, the vein was shown not to terminate at its 
western “assumed extremity” but to slip northerly, thence westerly-, thence southerly- 
and to continue westerly- along its initial course. The exposed lengt,h was now increased 
to 52 metres (170.6 ft), approximately double its earlier exposure. Although 
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diminishing somewhat in width, the vein cont,inues westerly but, local steepening 
terrain prevent,ed further excav&on at this bime. The tot,al vein exposure was sampled 
more thoroughly by Harlow in 1994 (Figures 28 and 29). 

Fort,y four channel samples, rest,ricted to a quart,2 component and associated 
gouge only, and several “grabs”. were t,aken along t,he full exposure of the Trench 94-2 
vein. Surface oxidized material was avoided as much as possible but greater depth of 
sample would be required to involve fresher mineralization only. Some secondary 
enrichment is presumably involved as is some possible leaching. Fault, gouge is 
common. Due to increasing thickness of overburden the full width of the southerly 
portion of the irregularly trending vein was not totally uncovered. 

The cent,ral l;i metres (49.2 ft,) of t,his vein averaged 1.33 o&on (45.595 gmimt) 
gold. 9.2 “z/ton (315.39 gm/mt) silver (uncut). The ext,ension to the east (11 m, 36.i ft.) 
averaged 0.02:3 “z/ton (0.788 gm/mt) gold while that to the west (26 m. 83.3 ft) averaged 
0.104 o&on (3.*&5 gm/mt) gold. The average width of the whole vein. including 
unsampled internal alteration material, etc., is above 1 m&e (3.3 ft) as mapped (Figure 
28) although the defined port,ion of the western extension itself is less than half of this 
width. No free gold was seen and is believed to occupy small fract,ures in the pyrit,e or 
t,o be present as a telluride. Fourt,een higher grade samples wit,hin the vein system 
ret,urned a 7: 1 silver to gold rat,io. 

McDougall, J.J.: 1994: ,‘,I. 19-20 

Trench 94.:3 which explored the North zone. uncovered some float that contained 16.28 

gmimt (0.475 o&on) gold t,he source of which was not found Some of the 1987 trenches were 

resampled 

Harlow Ventures Inc. conducted a program comprising 729 m (2.39~3 ft) of NQ diamond 

drilliig in the hI,in zone ofthc Sadim gold showings area (iilcDougall. 19%). The 12 1995 drill 

holes were located among Laramide’s 1987 drill holes. Holes of the 199,5 program were all 

oriented northward at, dips of from 45‘ to -60” to intersect, the steeply south\\ard-dipping veins. 

The high-grade vein sampled in Trench 94-2 was encountered in drill holes 95-7. 8. and 9. 

Intersections in those holes were: DDH 95.7. 1.07 m of ,586 gmimt (:J..5 ft of 0.171 ozit,on) gold, 

DDH 9.58. 0.3 m of 109.5 gmimt (1 ft of is.2 o&on) gold and DDH 95.9. 0.3 m of 24.3 gm/mt (1 

ft of O.il m/ton) gold. Other veins exposed in the 198i and 1994 trenches were encountered 

at dept,h 

*4ll who drilled the Sadim gold veins remarked upon their anastomosing. intersecting 

and steep eastward dipping planes. These vein at,tributes were confirmed by ,J.J. McDougall’s 
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(1994) mapping of the 94-2 trench (Figure 28). and K.H. Hicks’s (2001) plotting of drill 

intersections with the plane of the 94-2 vein (Figure 30). Prior to the 2002 drill program, the 

writer produced a contour map of the plane of the upper surface of the 94-2 vein in the area of 

previous drill intersections south of Trench 94-2 (Figure 30). The anastomosing and steeply 

sout,hward dipping attitude of the plane of the 94-2 vein is clearly evident south of the 94-2 

trench. 

The drill intersections that exceeded 1 gm/mt (0.03 oz./ton) in the 1995 drill program 

were as follow: 

1995 HARLOW DRILL INTERSECTIONS 
CONTAINING MORE THAN 1 gm/mt GOLD 

95-3 18.9-20.4 62.0-67.0 1.04 0.030 8.4 0.24 1.5 5.0 

96.3 X.4-36.0 116.0.118.0 2.84 0.068 16.5 0.48 0.6 2.0 

95-3 42.7-43.3 140.0-142.0 2.48 0.014 19.4 0.57 0.6 2.0 

I 96-R I ‘K3.4R.R 152.0.lfiO.O I 2.14 0.062 I 15.7 0.46 I 2.4 8.0 I 
95.4 23.2-24.7 76.0-81.0 1.01 0.030 11.0 0.32 1.5 5.0 

95-6 L8.3.18.4 60.0-60.5 3.14 0.092 20.5 0.60 0.2 0.5 

95-6 25.3-25.4 83.0-83.25 IS.78 0.5i7 162.6 4.74 0.07 0.25 

96.6 28.3-28.5 93.0-93.5 6.79 0.200 82.0 2.39 0.2 0.5 

95.7 L5.4.16.5 60344.0 5.86 O.l'il 43.5 1.27 1.1 3.5 

95.8 19.5-19.8 64.0-65.0 103.96 3.033 200.7 5.85 0.3 1.0 

I 96.9 I ‘24~424~i 80~0-*1.0 I 22.33 0.651 I 184.3 5.38 I 0.3 1.0 I 
! 

95.10 26.5-26.8 87.0-88.0 1.20 0.035 9.6 0.28 0.3 I.0 

95-10 26.8-27.1 88.0-89.0 1.91 0.056 16.8 0.49 0.3 1.0 

95.10 27.1-27.4 89.0-90.0 3.83 0.112 29.3 0.85 0.3 1.0 

95.11 1~1L.3.112.8 365.0-370.0 1.08 0.032 4.6 0.13 1.5 5.0 

95-l 1 137.8-138.1 4X0-453.0 25.60 0.747 192.7 5.62 0.3 1.0 

95.11 142.0-143.1 466.0-469.5 15.50 0.452 134.9 3.93 1.1 3.5 

95.11 143.7-144.0 471.5-472.5 22.70 0.662 186.9 5.45 0.3 1.0 

95.12 6.1-6.4 20.0-21.0 14.30 0.417 82.1 2.39 0.3 1.0 

95-n 45.6-46.0 349.5-151.0 15.00 0.438 111.2 3.24 0.4 1.5 
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Toby Ventures Inc. excavated three additional trenches around Trench 94-2 during 

2000 (Figures 25 and 26). A total of 338 m (1,109 ft) of trench was dug during that program. 

K.E. Hicks (2001) described the results of the 2000 trench.sampling program as follows: 

A total of eleven rock samples were collect,ed by the author from the current 
trenching program Discreet zones of resistant weathering quartz veinlet stockworks 
within the tuffaceous volcanics were found scattered along the length of Trenches 20-l 
and 20-2 (Figure 26). Widely spaced hairline quartz veinlets at random orientations 
were usually barren but rarely contained specks of chalcopyrite and pyrite. None of the 
five rock grab samples taken from these stockwork zones returned significant economic 
gold values. One grab sample, KHS1002, taken along a narrow malachite-rich fracture, 
returned a va:lue of 3181 ppm (0.32%) Cu. Also randomly scattered minor quartz and/or 
carbonate veins from 1 to 3 cm (0.4 to 1.2 inches) were found to be barren of 
mineralization The only significant quartz vein mineralization encountered during the 
trenching program occurred at 32 meters (105 ft) south of Trench 94-2 within Trench 
20.1 (Figure 26). This mineralization consisted of a strongly fractured and shattered 
quartz vein containing minor amounts of chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite. Grab 
sample KHSlOOl returned values of 23990 ppb (23.99 gmlmt, 0.69 oziton) Au from 
quartz vein material with up to 5% mixed sulphides. Sample KHSlOOO was a chip 
sample across a true width of 40 cm (1.3 ft) and returned values of 7726 ppb (7.726 
gm/mt, 0.225 o&on) Au. This intersection was followed up by Trench 20-3 which 
attempt,ed to follow the mineralization along strike. Additional samples along strike of 
t,he main int,ersection taken in Trench 20-3 returned values of 4850, 619 and 30 ppb Au, 
respectively (Figure 26). A total of five samples were collected from this zone. 

Hicks, K.H.; 2001: pp. 30-31 
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3.0 GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

3.1 Regional Geology 

3.1.1 Regional Stratigraphy 

Much of the area between Princeton and Merritt is underlain by mafic to intermediate 

volcanic and plutonic rocks of the Late Triassic-age Nicola Group. These rocks outcrop in 

south-central British Columbia. They are interpreted to be a constituent of the Quesnel terrane 

and correlate with the Takla and Stuhini volcanic assemblages in northern British Columbia 

and Yukon (Preto, 1979). 

Nicola Group rocks and their equivalents extend as far east as the west Kootenay area 

of southeastern British Columbia. They are flanked to the west by the Mesozoieage 

accretionary wedges of the Bridge River and Methow terranes, and the post accretionary 

intrusive rocks of the Coast Plutonic Complex (Figure 31). 

W.H. Monger and J.M. Journeay (1994) described the rocks of the Quesnel terrane in 

the legend to t,heir terrane map as follows: 

Quesnel terrane is characterized by a west-facing, Late Triassic-Early Jurassic 
arc (Nicola-Rossland volcanics). Comagmatic intrusions range from 212 to 193 Ma. The 
arc overlies an older assemblage of Late Palaeozoic island arc and oceanic rocks (Apes 
Mountain Complex and Harper Ranch Group) that. was deformed and juxtaposed with 
parts of Kootenay terrane to the east, some time prior to the Late Triassic. It is 
unconformably overlain by non-volcanic elastic rocks of the Lower to Middle Jurassic 
(1at.e Plensbachian to earliest Callovian; ca. 190-160 Ma) Ashcroft Format,ion. The early 
Mesozoic Quesnellian arc probably formed on the western edge of the North American 
plate, but, was not emplaced on continental margin rocks to the east until late Early 
Jurassic t,ime (ca. 185 Ma). 

Perm,ian faunas of Quesnellia are a mixture of western Cordilleran forms 
similar to those in Stikinia. ChiUiaack terrane and the eastern Klamaths. with some 
Tethyan elements. Pleinsbachian faunas of Quesnellia appear to be latitudinally- 
comparable to those ifstikine, that is south of their present position with respect to 
cratonic North America. However, May and Butler (1986) conclude from their analysis 
of palaeomagnetic data t,hat there is no evidence for northward displacement in the 
Triassic-Jurassic rocks. Plutonic rocks in southwestern Quesnellia include early 
Mesozoic arerelated magmatism (212-195 Ma), post-accretionary Late Jurassic (168. 
155 Ma) granitic rocks and mid Cretaceous (ea. 105-100 Ma) plutonics. probably related 
to the Spences Bridge arc. 

Monger, W.H. and Journeay, J.M.: 1994: Terrane Map 
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The Nicola Group is divided int,o three belts by two major north-south trending fault 

systems. These belts are named t,he Eastern, Central and Wesdern belts (Preto, 1972 and 1979; 

and Monger, 1989). 

The Eastern belt consists of a westerly facing sequence of volcanic siltstone, laharic 

deposits, conglomerate, and tuff. Included in this belt, are some alkaline flows near small 

micromonzonite porphyry stocks. 

The Central belt contains the oldest rocks in the Nicola Group. They are mostly 

massive pyroxene and plagioclase-rich flows of andesitic and basaltic composition, coarse 

volcanic breccia, conglomerate, and lahar deposits, with lesser amounts of fine-grained 

pyroclastic and sedimentary rocks (Preto, 1979) (Figure 32). Stratigraphic relationships and 

local facies changes indicate that the Cent,ral Belt rocks were deposited between two active fault 

systems that now define the boundaries of the belt. 

Intrusive rocks are common throughout the Central belt. The!- range in composition 

from gabbro and diorite to syenite and monzonite. At Copper Mountain which hosted the 

largest porphyry copper deposit in the southern part of the Nicola belt. these intrusions are 

subvolcanic phases of the Nicola volcanics (Rice, 1947; Preto, 1972). This opinion is confxmed 

by radiomet.ric dating of both the volcanic and intrusive rocks at Copper hIount,ain by several 

researchers (Prero. 1972). 

Dioritic rocks within the Nicola Group stratigraphy around the Sadim property area 

also are coeval with adjacent volcanic rocks (Figure 32). 

Sinclair and White (1968) determined a mean age for biotites in the Copper Mountain 

stock of 193 5 million years. 

Probably, the Nicola Group rocks in the Sadim property area are of similar age to those 

at Copper hlountain. 

The West;ern belt of the Nicola Group tiers from the Eastern and Cent,ral belts in that 

there h no obvious source area for the volcanics of that belt. Rocks of the Western belt are the 

youngest in the Nicola Group. They form an easterly facing sequence of flow and pyroclastic 
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volcanics that pass upward to w&bedded limestone. The volcanic flows of the Western belt 

are commonly richer in plagioclase than those of the other belts and include a considerable 

amount of andesite, dacite and rhyolite with minor amounts of basalt. Many of these volcanic 

flows are subaerial (Preto, 1979). 

The Late Triassic-age Allison Lake pluton intrudes Nicola Group volcanics about 5 km 

(3 mi) west of the Sadim property-area (Figure 32). This intrusion is mainly grey hornblende- 

granodiorite (Preto 1979). It is assigned to the Mount Lytton Complex which includes the 

Bromley and Cahill Creek plutons (Monger, 1989). 

The Early Jurassic-age Guichon batholith is exposed about 5 km (3 mi) east of the 

Sadim property area (Figure 31). It is comprised mostly of grey, green and pink horneblende- 

biotite granodiori,te. 

Pleistocene.age unconsolidat,ed till and glacio-fluvial sediments fil many of the valley 

bottoms and mantle gentler slopes throughout the Nicola belt in the Sadim property area. 

3.1.2 Regional Metamorphism and Deformation 

Volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Nicola Group seem to have been deposited in an 

active rift zone defined by tvo regional-scale northerly trending normal fault systems. As has 

been mentioned previously. t,he Nicola Group was segregated into three belts by the two fault 

systems. 

Near I&gwale the Western and Central belts are separated b- the Fig fault (Monger, 

1989). Southward. the boundary follows a series of unnamed faults that pass east of the 

Tulameen Complex and are buried beneath Princeton Group volcanic rocks west of Copper 

Mountain. The Central and Eastern belts are separated by the Allison and Summers Creek 

faults north of Princeton. South of Princeton, the belts are separated by the Boundary fault 

which passes nest of the Copper Mountain stock and the copper deposits. The Summers Creek 

fault syst,em including t,he h~fissezula Mountain fault also lies adjacent to the eastern sides of 

the Axe deposit., located about 9 km (5.5 mi) south of the Sadim property (Figure 31) and the 
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IiR-Rum areas on the Sadim property it,self(Figures 24 and 32). 

The Central Belt seems t,o have been deposited in the graben of the rift,. It contains the 

oldest, and thickest succession of Nicola volcanics which are associated with the most, mafic to 

intermediate subvolcanic intrusions. 

Most. of the folding and fault,ing in t,he Nicola Group rocks seems to be related to local 

emplacement of the volcanic pile and subvolcanic intrusions and not regional deformation due 

to mountain building. North of Iiingsvale. Shau (1968) mapped a series of upfight to 

overt.umed folds that were later related to the emplacement, of t,he Nicola batholith as they were 

confined to it,s southern t~erminus (Pret,o. 1979). The Meander IIills syncline. a large structure 

in Nicola Group rorks was proposed by Rice (1947) to est,end from the RIeander Hills to a point, 

just west of Princeton. Later bedding plane studies indicated t,hat the Nicola rocks were not. 

folded but arranged in a series of roughly- microclinal panels separated b? faults (Preto. 1979). 

Local folding and faulbing occurred near the margins of the granitic plutons that 

int~ruded Nicola Group rocks from the Late Triassic to Late Cretaceous periods. Movement 

along the two main boundary fault systems within t,he Nicola Group rocks was probably due 

to compressive stresses at that bime. Late Cretaceous folding in the Kingsvale and Spence’s 

Bridge rocks between Princet,on and Aspen Grove was orient,ed east-west due to north-sout,h 

compression (Rice. 1947). 

Early Tertiary-age fault, movement seems to have been mainl!- due to crust,al t,ension 

resulting in normal faulting on many of the regional breaks. Sediments and volcanic rocks of 

t,he Eocene-age F’rinceton Group were deposit,ed in small fault-bounded basins at that time. 

Rice (194i) suggested that east.sest folding of Princeton Croup rock.5 was the result of north- 

south compression during the RIiocene Age. 

Rocks of the southern Nicola belt, have undergone low-grade regional met,amorphism 

resulting in lower greenschist facies mineral assemblages (Preto. 1972). Thermal aureoles of 

varying t,hicknesses and met,amorphic grades have been mapped in sedimentary and volcanic 

rocks adjacent to intrusions. 
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At Copper Mountain, pervasive metasomatism near fractures accompanies ore 

deposition (Preto, 1972: Rice 1947; Dolmage, 1934). In other mineralized areas of the region, 

metasomatism was found to be almost absent. For example Lefebure (1976) found 

metasomatism to be almost absent in mafic volcanic rocks near the Big Kid copper deposit at 

the Fairweadher :Hills near Aspen Grove, 21 km (12.8 mi) north of the Sadim property area. 

A general table of geological events and lithological units in the southern Nicola belt is 

as follows: 

FIGURE 33 

TABLE OF GEOLOGICAL EVENTS AND LITHOLOGICAL UNITS 
IN THE SOUTHERN NICOLA BELT 

rime Formation or Event 

Recent valley rejuvenation. down cutting ofstream gullies through till, 
1.01-O m.y. development of soil profdes 

Pleistocene 
1.6-0.01 my. 

Eocene to Pliocene 
E-1.6 m.y. 

Eocene 
19 m.y. 

Early Tertiary 
15-49 m.y. 

glacial erosion and deposition: deepening of major valleys. removal of 
Tertiary-age regolith, deposition of till and smoothing of the Tertiary-age 
land surf*cce 
weathering, erosion, and incision of the land surface 
oxidation of near-surface rocks 
minor metal enrichment ofoopper at the base of the weathering 
profrle at the KR-Rum and Sadim areas 
tensional faulting 
deposition ofthe Princeton Group volcanics and sediments in 
brackish lake basins 
faulting, erosion and unroofing of the Nicola Group rocks 

Middle Jurassic to Cretaceous 
160-65 m.y 

Early Jurassic 
190.lfi0 m.y. 

Late Traiansic (Rhaetian) 
203.193 In. y. 

Late Triassic (Sorian to 
Carnian) 
227.209 m.y. 

faulting and possibly mild deformation due to mountain building 
in adjacent terranes 

erosion and deposition of the unoonformably overlying Ashcroft 
Formation sedimentary rocks 
accretion to the North American plate 
faulting and deposition of gold-bearing quartz-pyrite veins in the 
Sadim gold area 
deformation, regional metamorphism and juxtapostion ofthe 
Quesnel terrane w-ith the Kootenay terrace to the east 
intrusion of the Allison Lake pluton 
alteration and capper-gold mineralization of the RR-Rum area 
deposition of the Xc& Group: 
mdic vohmics associated sediments, and coeval dioritie sub-volcanic 
intrusions 

m.y. = million years Bgo 
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Aeromagnetic coverage of N.T.S. map sheet, 92 H/IO and 92 H/15, which coMains the 

area surrounding the &dim property is displayed on E.M.R. Maps 8531G and 8532G 

respect,ively (Figure 34). The airborne magnetic survey for those maps was conducted by 

Gcoterrex Limited from October, 1969 t,o April. 1972. 

The general aeromagnetic trend in the area around the property is nort,h-northwesterly, 

similar to that: of the regional strabigraphy. A nort,herly kending magnetic low coincides with 

t,he Summers Creek valley just, east of t,he property area. The most significant, aeromagnetic 

feature in the Sadim property area is an ovular magnet,ic high that is centered on Microwave 

Hill near t,he centre of the claims. This feature is defined by a 400 gamma (nannotesla) 

increase of the field intensity-. 

3.3 Property Geology 

The first, and most extensive geological mapping in t,he area nox~ covered by the Sadim 

proper& was conducted by AMAX Explorat,ion Inc. in 1950 and 1971 (Christoffersen et al., 

1971). 

Unfortunately. a hand-coloured geological map was submitted for assessment, by AMAX. 

Pencil-crayon smudges on it have rendered it difficult to read and almost unreproducible. The 

writ,er has redraft~ed the strat,igraphg from AM.Ks original map at a scale of 1: 20,000 in 

Figure 33. 

Focus during the 1970-1971 mapping program was on stratigraph? and akeration. 

Structural mapping wai cparsc!. .A description by- C’hristoffersen et al. (1971) of she geology of 

the area no\v covered b? the Sadim proper& is as follows: 
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The property was mapped on east-west grid lines spaced at 500 ft (152.4 m) 
Overburden is not heavy and out,crop is generally good. 

The central and western parts of the property (the crest area of Microwave Hill) 
are underlain by a complex sequence of flow and/or hypabyssal volcanic rocks that 
include feldspar porphyry andesite (Unit 9) (Figure 35), augite porphyry (Unit lo), 
trachyte (Unit 11). and igneous breccia (Unit 13). A sill.like body of hornblende-augite 
microdiorit,e (Unit 12), probably related to flow rocks it has intruded, occupies the 
middle of the property (the KR-Rum area). The stock is truncated on its east side by 
the Missezula Mountain fault where microdiorite is in contact with a variety of steeply 
dipping sediment,ary and pyroclastic rocks probably not related to, and older than, 
volcanic rocks west of the fault. Pyroclastic rocks, comprising tuff breccia, lapilli tuff, 
lithic and crystal t,&(Units 4.7), lie peripheral to igneous rocks and occur in the north 
and southwestern part of the property. Limestone forms small lenses, a few square feet 
in area, in pyroclastic rocks. 

The most prominent structures on the property are north-south trending faults 
of which the Missezula hlountain fault seems to be the most important. Adjacent to 
these faults, rocks are highly fractured and are usually pyritic, with traces of 
chalcopyrite, bornite and chalcocite. Less prominent fault directions are essentially 
southeasterly and northwesterly. Similarities between flow rocks, particularly 
trachyte, and microdiorite suggest the microdiorite underlies the central part of the 
claim group. Hence, if the microdiorite body is sill-like in form, the “sill” is relatively 
flat-lying of gently dipping to the west. 

Christoffersen et al.; 1971: pp. 3-4 

The area between the KR discovery outcrop and the Rum showings is almost entirely 

t,ill covered. Christ,offersen et al. (1971) assumed that it was mostly overlain by a sill-like 

microdiorite body (Unit 12) (Figure 35). Current 2002 drilling sout.h of the KR discovery 

outcrop revealed that the area south of the KR showing was underlain by a gently dipping 

upright sequence of andesitic flows, tuffs, crystal tuffs, and agglomerates. During the 1971 

mapping, t,hose rocks probably would have been assigned to Unit,s 4 to 6 (For details, see 

Section 5.2.2, this report) (Figure 40) 

The microdiorite exposed around and south of the Rum showings may be much less 

extensive and sill like than was presumed by the mappers of Amax’s 1971 survey. 

Sheba Copper Mines Ltd. explored its IvID,4-RCS South claim group which covered part 

of the current Sadim 4 claim area in 1972 (Figure 35). L.W. Saleken (1972) reported that rock 

outcrop in that xea was sparse, comprising less than 15% of his map area. He described the 

geology of that area as follows: 
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The claims are underlain by volcanogenic Nicola Group and Coast Range 
introsives. Several small dyke-like diorite introsives cut the Nicola on the claims. The 
Nicola consists of undivided flows, pyroclast,ic and epiclastic sediments. The lavas are 
generally of and&tic composition and almost entirely comprise thee rocks of the area. 
Minor occurrences of sediments were noted. 

Coast Range intrusive occurs along the southeastern edge of the claims as an 
irregular tonguelike body trending northeasterly. The intrusive is a dioritic-granitic 
coarse grained rock. The magnetics along the eastern edge of the claims suggest that 
the int.rusive irregularly underlies the Nicola rock and extends in a northeasterly 
direction. 

Several smaller dyke-like bodies of fine-grained dioritic introsives occur on the 
northeastern part of the claims. The bodies contain magnetite and generally trend 
northwesterly. Copper mineralization was noted associated with the bodies. A feldspar 
porphyry was located at BL 39 + 50s and contained abnormally high magnetite The 
relation of the fine-grained dioritic dykes and the coarser grained introsives is not 
clearly understood. 

A major north-south fault structure occurs on the claims along 8 E. Several 
other nort,h.sout,h faults were noted. 

Alteration and mineralization are controlled by fractures and are commonly 
associated rvit,h Gner grained intrusives. h’Iagnet,ite and epidote where observed, often 
carried with copper mineralization either as disseminations or fracture fillings. 
Mineralization on the property is spotty and sparsely distributed. 

Saleken L.W.; 1972: pp. 6-7 

The Coast Range intrusive to which L.W. Saleken referred, probably was an equivalent 

to the microdiorite (Unit 12) as mapped previously by the AMAX 1971 geological survey, and 

therefore, part of the Nicola Group. 

I.M. CYat,son mapped the southern part of the current Sadim property during 

exploration on the Sadim gold area during 1986 and 1987 (W&son, 1988.1) (Figures 35 and 36). 

m-a&on encountered mostly pyrcclastics. lahar breccia deposits, and metasediments in the 

southern part of the property area. Preto’s (1979) rock nomenclature was used by Watson in 

his survey (Figures 32. and 36). His description of the geology around the Sadim gold area was 

as follows: 
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The Sadie claims lie immediately west of the Summers Creek fault, which 
marks the eastern boundary of Preto’s Central Belt. 

The property is underlain by northerly striking intermediate to basic flows (la), 
green monolithic and polylithic breccias (Id, Id& tuffs (le), and less abundant, argillites 
(lg) and limestones (10. These rocks have been intruded by irregular bodies of gabbroic 
to dioritic composition (5). Volcanics and sediments marginal to the intrusions have 
been variably propylitised (epidote-pyrite-chlorite-carbonate) and locally host erratically 
distributed copper.pyrite zones. 

Current, (1986-1987) work on the property has been concenbrated mainly in the 
sout~hern parts of t.he &dim 3 and 4 claims (Figures 35 and 36) where a fault related 
zone of carbonatised and pyritic tuffs (le carb) hosts quartuvein stockworks containi,ng 
significant amounts of gold and silver. 

The general trend is slightly west, of north; dips are steep t,o modnrat,ely 
easberly. ‘Tops” have yet to be recognised. 

A major easterly dipping shear zone, intersected in all but, drill holes 87-13 and 
87-15, projects to surface along the north trending swamp in the middle of the map area 
(Figures 2,5 and 36). The fault,, probably a thrust, separates essentially andesitic 
breccias (Id), flows (la) and tuffs (le) on t,he west from mixed tuffs (le, le carb, le cal) 
on the east. ‘Tbn fault zone. which is about 15 met,res (49.2 ft,) thick, occurs along a dark 
grey carbonaceous limestone (10. 

The shear has caused int,ense and extensive fracturing of the adjacent rocks, 
particularly the tuffs above and to the east, of the fault. The fracturing has led t,o the 
development of quartz-vein stockworks. Veins range from hair fractures to greater that 
one metre (3.3 ft,) in thickness. There appear to be two dominant, strike dire&on% 
roughly 30” north and south of east-west (060” and 120”). Dips are moderate to steep 
southerly. 

Watson, I.M.; 1988-A: pp. IO-11 

The current, 2002 drilling program near the Sadim gold area resulted in the recognition 

that the quartz-vein stockworks were preferentially developed in a thick wedge of chaotically 

bedded lahar and mudflow deposits that were flanked by slough material deposited by turbidity 

currents. This epicl&ic wedge was deposited within a sequence of tuffaceous volcanic rocks 

and deep-wat,er greywackes (For more detail see Section j.2.1. this report) (Figures 37 to 39). 



4.0 DEPOSIT TYPES SOUGHT ON THE SADIM PROPERTY 

4.1 Alkalic Porphyry Copper and Gold Mineralization 
and Gold-quartz Veins: 
the Primary Economic Targets on the Sadim Property 

The Sadim property hosts two types of mineralization that represent two very different 

economic targets. Disseminated and fracture hosted copper and gold mineralization in the KR. 

Rum area in the northeastern part of the property may be related to a porphyry-type deposit, 

like those that have been mined at several locations throughout the Nicola volcanic belt. A 

gold-hearing quartz stockwork vein system explored in the southern part of the claim area may 

be the expression of a mesot,hermal gold-quartz vein mineralization, 

Porphyry copper and gold deposits are the primary economic target in the Nicola 

volcanic belt. Such deposits were described by Andre Panteleyev in Lefebure and Ray ad. (1995) 

as follows: 

PORPHYRY &-Au: ALKALIC LO3 

IDENTIFICATION 

SYNON\ihlS: Porphyry copper, porphyry &-Au, diorite porphyry copper, 

COMMODI’l’IES (BW’R0DCCT.S): Cu, Au (.4g), 

EXAMPLES (British Columbia-C~nada/lntemntionnl): 
Iron Mask batholith deposits. Afton (092INE023), Ajax (092INE012, 013), Mt. Polley 
Cariboo Bell, (093.\008). Mt. Milligan (093N196,194), Copper AIountainlIngerbelle 
(092HSE001,004). Galore Creek (104G090), Lorraine? (093N002): Ok Tedi (Papua New 
Guinea); Tai Parit and Marian? (Philippines). 

PiWE: The bracketed number and letter designations in the above list are B.C. MINFILE deposit 
designations. 

GEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CAPSULE DESCRIPTION: 
Stockworks. veinlets and disseminations of pyrite, chalcopyrite. bornite and magnetite 

occur in large zones of economically bulk-minable mineralization in or adjoining porphyritic 
intrusions of diorit,e to syenite composition. Mineralization is spatially. temporaly and 
genetically associated with hydrothermal alteration of the intrusive bodies and hostrocks. 
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TECTONIC SETTING(S): 
In erogenic belts at convergent plate boundaries, commonly oceanic volcanic island arcs 

overlying oceanic crust. Chemically distinct magmatism with alkalic intrusions varying in 
composition from gabbro, diorite and monzonite to nepheline syenite intrusions and coeval 
shoshonitic volcanic rocks, takes place at certain times in segments of some island arcs. The 
magmas are introduced along the axis of the arc or in cross-arc structures that coincide with 
deep-seated fault,s. The alkalic magmas appear to form where there is slow subduction in 
steeply dipping, tectonically thickened lithospheric slabs, possibly when polarity reversals (or 
‘flips’) take place in the subduction zones. In British Columbia all known deposits are found 
in Quesnellia and Stikinia terranes. 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT/GEOLOGICAL SETTING: 
High-level (epizonal) stock emplacement levels in magmatic arcs, commonly oceanic 

volcanic island arcs with alkalic (shoshonitic) basic flows to intermediate and felsic pyroclastic 
rocks. Commonly the high-level stocks and related dikes intrude their coeval and cogenetic 
volcanic piles. 

AGE OF MINERALIZATION: 
Deposits in the Canadian Cordillera are restricted to the Late Triassic? Early Jurassic 

(215.180 Ma) with seemingly two clusters around 205-200 and - 185 Ma. In the southwest 
Pacific island arcs, deposits are Tertiary to Quaternary in age. 

HOST/ASSOCIATED ROW TYPES: 
Intrusions range from line through coarse-grained, equigranular to coarsely porphyritic 

and, locally, pegmatit,ic high-level stocks and dike complexes. Commonly there is multiple 
emplacement of successive intrusive phases and a wide variety of breccias. Compositions range 
from (alkalic) gabbro to syenite. The syenitic rocks vary from silica-undersaturated to 
saturated compositions. The most undersaturated nepheline normative rocks contain modal 
nepheline and, more commonly, pseudoleucite. The silicaundersaturated suites are referred 
to as nepheline alkalic whereas rocks with silica near-saturation, or slight silica oversaturation, 
are termed quartz alkalic (Lang et al., 1993). C oeval volcanic rocks are basic to intermediate 
alkalic varieties of the high-I< basalt and shoshonite series and rarely phonolites. 

DEPOSIT FORM: 
Stockworks and veinlets, minor disseminations and replacements throughout large 

areas of hydrothermally altered rock. commonly coincident wholly or in part with hydrothermal 
or intrusion breccias. Deposit boundaries are determined by economic factors that outline ore 
zones within larger areas of low.grade, laterally zoned mineralization. 

TEXIUREISTRLJCTURE: 
Veinlets and stockworks; breccia, sulphide and magnetite grains in fractures and along 

fracture selvages; disseminated sulphides as interstitial or grain and lithic clast replacements. 
HydrothermalIy altered rocks can contain coarse-grained assemblages including feldspathic and 
calcsilicate replacements (‘porphyroid’ textures) and open space ftig with fme to coarse, 
granular and rarely pegmatic textures. 

ORE MINER.4LOGY (Principle and subordinale): 
Chalcopyrite, pyrite and magnetite; bornite, chalcocite and rare galena, sphderite, 

tellurides, t&-o&d&, gold and silver. Pyrite is less abundant than chalcopyrite on ore zones. 

G.;WGIJE MINERALOGY: 
Biotite, K-feldspar and sericite; garnet, clinopyroxene (diopsidic) and anhydrite. Quartz 

veins are absent but hydrothermal magnetite veins are abundant. 
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ALTERL4TION MINERALOGY: 
Biotite. K-feldspar, sericite, anhydritelgypsum, magnet.ite, hematite, actinolite, chlorite, 

epidote and carbonate. Some alkalic systems contain abundant garnet including the T&rich 
andradit,e variety- - melanite. diopside, plagicclase. scapolite. prehnite. pseudolucite and apatite; 
rare barit,e, fluorite, sodalitc. rut,& and lat,e-stage quartz. Cent,ral and early formed potassic 
zones. with K-feldspar and generally abundant secondary biotit,e and anhydrit,e commonly 
coincide with ore. These rocks can cont,ain zones with relatively high-temperature calcsilicate 
minerals diopside and garnet. Out,ward t,here can be flanking zones in basic volcanic rocks with 
abundant biotit,e t,hat, grades int,o extensive, marginal propylitic zones. The older alteration 
assemblages can be overprinted by phyllic sericit,e.pyrite and. less commonly, sericite-clay- 
carbonat,e-pyrite alterat,ion. In some deposits. generally at dept,h in silica-saturated types, there 
can be either extensive or local zones of sodic alterat,ion containing characteristic albite with 
epidote. pyrite, diopside. actinolite and rarer scapolit,e and prehnite. 

ORE CONTROLS: 
Igneous contacts. both int,ernal between int,rusive phases and external wit,h wallrocks; 

cupolas and the uppermost bifurcat,ing parts of stocks, dike swarms and volcanic vents. 
Breccias, mainly early formed intrusive and hgdrot,hermal types. Zones of intensely developed 
fracturing give rise to ore-grade vein st,ockworks. 

ASSOCL4TED DEPOSIT T1-PES: 
Scar” copper (KOl): Au-Ag and base metal bearing mant,os (JfOl. hI04). replacements 

and breccias in carbonate and non-carbonate rocks; magnetite-apatite breccias (DO7); 
epit,hermal Au-Ag: both high and low sulphidat,ion types (HO4. I-105) and alkalic, Te and F-rich 
epit,hermal deposits (HO@ auriferous and polymetallic base metal and quartz-carbonate veins 
(01. 10.5); placer Au (COl. CO2). 

COMMENTS: 
Subdivision of porphyry deposits is made on the basis of metal content, mainly ratios 

between Cu. Au and BIo. This is a purely arbit,rary, economially based criterion: there are few 
clif&rences in style of mineralization between the deposits. Differences in composition between 
the hostrock alkalic and calcalkalic intrusions and subtle, but significant,, differences in 
alteration mineralog>- and zoning pat,terns provide fundamental geologically- based contrasts 
between deposit, model t!-l)es. Porphyry copper deposits associated with calcalkaline hostrocks 
are described in mineral deposits profile L04. 

EXPLORATION GUIDES 

GEOCHEhI1C.X SIGNTIURE: 
Alkalic cuprifwous systems do not contain economicall! recoverable hlo (cl00 ppm) but 

do contain elevated .&I (> 0.3 gmmimt) and .Q (>2 gmimt). Cu grades vary widely but commonly 
exceed O.,i% and rarely 1,OYd. R1an.v contain elevated Ti. 1.. P. F. Ba. Sr. Rb. I% Te. Pb. Zn. 
1’GE and have high CO, content. Leaching and supergene enrichment effects are generally- 
shght and surface outcroppings normally have little of the copper remobilized. M-here present, 
secondan- minerals are malachite, azurite. lesser copper oxide and rare sulphate minerals; in 
some deposits native copper is economically significant (e.g. Afton. Iiemess). 

GEOPII\-SICX SIGN.\TLJRE: 
Ore zones. particularly those tvith high Au cont,ent,. are frequentl!- found in association 

with magnetite-rich r0ck.s and can be located b?- magnet,ic survey-s. Pyritic haloes surrounding 
cupriferou-: rocks respond well to induced polarization surve>-s. The more int,ensely 
hydrothermally altered rocks produce resist,ivity lows. 
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OTHER ESPLOKATION GUIDES: 
Porphyry deposits are marked by large.scale. markedly zoned metal and alteration 

assemblages. Central parts of mineralized zones appear to have higher Au/& ratios than the 
margins. Alkalic porphyry Cu deposits are found exclusively in La& Triassic and Early 
Jurassic volcanic arc t,erranes in which emergent subaerial rocks are present,. The presence 
of hydrothermally altered clasts in coarse pyroclast,ic deposit,s can be used to locate mineralized 
int,rusive centres, 

ECONOMIC FACTORS 

GRADE AND TONNAGE: 
. Worldwide according t,o Cos and Singer (U.S. Geological Survey Open File 

Report, 88-46. 1988) 20 t,ypical porphyry- Cu.Au deposits, including both 
calcalkaline and some alkalic types, cont,ain on average: 

160 Mt, with 0.55% Cu, 0.003% MO. 0.38 g/t Au and 1.7 g/t Ag. 
. British Columbia alkalic porphyry deposit,s range from < 10 to >300 Mt and 

cont,ain from 0.2 t,o 1.5% Cu; 0.2 to 0.6 g/t Au and > 2 g/t Ag; MO contents are 
negligible. Medial values for 22 British Columbia deposits with reported 
reserves (with a heavy weighting from a number of small deposits in the Iron 
Mask batholith) are: 15.5 Mt with 0.58% Cu, 0.3 g/t Au and >2 g/t Ag. 

END USES: 
Production of chalcopyrit,e or chalcopyrite-bornite concentrates with significant Au 

credits. 

IMPORTANCE: 
Porphyry deposits contain the largest reserves of Cu and close to 50% of t,he Au reserves 

in Brit,ish Columbia: alkalic porphyry sysdems contain elevated Au values. 

Panteleyev, Andre. 
in: 
J,efebure. D.V. and Ray, G.E.; 1995: pp 83-86. 
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The gold.betig vein structures like those occurring in the southern part of the Sadim 

property were described by Chris Ash and Dani AMrick in; Lefebure Htiy, ed. (1996) as follows: 

Au-QUARTZ VEINS 101 

IDENTIFICATION 

SYNONYMS: 
Mother Lade veins, greenstone gold, Archean lode gold, mesothermal gold-quartz veins, 

shear-host,ed lode gold, low+ulphide gold-quartz veins, lode gold. 

COhIMODITIES (BYPRODUCTS): Au (Ag Cu, Sb) 

EXAMPLES (British Columbia (MINFILE #)-Canada/Internationan: 
. Phanerozoie: BralornePioneer (092JNEOOl), Erickson (104PO29), Taurus (104PO12), 

Polaris.Taku (104IiOO3), Mosquito Creek (093HOlO). Caribw Gold Quartz (093H019), 
Midnight (082FSW119); Carson Hill, Jackson-Plymouth, Mother Lode district; Empire 
Star arid Idaho-Maryland, Gross Valley district (California, U.S.A.); Alaska-Juneau, 
J&in, Kennsington (illoska, USA.), Ural Mountains (Russia). 

. Archean: Hollinger, Dome, McIntyre and Pamour, Timmin,s camp; Lake Shore, 
KirklarLd Lnke camp; Campbell, Madsen, Red Lake camp; Kerr-Addison, Larder Lake 
camp (Ontario, Canada); Granny Smith, Kalgoorlie and Golden Mile (Western 
Aust.r&~); Iiolar (Karnntaka. India); Bla,Lket-Vubachikwe (Zim~babwe, A/r&). 

iVOTE: The bracketed number and letter designations in the above list are B.C. MINFILE deposit 
designations. 

GEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CAPSULE DESCRIPTION: 
Gold-bearing quartz veins and veinlets with minor sulphides crosscut a wide variety of 

hostrocks and are locallized along major regional faults and related splays. The wallrock is 
typically aItered to silica, pyrite and muscovite within a broader carbonate alteration halo. 

TECTONIC SETTINGS: 
. Phanerozoic: Contained in moderate to gently dipping fault/suture zones related to 

continental margin collisional tectonism. Suture zones are major crustal breaks which 
are characterized dismembered ophiolitic remnants between diverse assemblages of 
island arcs. subduction complexes and continental-margin claatic wedges. 

. A4rchean; Major transcrust,al structural breaks within stable cratonic terranes. May 
represent remnant terrane collisional boundaries. 

DEPOSITION.kL EmTRONRIENT / GEOLOGICAL SETTING: 
Veins form within fault and joint systems produced by regional compression or 

t,ranspression (terrane collision), including major iistric reverse faults. second and third-order 
splays. Gold is deposited at crustal levels within and near the brittle-ductile transition zone 
at. depths of 6-12 km, pressures between 1 to 3 kilobars and temperatures from 200’ to 400” C. 
Deposits may have a vertical extent of up to 2 km, and lack pronounced zoning. 
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AGE OF MINERALIZATION: 
Mineralization is post-peak metamorphism (i.e. l&e syncoliisional) with gold-quartz 

veins particularly abundant in the late Archean and Mesozoic. 

. Phanerozoic: In t,he North America Cordillerra gold veins are post-Middle Jurassic and 
appear to form immediately after accretion of oceanic terranes to the continental 
margin. In British Columbia deposits are mainly Middle Jurassic (-165.170 Ma and 
Late Cretaceous (-95 Ma). In the Mother lode belt, they are Middle Jurassic (-150 Ma) 
and those along the Juneau belt in Alaska are of early Tertiary age (-56.55 Ma). 

. Archean: Ages of mineralization for Archean deposits are well constrained for both the 
Superior Province, Canadian Shield (-2.68 to 2.67 Ga) and the Yilgarn Province, 
West,ern Aust,ralia (-2.64-2.63 Ga). 

HOST/ASSOCIATED ROCK TYPES: 
LithologicalIy highly varied, usually of greenschist metamorphic grade, ranging from 
virtually undeformed to totally schistose. 

. Phanerozoic: Mafic volcanics, serpentinite, peridotite, dunite, gabbro, diorite, 
trondjemite/plagiographites, greywacke, argilhte, chert, shale, limestone and quartzite, 
felsic and intermediate intrusions. 

. Archean: Granite-greenstone belts - mafic, ultramafic (komaitiitic) and felsic volcanic% 
intermediate and felsic intrusive rocks, greywacke and shale. 

DEPOSIT FORM: 
Tabular lissure veins in more competent host lithologies, veinlets and stringers forming 

stockworks in less compet,ent lithologies. Typically occur as a system of en echelon veins on all 
scales. Lower grade bulk.tonnage styles of mineralization may develop in areas marginal to 
veins with gold associated with disseminated sulphides. May also be related to broad areas of 
fract.uring with gold and sulphides associated with quartz veinlet stockworks. 

TEXTURE/STRUCTURE: 
Veins usually have sharp contacts with wallrocks and exhibit a variety of textures, 

including massive, ribboned or banded and stockworks wit,h anastomosing gashes and dilations. 
Test,ures may be modified or destroyed by subsequent deformation. 

ORE MINERALOGY (I’rincipal and subordinate): 
Native Gold, pyrite. arsenopyrite, galena, sphukrite, chakopyrit~e, pyrrh.otite, tellurides, 

scheelife, bismulh, cosolite, tetrahedrite, stibrzite, molybdenife, gersdorffibe (NiAsS), 
bismuthanite @i&J, tetrodymite @i,Te~$). 

GANGUE MINERALOGIv (Principal and subordinate): 
Quartz. carbonates (ferroan dolomite, ankerite, ferroan-magnesite, calcite siderite). 

albite, mariposite (fuch,sit~e), sericite, muscouite, chlorite, tourmaline, graphite. 
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ALTERA4TION MINERALOGY: 
Silicification, pyritization and potassium metasomatism generally occur adjacent to 

veins (usually within a metre) within broader zones of carbonate alteration, with or without 
ferroan dolomite veinlets, extending up to tens of m&es from the veins. Type of carbonate 
alteration reflects the ferromagnesian content of the primary host lithology; ultramafic rocks- 
talc, Fe-magnesite; mafic volcanic rocks-ankerite, chlorite; sediments-graphite and pyrite; felsic 
to intermediate intrusions-sericite, albite, calcite, siderite, pyrite. Quartz-carbonate rock 
(iistnanite) and pyrite are often the most prominent alteration minerals in the wallrock. 
Fuchsite, sericite. tourmaline and scheelite are common where veins are associated with felsic 
to intermediate intrusions. 

WEATHERING: 
Distinctive orange-brown Iimonite due to the oxidation of Fe-hIg carbonates cut by 

white veins and veinlets of quartz and ferroan dolomite. Distinctive green Cr.mica may also 
be present. Abundant quartz float in overburden. 

ORE CONTROLS: 
Gold.quartz veins are found within zones of intense and pervasive carbonate alteration 

along second order or later fauks marginal to transcrustal breaks. Thev are commonly closely 
associated with, late syncollisional, structurally controlled intermediate to felsic magmat,ism. 
Gold veins are more commonly economic where hosted by relatively large, competent units, 
such as int.rusions or blocks of abducted oceanic crust. Veins are usualll- at a high angle to the 
primary collisional fault zone. 

. Phanerozoic: Secondary structures at a high angle to relatively flat-lying to moderately 
dipping collisional suture zones. 

. Archean: Steep, t,ranscrust.al breaks; best deposits overall are inn areas of greenstone. 

ASSOCIATED DEPOSIT TYPES: 
Gold placers (COl.C02), sulphide manto Au (JO4), silica veins (IOi): iron formation Au 

004) in the Archean. 

GENETIC MODEL: 

Gold-quartz veins form in lithologically heterogeneous, deep transcrustal fault zones 
that develop in response to terrane collision. These faults act as conduits for CO,-H,O-rich (5. 
30 mol% CO& in low salinity (~3 wt % NaCl) aqueous fluids, with high A4uu. Ag, As, (+I-Sb, Te, 
lya MO) and low Cu, Pb. Zn metal contents. These fluids are believed to be tectonically or 
seismicaLly driven by a cycle of pressure build-up that is released b?- failure and pressure 
reduction followed by sealing and repetition of the process (Sibson et al., 1988). Gold is 
deposited at, crustal levels within and near the brittle-ductile transition zone with deposition 
caused by sulphidation (the loss of H,S due to pyrite deposition) primad! as the result of fluid- 
--allrock reactions, other significant factors may involve phase separation and fluid pressure 
reduction. 

The origin of t.he mineralizing fluids remains controversial. n-ith metamorphic, 
magmatic and mantle sources being suggested as possible candidates. Within an environment 
of tectonic crustal thickening in response to terrane collision, metamorphic devolitization or 
partial melting (anatexis) of either the lower crust or subducted slab ma>- generat.e such fluids. 
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COMMENTS: 
These deposits may be a difficult deposit to evaluate due to “nugget effect”, hence the 

adage, “Drill for structure, drift for grade”. These veins have also been mined in British 
Columbia as a source of silica for smelter flux. 

EXPLORATION GUIDES 

GEOCHEMICAL SIGNATURE: 
Elevated values ofAu, Ag, As Sb, K, Li, Bi, W, Te, and B +/- Cd: Cu, Pb, Zn and Hg in 

rock and soil, Au in streams. 

GEOPHYSICAL SIGNATURE: 
Faults indicated by linear magnetic anomalies. Areas of alteration indicated by 

negative magnetic anomalies due to destruction of magnetite as a result of carbonate alteration. 

OTHER EXPLORATION GUIDES: 
Placer gold or elevated gold in stream sediment samples is an excellent regional and 

property-scale guide to gold-quartz veins. Investigate broad ‘deformation envelopes’ adjacent 
to regional listricfaults where associated with carbonate alteration. Alteration and structural 
analysis can be used to delineate prospective ground. Within carbonate alteration zones, gold 
is typically only in areas containing quartz, with or without sulphides. Serpentinite bodies, if 
present, can be used to delineate favourable regional structures. Largest concentrations of free 
gold are commonly at, or near, the intersection of quartz veins with serpentinized and 
carbonate-altered ultramafic rocks. 

ECONOMIC FACTORS 

TYPICAL GRADE AND TONNAGE: 
Individual deposits average 30,000 t with grades of 16 g/t Au and 2.5 g/t Ag (Berger, 

1986) and may be as large as 40 Mt. Many major producers in the Canadian Shield range from 
1 to 6 Mt at grades of 7 g/t Au (Thorpe and Franklin, 1984). The largest gold-quartz vein 
deposit in B&is11 Columbia is the Bralorne-Pioneer which produced in excess of 117, 800 kg of 
Au from ore with an average grade of 9.3 g/t. 

ECONOMIC LIMITATIONS: 
These veins are usually less than 2 metres wide and t,herefore. only amenable to 

underground mining. 

IRIPORT.-WCE: 
These deposits are a major source of the world’s gold production and account for 

approsimatelv a quarter of Canada’s output. They are the most prolific gold source after the 
ores of the Witwatersrand basin. 

Ash, Chris and Alldrick, Dani, 
in: 
Lefebure, D.V. and Hey, Trygve ed.: 1996. pp. 53.56 
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4.2 Copper and Gold Mineralization in the Nicola Volcanic Belt 
between Princeton and Merritt 

The Nicola volcanic rocks between Princeton and Merritt are located between two very 

productive parts of the Nicola belt. To the south at Princeton the Copper Mountain intrusions 

and surrounding Nicola Group volcanic rocks host the Copper Mountain and Ingerbelle 

porphyry copper-gold deposits that were developed together as the Similco mine. To the north 

in the Merritt-Kamlcops area, the Craigmont, Afton and Ajax deposits have been put into 

production 

As of yet, no porphyry copper-gold deposits located between Princeton and Merritt have 

been put int,o production, although copper-gold mineralization occurs throughout this part of 

the Nicola volcanic belt 

V.A. Preto (19i9) discussed the part of the Nicola belt between Princeton and Merritt 

as follows: 

The map.area (I’reto, 1979: Maps 1 and 2) covers virtually in its entirety, the 
region that for many years has been known as the Princeton-Merritt copper belt. 
Within t,his belt, copper prospects are numerous and range from mere Occurrences of 
trivial size to large. though as yet uneconomical, porphyry.type deposits. 

The strong control of the distribution of copper occurrences along this belt by 
faults of t,he Allison Creek and Summers Creek systems was noted by Rice (1947, pp. 
90-91) and by other early workers. Rice (1947) correctly recognized that these faults, 
if projected southward. would trend into the Copper Mountain area and wondered why. 
given this strong structural continuity, no member of the Copper hIountain intrusions 
had been found north of the Princeton basin In fact, this report and other recent 
work ,.. have shown that, not only does the structural continuity extend from Copper 
Mountain at least as far as the Iron Mask batholith near Kamloops, but numerous 
intrusions of the same age and composition as those at Copper Mountain exist in this 
region. These intrusions are genetically related to the Nicola volcanic rocks, and host 
many of the copper deposits. 

Preto, V.A.; 1979: p. 69. 

The Axe deposit (MINFILE No. 092HNE143) is the closest substantial copper.gold 

deposit to the Sadim property. It is located about 9 km (5.5 mi) south of the claims. 

Some aspects of the Axe deposit and the copper-gold mineralization in the ID-Rum area 

on the northeastern part of the Sadim property are quite similar. Both are adjacent to the 
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western flank of the Summers Creek fault system and the Missezula Mountain fault. Also, 

&d&ion, mineralization and alteration in the trenches of the Rum showings area closely 

resemble that, at, the Axe deposit 

The “capsule geology” description of the Axe deposit in the British Columbia MINFILE 

is as follows: 

This area along Summers Creek is underlain by the Eastern volcanic facies of 
the Upper Triassic Nicola Group, comprising mafic, augite and hornblende porphyritic 
pyrcclastics and flows, and associated alkaline intrusions. These rocks are intruded by 
granodiorite and quartz diorite of the Middle to Late Cretaceous Summers Creek 
pluton. 

This prospect is part of the Axe property, a large porphyry system some 3.2 
kilometers in diameter, cont,aining three significant, zones of copper mineralizat,ion, 
including the Adit zone. The other two zones are the Sout,h (092HNE040) and West 
(092HNE142) zones. The Adit zone is 800 metres north of the South zone and 930 
metres east-southeast of the West zone. This porphyry-copper hydrothermal system is 
related to the intrusion of small stocks and dykes of fine-grained diorite and monzonite 
through the West and Adit zones. These intrusions are interpreted to be part of the 
Nicola magmatic suite and may represent the deeper part of Nicola volcanoes. 

The Axe (Adit zone) is largely hosted in a stock of porphyritic micromonzonite, 
1500 by 500 metres in area, intruding basaltic to andesitic flows and tuffs of the Nicola 
Group )Central belt. Preto, 1979). The micromonzonite is comprised of 2.5 to 45 per cent 
plagioclase crystals and up to 10 per cent hornblende crystals in a matrix of orthoclase. 
The stock is cut by a few coeval porphyritic diorite dykes. The northern one.quarter 
of t,he deposit is hosted in sericit,e schist derived from strongly sheared flows or tuffs. 
hIinor andesitic to basaltic, granodioritic and rhyolitic dikes of Cretaceous or Tertiary 
age cut all other rock units. 

The hostrocks are strongly faulted, fractured and sheared in all orientations. 
One prevalent fracture set strikes 045 degrees. A major northeast-striking fault, 
dipping steeply northwest. traverses the area of copper mineralization. This structure 
is part of the north-striking Summers Creek fault system. 

The monzonite stock and surrounding volcanics are strongly chloritized 
pewasively along fractures. Epidote commonly accompanies the chlorite and also forms 
fracture ftigs and irregular veins. usually with calcite. Strong zones of albitization 
are locally present. Fine-grained biotite often accompanies chlorite. Gypsum veins up 
to 1.5 centimeters wide occur at depth. Limonite and manganese staining are very 
common in the upper 30 metres of the zone. Malachite and azurite occur frequently in 
outcrop. usuall>- along shears and fault zones. Surface exposures are intensely leached 
and clay altered. Clay is also developed along the numerous shears and fault zones. 

Sulphides form up to 20 per cent of the zone and consist of pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
minor molybdenite, chalcocite and bornite. and rare pyrrhotite. They are commonly 
disseminated and occur to a lesser extent in veins and fracture fillings. Chalcopyrite 
exceeds pyrite in areas of stronger mineralization. Chalcopyrite and pyrite tend to be 
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disseminated in pervasive chlorite, epidote and albite, and along fractures with chlorite 
and epidote. Molybdenite occurs in chlorite-lined fractures, as irregular stingers and 
as disseminations in locally strong, pervasive epidote alteration. The bulk of the copper 
mineralization appears to be older than molybdenum mineralization, which may be 
associated with the Summers Creek stock. 

The numerous scattered copper occurrences comprising the Adit zone outcrop 
over a north.south distance of 1400 metres and an east-west distance of up to 800 
metres. Diamond drilling has intersected significant copper mineralization in a 5090 
by 400 metre area in the southwestern part of this zone. Drilling up to 1973 has 
defmed indicated reserves of 14,513,600 tonnes grading 0.56 per cent copper Silver 
values are generally low. One drill hole analyzed 0.54 per cent copper and 3.3 grams 
per tonne silver over 53.6 metres A second hole graded 0.677 per cent copper, 0.420 
grams per tonne gold, 33.6 grams per tonne silver and 0.551 per cent zinc over 3.05 
metres 

B.C. MINFILE, 092HNE143 

4.3 Copper and Gold Mineralization on the Sadim Property 

There are four copper and gold showings areas in the Sadim property area. Three of 

them, the KR, Rum, and MD;\.Coke, are copper-gold targets that, are located along the trace 

of the Missezula Mountain fault on the Rum claim in the northeastern part of the property. 

The Sadim is a gold-quartz prospect that straddles the common boundary of the Sadim 3 and 

4 claims in the southern part of the property (Figure 2). Another copper showing area, the 

Cindy, is located within 500 m (1,640 ft) of the northern boundary of the Sadim property. 

These showings areas are recorded in the British Columbia mineral inventory 

(MINFILE) as follows: 

Mineral Showing 
Name 

IiR and Rum 

BID.\-Coke 

MINFILE Number 

092HNE099 

092HNE239 

Sadittl 092HNE09.5 

Cindy 092HNE 126 

The IiR showings area was discovered by prospectors in 1962. At that time it was 
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comprised of a group of small outcrops that covered an area of about 0.4 ha (1 A). The discovery 

area has since been stripped and at present, a mineralized outcrop covering about 20 x 40 m 

(65.6 x 131.2 ft) is exposed among a group of old, partially sloughed-in t,renches. 

The KR outcrop is highly fractured andesite. Fractures have thin coatings of 

chalcopyrite, pyrite, malachite, and hematite. 

Reportedly, 51.8-m (170.ft) long section on the southern side of the IiR outcrop graded 

0.20% copper (Mark, 1976). Adera Mining Ltd. drilled an AX diamond drill hole east. 

southeastward beneath the KR discovery outcrop from its western side (Lammle, 1966) (Figure 

24). That hole penetrated an 18.3-m (60.ft) intersection of andesite lightly mineralized with 

pyrite and chalcopyrite containing an average of 0.265% copper. Mineralization was reportedly 

accompanied by pervasive propylitic (calcite-epidote) alteration (Section 2.2.6. this report). 

Part, of t,he current 2002 drill program explored the area south of the KR outcrop 

(Sect,ion 5.2.2. this report). Three drill holes, 02.10 to 12 penetrated the KR horizon. It was 

found to be a tabular body. The best intersection crossed an est,tiated true thickness of 16.8 m 

(55.1 ft) cont.aining an average of 0.19% copper and 0.0711 gm/mt (0.012 oz/ton) gold (Figure 

40). 

The KR horizon strikes at an average of 098’ and dips an average of 13” south- 

southwesterly. It is within an area of pervasive propylitic epidote-calcite-chlorite.pyrite 

alteration. Some Ii feldspar replacement of plagiociase occurs in alteration adjacent to 

chalcopyrite-bearing veins. This potassic alteration is visible only in the better-mineralized 

parts of the KR horizon. 

Tbe Rum showings area is comprised by a group of copper showings exposed in several 

trenches that were opened up during the late 1960s and early 19iOs. D.G. hIark (1976; Sheet 

1) (Figure 24) recorded that, a sample containing 0.34% copper over a length of 91.4 m (300 ft) 

was taken from the southern part of AhLC Trench No. 7. located in the central part of the Rum 

showings area. presumably by Kalco Valley’s exploration crew. ,L?other sample containing 

0.16% copper over a length of 182.9 m (600 ft) was obtained from the adjoining northern part 
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of the same trench. 

That intersection included an area in the central part of the trench that contained 

0.29% copper over 53.3 m (175 ft) and another section near the trench’s northern end that 

contained 0.14% copper across 88.4 m (290 ft). Trench 8W was excavated east-west, at almost 

a right angle to Trench No.7 and intersected it at its northern end. That trench hosted a 91.4-m 

(300.ft) long intersection that graded 0.10% copper. 

AMAX Trench No.7 was inspected by the writer during the current exploration 

program. 

Most of the rock in the trench wall is light tan, oxidized and silicified volcanic. Red, 

orange. and black limonite is ubiquitous. The black limonite, presumably related to the 

oxidation of chalcopyrite, occurs as small blebs and smears on the numerous fracture surfaces. 

In less oxidized parts of the trench, the original andesitic composition of the country rock can 

be seen. There, malachite occurs on fract,ure surfaces and the rock looks much like the 

malachite-st,ained rock at the IiR showing farther north. A small amount of the rubble in the 

trench bot,tom is black and white, highly silicified breccia with a tourmaline-rich matrix. 

Alteration and mineralization in the A&L= No.i trench looks very similar to some of 

that at the Axe deposit, also located near the trace of t,he Missezula Mountain fault 9 km (5.5 

mi) south of the Sadim property. 

The MDA.Coke showings area was described in the B.C. MINFILE as a group of 

scattered copper showings lying in a 900 by 250 m (2,952 X 820 ft) area with mineralization 

consisting of disseminated and fracture controlled chalcopyrite in intrusives and volcanic rocks 

commonly associated with diorite. Chalcccit,e and malachite were also reported from this area. 

L.W. Saleken (1972) was unimpressed by the lack of intensity of mineralization in the MD.& 

Coke showings area. The writ,er assumes that it is far less intense than that at the Rum 

showings area farther norbh. 

The Sadim gold-quartz area was discovered in 1985 during a regional exploration 

program. Three zones: the Main, East ,and North were discovered in the southern part of the 
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current Sadim property area. This mineral showing has been intensively trenched and drilled 

since 1987. Part of the current 2002 exploration program focused on the Sadim gold.quartz 

area (for details, see Sections 2.2.7 and 52.1 of this report). 

Mineralization is comprised of gold and silver-bearing minerals occurring in sparsely 

mineralized white quartz veins enveloped in pyritic, silicified alteration haloes within 

carbonat,ized epiclastic and tuffaceous volcanic rocks. 

The best intersection found along a vein in the Sadim gold-quartz area was in Trench 

94-2 where sampling established a grade-estimate of 47.65 gm/mt (1.39 o&on) gold across an 

average width of0.78 m (2.56 ft) along a length of 15 m (49.2 ft) (McDougall, 1994). 

The Sadim gold-quartz area is contined by a gently eastward dipping, basal thrust, fault 

that is presumed to come t,o surface beneath a swamp just west of the Main and North zones. 

The eastern boundary of significant mineralization coincides with a sub-vertical north-south 

trending carbonatized shear that probably is a splay off the basal thrust. The gold-quartz area 

is open t,o the northwest and southeast. 

There are spatial. temporal, and perhaps genetic relationships among the copper and 

gold showings in and near the Sadim property area. 

The KR. Rum and MDAXoke showings areas are all locat,ed along the Missezula 

Mountain fault, and they all have porphyry-style copper-gold mineralization contained within 

propylitic alt,eration. Both the Rum and MDA-Coke showings areas are closely related to fine- 

grained dioritic intrusions that are coeval with Nicola Group mafic volcanics. The KR is an 

horizon t,hat dips gently toward the Rum area and may be structurally associated with it,. 

These three copper.gold showings areas may be expressions of one, more extensive mineralizing 

system t,hat is focused along the Missezula Moundain fault in a manner similar to the showings 

of the Axe porphyry copper.gold deposit located on the same fault system 9 km (5.5 mi) south 

of the Sadim property. 

Also, there is a hint of a larger system that may be located on the Sadim property. 

There is a circular or ovoid+haped feature to which the writer refers as the Sadim circular 
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feature on the property. It is about 3.5 km in diameter, and it extends westward from the trace 

of the Missezula Mountain fault. Its centre is just north of the microwave tower atop 

Microwave Hill. 

This feature is most clearly illustrated by the 100 prim copper contour in rocks sampled 

around Microwave Hill during Laramide’s 1987 regional rock geochemical survey (Figure 11). 

The results of the 1971 AM4X soil survey conducted over the crest and the western slope of the 

hill (Figure 5) indicate that this feature may be comprised of as many as t,hree rinds of copper 

enrichment around a central core. The results of the 1976 Ruskin soil survey on the eastern 

side of Microwave Hill (Figure 7) suggests that the Sadim circular feature adjoins the trace of 

the Missezula Mountain fault in the RR and Rum showings area, where coincidentally, the 

most intense copper mineralization has been found to date. 

The distribution of copper in soils south and east, of the Sadim circular feature Figures 

6 and 9) have patterns that are oriented north-northwesterly, sub.parallel with the local 

stratigraphy. 

Although less definitive, some of the geophysical survey results, particularly those of 

the 1971 AMAX magnetic survey (Figure 13) and the 2000 Toby Ventures induced polarization 

survey (Figures 22 and 23) are similar to those of the soil and rock geochemical surveys. 

The writer visited some of the rock outcrops across Microwave Hill during the current 

2002 exploration program. It was observed that fractures containing epidote-calcite-chlorite 

propylitic akeration mineral assemblages were far more numerous and most intensely ahered 

in areas of comparatively high copper contents as de&red by previous soil and rock geochemical 

surveys. 

Fracture sets bearing alteration were measured at several locations. However, any 

circular fracture sets that could have been related to the development of a circular feature 

around Microwave Hill were obscured by the north and northwesterly- trending regional 

fractures. An intensive study of fractures around the hill would be required to find a definitive 

answer regarding the generation of altered fractures by a circular feature. 
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The ex&t:ence of such a circular fracture system would enhance ground preparation and 

increase the size.potential of any porphyry copper-gold mineralization buried beneath the trace 

of the Missezula Mountain fault and the crest of Microwave Hill. 

The many similarities among the KR, Rum and MDA-Coke mineral occurrences render 

it, probable that they are all related to each other and to fluid migration along the plane of the 

Missezula Mountain fault. 

The Nicola Group was deposited, intruded, deformed, and metamorphosed from 227 to 

190 million years ago (Monger and Journeay, 1994). At Copper Mountain the volcanic% 

int.rusives, and mineralized fractures have all been dated as Late Triassic-age, about 193 

million years old (Preto, 1972). The writer believes that all of the copper-gold occurrences yet 

found in the nort,heast,ern Sadim propert,y area are a similar age to the mineralization at 

Copper Mountain. 

The gold-quartz veins explored in the southern part of the Sadim property are 

significantly younger than the copper-gold mineralization along the Missezula Mountain fault 

in the northeastern part of the property area. 

During the current 2002 drill program, the writer found that there were five 

generat,ions of veining and alteration in the Sadim property area (Section 5.2, this report). 

Mineralization at the KR and Rum showings was deposited with propylitic and potassic 

alteration cluing the first phase; the Sadim gold-quartz veins were deposited with silicification 

and pyritizat,ion during the fourth phase. Two generations of carbonitization and a change in 

regional principal stress orientations occurred between the time of deposition of the copper-gold 

mineralizat,ion along the hlissezula Mountain fault and that of the Sadim gold-quartz veins. 

The gold-quartz veins probably were related to thrust faulting during accretion of the 

Quesnel terrane containing the Nicola Group volcanic rocks onto the North American plate 

during t,he Early Jurassic Period, sometime from 190 to 160 million years ago. They are not 

related, either t,emporally or genetically, to the copper-gold mineralizat,ion that, occurs along the 

Missezula Mountain fault in the northeastern part of the Sadim property. 
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5.0 EXPLORATION AND VERIFICATION OF MINERALIZATION 

5.1 Summary of the Writer’s Exploration on the Sadim Property 

The writ,er’s first, involvement with exploration in the Sadim property area was in 

November 2001, during an abortive mobilization for the current drill program. Drilling was 

suspended until June, 2002 because of equipment failure, mostly due to freezing water lines. 

During the current program, the writer has conducted work on the property during the 

following times: November 21 to 28, 2001, June 10-14, July 5 to 12, and August 6 to 8, 2002. 

The writ.er was retained by Toby Ventures Inc. to log the drill core from the current 

program, to integrate those new data with data from previous work programs, and to produce 

a comprehensive summary of what currently is known of the geology, alteration, and 

mineralization in the Sadim property area. 

Locations and orientations of Drill holes for the 2002 program were determined by a 

committ,ee comprising company directors, J.J. McDougall, P.Eng. and the writer. 

This report, was commissioned by Toby Ventures Inc. 

5.2 Current Exploration on the Sadim Property 

The 2002 Toby Ventures Inc. drill program comprised a total of 1.385.4 m (4,544.l ft) 

of NQ diamond drilling. The first nine drill holes comprising a total of 862.3 m (2,8218.3 ft), 

penetrat,ed the Sadim gold-quartz area in the southern part of the Sadim property. The 

remaining three drill holes comprising 523.1 m (1,715,s ft), penetrated the IiR structure in the 

IiR-Rum copper-gold area in the northeastern part of the Sadim property. 

Core was logged using imperial measurements at the request of the directors of Toby 

Resources Inc. Metric equivalents have been stated together with imperial measurements 

throughout this report to facilitate data analysis. 

Core from the &dim gold.quartz area was sampled in two ways. Wherever a quartz 

vein of significant width (greater than 5.1 cm, of 2 inches) was present, it was sampled 

separat,ely from the flanking intense pyritic alteration. Where the p!-ritic alterat,ion contained 
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narrow quartz stringers, both the stringers and the alteration was sampled together. Sample 

intervals depended entirely on highly irregular vein and alt,eration widths. Core from the KR 

horizon was sampled, aith one exception, at 1.5-m (5.ft) intervals. 

AU samples were split in a dedicated core shack at the AP guest ranch and sealed in 

plastic sample bags. Samples were analyzed at Acme Analytical Laboratories in Vancouver, 

British Columbia. Methods and result,s of analyses and assays from the 2002 program comprise 

Appendix ‘A‘ of this report. 

Current exploration has confirmed that the Sadim property is underlain by andesitic 

meta-volcanic and m&a-sedimentary rocks of the Triassic-age Nicola Group. The northern and 

central parts of the property are underlain by a succession of sub-marine flows and pyroclastics 

that have been intruded by several coeval dioritic stocks. The southern part of the property 

hosts pyroclastic, lahar (volcanic mud flow) and associat,ed proximal (volcanic wacke) turbidite 

deposits that, overprint background regional basin.floor turbidite (greywacke) sedimentation. 

There are at least five generadions of fracturing, alteration, and vein development in 

these rocks. Bot,h the first and fourth generations are of economic interest. 

The first generation is comprised of extensive propylitic (epidote-chlorite.calcite-quartz) 

alt,eration and vein ftig that affected the whole property area. This alteration is most intense 

in the KR-Rum area in the northeastern part of the proper@. There, porphyry-style, 

disseminated, and fract,ure-hosted copper mineralization occurs with various amounts of 

pot,assic alteration and tourmaline.bearing breccia development. Mineralization is post-dated 

by some retrograde propylitic alteration. 

During the second phase of alteration and vein development, white calcite-fdled 

fractures and tension gashes formed in en echelon groups. These vein filhngs range up to 1 cm 

(0.4 inch) thick and have no visible alteration haloes. Phase-2 veins and gash fillings are cut 

by subsequent (phase-3) calcite veins that may contain small amounts of chlorite and epidote, 

probably scavenged from local vein walls The calcite that iills these two vein sets probably was 

produced locally as a result of the breakdown of calcium feldspar during regional 
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The fourth generation of alteration is comprised of silicification, pyritization, and 

sericitizat,ion surrounding white quartz veins that contain highly variable amounts of gold. 

This alteration is sparse over most of the property area. However, it is prevalent in the lahar 

and associated turbidite deposits (epiclastic sediments) in the southern part of the property. 

This generation of alteration hosts the gold-bearing quartz veins that comprise the Sadim gold- 

quartz area mineralization. 

The ftith and last generation of alderation and vein development is associated with the 

development of the basal thrust fault and the eastern boundary shear of the Sadim gold-quartz 

area. This generation of fluid movement produces tan-coloured ankerit,e-siderite-calcite 

alteration and carbonate-gypsum (selenite) veins that contain traces of yellow barite. Veins of 

this generation are scarce except near the boundary faults and shears of the Sadim gold-quartz 

area. 

The two areas of economic interest on the Sadim property are the Sadim gold-quartz 

area and the KR-Rum copper-gold area. 

5.2.1 Sadim Gold-quartz area 

The Sadim gold-quartz area has been intensively explored by methods including: 

mapping. geochemical and geophysical surveys, trenching and diamond drilling. It,s dimensions 

and character are now moderately well known. 

This area is bounded to the west-sout,hwest and beneath, by a shallon-ly eastward 

dipping fault, probably a thrust. The eastern boundary of the Sadim gold-quartz area coincides 

with a nearly vertical. north-northwesterly trending carbonate-rich shear zone, that could be 

a splay off the basal fault (Figure 37). No sign&cant mineralization has been found east of this 

structure. The Sadim gold-quartz zone is open to the northwest and southeast. 
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Most of t,he rocks in the southern part of the Sadim property area were mud flow and 

volcanic ash deposits (and associated slump deposits) that have been deposited on a flank of a 

volcanic pile into a marine basin. The background sedimentation in that, part of the basin 

comprises thinly bedded distal greywackes that were deposited by turbidity currents. The 

source terrain of those greywacke beds was volcanic. 

The rocks in this area have been compressed into a series of folds that have 

northwesterly trending axial planes and are overturned to the southwest. Shearing of these 

folds has produced the boundary structures of the Sadim gold-quartz area (Figure 37). 

Phase-4 alteration comprising: &h&cation, sericitization, and pyritization has 

penetrated along diverse paths through t,he host rock of this area, leaching out epidote, chlorite, 

carbonate and any copper minerals that may have been present. This alteration forms 

envelopes that contain tan-coloured pyrit,ic zones of intense alteration that seem to be broad 

haloes around lightly pyritized quartz veins. Almost all of the gold in this area is in the quartz 

veins. About half of the lahar deposits, volcanic wackes, and t,uff beds that host the Sadim gold- 

quart,z zone are altered. 

Near t,he basal fault, t.hese veins are very narrow and form an extensive interlacing 

(broadly spaced stockwork) pattern. Higher in the section. the quartz veins are thicker, spaced 

farther apart. and have small gold-bearing mineral chutes. Locally, these chutes can have gold 

contents in excess of 34.3 gmimt (1 o&on). For details, see section 2.2.7 of this report. 

Intersections from the 2002 drilling that exceeded 0.08 gmimt (0.0023 oz/ton) gold from 

ICP determinations were as follow: 
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2002 TOBY DRILL INTERSECTIONS 
CONTAINING MORE THAN OS gm/mt GOLD (ICP) 

HOLE INTERVAL L!ZKGTH GOLD (ICP) GOLD (Fire.) SILVER (ICP) 
K”. m h cm ft mIdnIt oz/ton emht or/ton kmdmt ozlton 
02-l 18.6-18.9 61’1”.62’2” 33 1’1” 1.3155 0.0384 1.66 0.048 11.227 0.328 

02.1 18.9-19.0 62’2”-62’4” 5 2” 0.9597 0.0280 1.13 0.033 6.947 0.203 
02.1 41.0-41.1 134’8”.134’10” 5 2” 1.3393 0.0391 1.60 0.047 9.992 0.292 
02-l 52.7-53.0 173’.174’ 30 1’ 0.9464 0.0276 1.16 0.034 6.864 0.200 

02-2 21.1).22.1 6%9”-72’8” 94 3’11” 0.8546 0.0249 1.02 0.030 4.746 0.138 

02-3 23.X.23.9 78’.78’4” 10 4” 1.9243 0.0561 2.*9 0.064 11.637 0.340 
Re. 2.34 0.068 

NOTES: ICP (induced plasma coupling) gold determinations underestimate gold content compared with fire 
assay gold determinations by an amount determined by the following equation: Au (ICP) gm/mt = 
0.86 A” (fire assay) - 0.04 gmht. 

For original data, see Appendix ‘A’ 

Most, of the alt,ered intersections sampled f?om the 2002 drill program had very low gold 

content,s 

Drill holes 02-l to 02.3 were designed to test the vein exposed in Trench 94-2 beneath 

bhe intersections of that vein with the 1995 drill holes (Figures 28 to 30 and 38). It was found 

that, 40 m (131.2 ft,) beneath the trench exposure, the 94-2 vein diffused into a complex 

interlacing group of narrow, poorly mineralized quartz veins and alteration haloes. The best 

intersection on that, structure from the current program was 2.5 cm (10 inches) that contained 

2.2 12:3 gmimt (0.0646 w/ton) gold (ICP) 

A mineralizedvein that previously was encountered at the bedrock surface in drill hole 

95-12 was intersected during the current program. Like the 94-2 structure, the 95-12 structure 

tended to diffuse into a complex system of narrow quartz veins and alteration zones with 

increased depth. The best intersection through the 95-12 structure during the current program 
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was 94 cm (3.1 ft) in drill hole 02-Z that contained 1.02 gmlmt (0.030 o&on) gold (fire assay) 

(Figure 38). 

Drill holes 02-4 and 02-6 tested the nature of the “limestone bed” that seemed to cut off 

the eastern end of the 94-2 structure. Drill hole 02-4 was drilled due north along the 

mysterious calcareous unit, and drill hole 02-6 went eastward through it (Figure 37). 

It was found that the calcareous unit was a nearly vertical shear zone that was at least, 

10 m (32.8 ft) thick. Volcanic clasts in the lahar had been stretched out to long-short axis ratios 

of up to 15:l in the shear. The whole shear was accompanied by ankerite-siderite-calcite 

alteration and flooding that turned the rock tan brown. This carbonate alteration post-dated 

the phase.4 silicificat,ion and gold deposition that produced the Sadim gold-quartz area. 

Weathering of this alteration near surface makes it very difficult to identify the nature 

of this rock. The writer sympathizes with previous workers who were not sure how to map it. 

The 94-2 structure persists to the west,ern boundary of the shear, but could not be found 

on its eastern side. 

East, of the carbonate shear, phase-4 silicification, pyritization, and accompanying gold 

deposition is very mild. The stratigraphy east of the shear indicates that the Sadim gold-quartz 

area has been uplifted and eroded away in that area. Drill holes 02-Y and 02-E confirmed the 

change in stratigraphy east of the shear (Figure 3i). 

Drill holes 02-5 and 02.9 penetrated the southern part of the Sadim gold-quartz area 

t,o t,est, t,he contiguity of previously explored gold-bearing structures there (McDougall, 1993; 

Watson. 1987) (Figures 2.5 and 39). 

Although the volcanosedimentary stratigraphy could be correlated among adjacent drill 

holes, significant gold-betig quartz veins and their accompanying alteration haloes could not. 

Probably this is due to the anastomosing character of the veins. For example, the best 

intersection in this area from the 2002 drill program was in drill hole 02.9. where a 15 cm (0.5 

ft) thick white quartz vein contained 48.0558 gmimt (1.4018 o&on) gold (ICP) (Figure 39). 

Possibly it correlat,ed with an intersection in drill hole 95-I 1 that contained 30 cm (1 ft) of 0.90 
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Very closely spaced drilling would be needed to identify the intricate relationships 

among t,he many alteration zones and quartz veins in the &dim gold-quartz area. 

5.2.2 KR-Rum Copper-gold Area 

The IiR.Rum area is located int the northeastern part of the Sadim property which is 

underlain by a sequence of andesitic flows, tuffs, and agglomerates. These volcanic rocks 

probably formed part of the volcanic pile that produced the mud flows and associated slump 

sediments that were found in the Sadim gold-quartz area in the southern part of the property 

area. 

Alt,hough the KR.Rum area has had a long history of surface exploration, it has not 

been adequately drilled. Part of t,he 2002 drilling program focused on commencing an extensive 

drill program across the whole KR-Rum copper-gold area. 

The 2002 drilling explored mineralization associated with the KR discovery outcrop. 

That, mineral showing was quite enigmatic to previous workers. Although its extensions were 

suggested by the results of several geophysical programs, trenching was unsuccessful at finding 

them. 

It was presumed that trenching was unsuccessful because the KR mineralization was 

contained in a nearly flat-lying tabular body that dipped either southward or westward. The 

2002 drill holes were oriented to intersect such a body. The theory was correct and all three 

drill holes: 02-10 to 12 intersected mineralization (Figures 24 and 40). It was calculated that 

the horizon cont,aining the KR mineralization had a strike of about, 098’ and dipped about 13’ 

to the sout,h-sout.hwest. 
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Intersections with the KR horizon were as follow: 

2002 TOBY DRILL INTERSECTIONS 
THROUGH THE KR HORIZON BY DDH 02-10 

2002 TOBY DRILL INTERSECTIONS 
THROUGH THE KR HORIZON BY DDH 02-11 
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2002 TOBY DRILL INTERSECTIONS 
THROUGH THE KR HORIZON BY DDH 02-12 

HOLE No. INTERVAL LENGTH COPPER GOLD SILVER 
m h m n % 

Using the assumptions that the KR horizon is a generally planar feature that is 

disrupted only by minor faulting, and that the attitude of that, plane is 098”/13, then with 

stereonet projections, estimates of the true thicknesses of the horizon have been calculated. 

These claculations. combined with the average copper and gold contents of the intersections are 

as follorv: 

TENOR OF MINERALIZATION 
near the 2002 DRILL INTERSECTIONS into the KR HORIZON 

The intersect,ion of drill hole 02-10 with the KR horizon was in a part of the horizon that 

was not affected by subsequent phase-4 alteration. The other intersections with this structure 

were in areas of mild pervasive phase-4 alteration. In all of the drill holes comprising the 
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current program, it has been found that phase-4 alteration leached the mineral assemblage of 

phase-l propylitic alteration. Possibly it leached away copper as well Phase-4 leaching may 

have been responsible for the lower copper concentrations in in drill holes 02-11 and 02.12. 

The KR horizon hosts pervasive propylitic epidote-chlorite.pyrite-calcite alteration. 

Mineralization is comprised of a stockwork of narrow chalcopyrite and pyrite-bearing veins that 

have cut through the earlier propylitic alteration. Some of these veins contain areas with 

elevated pyrite and quartz contents accompanied by sporadic concentrations of minute 

tourmaline blades. In more intensely mineralized areas minor potassic alteration acconpanies 

mineralized veins although it does not form distinct haloes around them. This potassic 

alteration is mostly due t,o K.feldspar replacement of plagioclase that imparts a pink blush to 

the otherwise green rock. A small amount of red-brown biotite is present with the K-feldspar 

alteration. Epidote.calcite veins and stringers cut the potassic alteration. Probably, they are 

a manifestation of retrograde propyiitic alteration. 

The propylitic alteration that hosts the KR horizon mineralization extends across the 

whole Sadim property area. However, it is most intense along the Missezula Mountain fault 

between the IiR and Rum showings areas. This alteration is the earliest phase of alterat,ion 

seen on the property. 

6.3 Data Reliability and Verification 

Although some early data has been lost, a fairly complete picture of the property’s early 

development, can be assembled. Most of the results of modern exploration in the property area 

have been filed for assessment, with the British Columbia government. That information is 

available t,o the public. Consequently-, it is easy for one to conduct a detailed review of it. 

During the last 40 years, the Sadim property-area has been explored by more than 14 

independent corporate entities including AMAX, ASARCO, and Cominco. 

Verification of exploration results has taken two forms, one unintentional by the 

duplication of data through overlapping surveys, and the other intentional~ through the 
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resampling and reexamination of previous work. 

Geochemical and geophysical surveys have been conducted by more than a dozen 

companies. Where those programs overlap, generally the data is consistent (Figures 5 to 23), 

and composite maps can be produced. 

In general, the writer is confident that the data that has been generated during 

exploration of the S&m property is reliable. However, it must be noted that results of 

analyses from the 2002 drill program on the Sadim gold-quartz area had much lower gold 

conrents than those of the 1987 and 1995 programs. This difference can not be explained by 

differences in lab technique. 

AU of the drill core samples from the current 2002 exploration program were analyzed 

using the induced plasma coupling (ICP) method to minimize laboratory costs. Those from the 

1995 program were analyzed with fire assay. There was concern that not only would ICP 

analysis underestimate gold content, but it would also be an unreliable test for low gold 

concent,rations. 

A group of 23 samples from the 2002 program that contained in excess of 0.4 gm/mt 

(0.012 ozitin) were re-assayed using the fire assay method. A lower cut-off concentration of 0.4 

gmimt was chosen because samples containing less than that concentration in a vein gold 

environment were considered to have conained trace concentrations and consequently were of 

no economic interest, thus, not worth the cost of reanalysis. 

When gold det,erminationns from ICP analyses and fire assays were compared (Figure 

41) it was found that the relationship between them was: 

Au (ICP) gm/mt, = 0.86 .\u (fire assay) - 0.04 gm/mt or conversely, 

Au (fire assay) gmimt = 1.163 Au (ICP) + 0.04 gmimt 

The writer calculat,ed a Pearson ‘r’ correlation coefficient for these data to determine 

the predictability of a fire assay gold determination from one using ICP. 



Pearson r Correlation Coefticient 

r = 0.9978 

of ICP and FIRE ASSAY RESULTS 
from the SADIM GOLD-QUARTZ AREA 

SADIM PROPERTY 
49” 43’53”Z.. 120” 32’33”W. 

Figure 41 U.T.M.: 5.511.100 X.677.075 E. 
N.T.S.: 92 H/IO SIMMILKAYMEEN M.D.. B.C. 

:ASSIAR EAST YUKON EXP. LTD. JOHN OSTLER; ?&SF.. P.Geo. SEPTEkIBER, 2002 
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Dat,a distributions that are completely random with regard to each ot,her. result in a 

Pearson ‘i coefficient of 0. In distributions where one of t,he data sets can be always predicted 

by t,he data of the other. a Pearson ‘i coefficient of 1.0 results from their comparison. 

Thus, a Pearson Y coefficient can be used to determine how confident, one can be at 

predict,ing one data set from the other. A Pearson ‘r’ corrnlat,ion coefficient calculat,ed for these 

data was 0.9978. In samples from the Sadim gold-quartz area with gold concentrat,ions of at 

least 0.4 gmimt, (0.012 o&on), ICP results can be used at the 99.78% confidence level t,o make 

an economical est,imation of corresponding fire assay result,s. 

The writer believes that the differences in the gold concentrations from the 1987 to 1995 

and 2002 drilling on the Sadim gold-quart,z area is due in part to differences in design of those 

programs. The 1987 and 1995 programs were designed to explore for high.grade gold 

intersections close to vein exposures in trenches on surface. The 2002 drill program focused 

upon discerning the broad-scale contiguity of st,ruct,ures u-it,hin the gold-quartz area and its 

geological sett,ing. and not on duplicating previous high-grade gold assa)-vs. Consequently, it 

n-as decided that the cost of implementing st,ringent, sample security measures was 

unwarrcntetl. 
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6.0 ESTIMATION OF RESOURCES, MINERAL PROCESSING AND EXTRACTION 
STUDIES 

Although the history of exploration of the current Sadim property area spans at least 

40 years. it is still in a preliminary exploration stage. The writer believes that this is partly 

because the whole property area did not come under t.he conkol of a single corporate entity 

u&l the mid-1990s. and at that time, money for exploration in British Columbia was difficult 

to raise. Consequent,l>-, the pace of discovery in the Sadim property area has been slow, and 

some preliminary exploration programs have been duplicat,ed, 

As of yet: 

. no reserve or resource calculations have been made on any of the mineral occurrences 
in the Sadim property area; 

. no mineral processing studies have been conducted on mineralized makrial from the 
Sadim property area , and; 

. no feasibilit,y sklies have been conducted nor have mining plans been made with 
regard to the Sadim property area. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Conclusions 

Current exploration has confirmed that the Sadim proper& is underlain by andesitic 

meta-volcanic and meta.sedimentary rocks of t,he Triassic-age Nicola Group. The northern and 

central parts of the propcrt~ are underlain by a succession of sub-marine flows and pyroclastics 

that have been int,ruded by- several coeval dioritic stocks. The southern part, of the property 

host.s pproclastic. lahar (volcanic mud flow) and associated proximal (volcanic wacke) turbidite 

deopsits that, overprint, background regional basin-floor turbidite (grel-wacke) sedimentation. 

There are at, least five generat,ions of fracturing. alt,eration and vein development in 

these rocks. Both t,he first and fourth generations are of economic interest. 

The first, generation is comprised of extensive propylitic (epidote-chlorite-calcit,e-quartz) 

alteration and vein fig that, affected the whole propert,v area. This alteration is most, intense 

in the IiR-Rum area in the northeastern part of the propert>-. There, porphyry-style, 

disseminated and fracture.hosted copper mineralizat,ion occurs with various amounts of 

potassic alteration and tourmaline-bearing breccia development. Mineralizat~ion is post-dated 

by some retrograde prop$tir alterat.ion. 

The fourth generation is comprised of silicificatjon. p.vritization. and sericitizat,ion 

surroundiw white quartz veins that contain highly variable amounts of gold This alteration D 

is sparse over most, of the property area. It is prevalent in the lahar and associated t,urbidite 

depositz (epirlnstic sediments) in t,he southern part of it. 

The two areas of rconomic interest on t,he Sadim proqert! are the Sadim gold-guartz 

area and the KR.Kum copper-gold area. 

Sadim Gold-quartz Area 

The Sadim gold-quartz area has been intensivel>- explored b!~ methods including: 

mapping. georhemical and geophysical surveys. trenching and diamond driliog. Its dimensoins 

and character arc now fairly well known. 
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This area is bounded to the west-southwest and beneath, by a shallowly eastward 

dipping fault, probably a thrust. Its eastern boundary coincides with a nearly vertical, north. 

northwesterly trending carbonate&h shear zone, that could be a splay off the basal fault, No 

significant mineralization has been found east of this structure. The Sadim gold.quartz zone 

is open to the northwest and southeast. 

A mild but pervasive alteration comprised of silicification, sericitization, and 

pyritization has penetrated along diverse paths through the host rock of this area, leaching out 

epidote, chlorite, carbonate and any copper minerals that may have been present. Within this 

outer alteration envelope are tancoloured pyritic zones of intense alteration that seem to be 

broad haloes around lightly- pyritized quartz veins. Almost all of the gold in this area is in the 

quartz veins. 

Near the basal fault, these veins are very narrow and form an extensive interlacing 

(broadly spaced suxkwork) pattern Higher in the section, the quartz veins are thicker, spaced 

farther apart, and have small gold-bearing mineral chutes, Locally, these chutes can have gold 

contents in excess of 34.3 gm/mt (1 as/ton). 

At current gold prices (about $US 32O/oz), the lower stockwork veins in the Sadim gold- 

quartz area are too thin and widely spaced to justify bulk-tonnage open pit mining. The larger 

veins above the basal stockwork are too thin and irregular to support underground mining. 

Further development of the Sadim gold-quartz area should await higher gold prices. 

KR-Rum Copper-gold Area 

The ZOO:! drilling explored mineralization associated with the the KR discovery outcrop 

located in the nort,hem part of the KR-Rum copper-gold area. The KR horizon was intersected 

in all three drill holes that tested for it. It was estimated that the KR horizon had an attitude 

of 098”113” SSPV. It dipped getnly toward the Rum showings area. 

The the best intersection through the KR horizon was in drill hole 02-10 where an 

estimated true thickness of 16.8 m (55.1 ft) contained an average of 0.19% copper and 0.0711 
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gm/mt, (0.012 ozlton) gold. 

The KR horizon hosts pervasive propylitic epidote-chlorite-pj-rite-calcite alteration. 

Mineralization is comprised of a stockwork of narrow chalcopyrite and pyrite-bearing veins that 

have cut through the earlier propylitic alteration. Some of these veins contain areas with 

elevated pyrite and quartz contents accompanied by sporadic concentrations of minute 

tourmaline blades. In more intensely mineralized areas potassic alteration acconpanies 

mineralized veins although it does not form distinct haloes around them. This potassic 

alteration is cut by veins of retrograde propylitic alteration. 

The propylit,ic alterat,ion that hosts the KR horizon mineralization extends across the 

whole Sadim property area, and may form a circular pattern that extends westward from the 

Missezula Mount,ain fault, and is centred on Microwave Hill. This alteration is most intense 

along the Missezola Mountain fault between the KR and Rum showings areas. 

The most intense minerahzation discovered in the KR-Rum area is in the Rum showings 

where a 91.4 m (300 ft) long trench intersection was found to contain an average of 0.34% 

copper. 

AU of the mineralization yet discovered in the KR-Rum copper-gold area is close to the 

surface trace of the Missezula Mountain fault. Current 2002 drilling confirmed that the 

Missezula Mountain fault, was a steeply eastward dipping structure. .ti intense chargeability 

anomaly from the 2000Toby Ventures induced polarization survey indicated that the plane of 

the fault may have been mineralized. It is assumed that this fault was the conduit for the 

copper an gold mineralization in the KR-Rum area. 

KR horizon and Rum showings host copper and gold mineralization that, has many of 

the attribut,es of porphyry-copper style mineralization. The writer believes that the KR horizon 

may be peripheral to a larger and more intensely mineralized body located along the Missezula 

Mountain fault somewhere in the KR-Rum area. 

L 

L 
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7.2 Recommendations 

I recommend that, a program of drilling be conduckd throughout the KR.Rum copper- 

gold area. Tofacilitat,e financing of such a program, I recommend that it should be conducted 

in several phases. 

The first phase should kst the Rum showings area and the plane of the Missezula 

Moundain fault near it. Subsequent phases of drilling should extend drilling knowledge 

northward along the chargeabilit,y anomaly near the fault plane and outward from the Rum 

‘v 

‘v 

showings area following trends of mineralization 

7.3 Estimated Cost of the First Phase of the Recommended Program 

Access rlevelopment~, drill sit,e preparation 
and decommissioning $ 10,000 s 10,000 

Drilling: 1000 m @ $90/m including crew 
camp and mobilization s 90.000 s 90.000 

I I 
Analysis of 400 core samples @ $15 (inc. 
t,sat,.) F$ 6,000 s 6.000 

Program management. general transport, 
expediting government, regulat,ion 
compliance and communication $ 35,000 
Engkeering. geology, and reporting % 20,000 

s 55.000 s 55,000 

Environmental bond 
C,ontingency 12.6% (of other costs) 
G.S.T. 7.0% (of oiher cost,@ 

s 5,000 
s 20,920 
S 13,080 
s 39.000 s :39.000 

West \-ancouvcr. British C,olumbia 
September :30. 2002 

1 

I 

Total estimated cost of Phase 1 
of Recommended Program 5’00,000 

Consulting Geologist 
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ACME ANALYTICAL J.ABORATORIES LTD. 852 E. HASTINGS ST. “ANCOUWR BC V6A 1R6 PHONE(604)253-3158 FAX(604)253-1716 
(IS0 9002 Accredited Co.) 

ASSAY CERTIFICATE 
Max Investment Inc. File # A201730R 3750 ue*t 49th Ave. Vancouver BC “68 37.5 

02-01 60 8-61 1 ft 
02-01 61 l-62 2 ft 
02-01 62 2-62 4 ft 
02-01 134 8-134 10 ft 
02-01 134 lo-136 3 ft 
02-01 173-174 ft 
02-02 67-68 3 ft 
02-02 68 9-72 8 ft 
02-02 72 8-72 9 ft 
02-02 192 2-193 ft 

02-02 195-197 ft 
02-03 38-39 ft 
02-03 43-44 ft 
02-03 70-73 6 ft 
02-03 76-78 ft 

02-03 78-78 4 ft 
RE 02-03 78-78 4 ft 
02-03 90 6-91 ft 
02-03 192-193 2 ft 
02-06 149 8-149 10 ft 
02-06 176 177 ft 
02-06 189 4-189 7 ft 
02-06 189 7-191 ft 
02-06 253 8-254 6 ft 
STANDARD AU-1 

1.60 
.58 

1.16 
.57 

':E 
.62 

:E 

E"8 
:68 

2.19 
2.34 

:::: 
6.49 

.61 

1:;: 
3:E 
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2002 DRILL LOGS 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-1, Drill Log Summary 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip 
Location (4 (ft) 

0% I 5510266 N. 1,485 4,870.8 005” -48” 
G77056 E. 



4.0 16.8 

6.6 21.3 

!I.3 22.9 

12.9 !xi.l 

26.6 32 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-1, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily defmed PS tlmse that contain more than 0.8 pm/mt @pm) cold (ICI’). All samnle results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

“ep,b Detnils of rook unit penetrated Significant Au(lCP) Au(Fire) Ag 
‘rom to from to Sample No. (gdmt) (gmlmt) (gmhn* 

m ft 

32 36 

Quartz-pyrit,e +I- culcite veins: these veins bnvo <0.1X pyrite and wry little dark smokiness in 
the white quartz. 
At 112’6” t.here is n 1.6” thick quartz vein with 1% disseminated pyrite flanking it. 
At 112’. 113’: quartz vein 

30 40.5 118 I33 Mauve andesitic lahar with &or silicification and blenching throughout the matrix. 
Recovery: Box 7 RO% 

10.5 43.3 133 142 Alteration zone with quartz-pyrite veins. Ilere, the lsher fades to tan, calcite content drops to 02.01 
almost nil and everything is silicified, sericitized and pyritizcd. 13413.134/10 ft 1.3393 I.60 0.002 
This Si-l’y ahration zone is the same as all of the rest in this hole. It postdates all other veins 
and alteration. 
Some fractures at 10-30” to core axis have &ken sides 
At l:M’n”-136’3”: pyritie section with narrow white quartz veins 
At 1.14’.134’10”: white quartz vein with stringers of small subhedral pyrite crystals associated 
with light grey smokiness in quartz 
At 136’1”-BUOY more veinlets as above 
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Appendix 73’ 
DDH 02-1, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Sienifioant Sam&s are arhitrrrily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gmlmt @pm) gold (ICI’). All sample results from this drill hole are . 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

Depth Detnils of rock unit pen&rated Signifkant Au(lCP) Au(Fire) Ag 
frnn1 t<, Sample No. (gdmt) (gm/mt) (pmlmt) fmm to 

m 



( 

Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-2, Drill Log Summary 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip Length 
Location w m W (fi) 

02.2 5510266 N. 1,485 4j3’70.8 067 ’ -65” 80.5 264 
677056 E. 

f 
Depth Detnils of rock unit penetrated Significant Au(lCP) Au(Firo) Ag 

ram to from to Snnlple No. (gmhd) (gmht) (p/n,* 
ft 

0 3.1 0 12 Casing through overburden. 
NOTE: boles 02-l to 02.3 were all drilled from the same location. 

3.7 R.R 12 20 Andesitic lnbar (volcanic mud flow) This unit comprises n chaotic mixture of volcanic clasts 
ranging from fist-six dawn to sand in R mauve hematitic matrix. Clests range from green to 
purple original volcanic textures hew been almost lost. 
Green Clasts- originally were mostly porphyritic mdesite, Plwioclase crystals have been 
replaced by helicitie distributions of quartz, chlorite and calcite. 
Mauve CIasts- generslly a fine-grained mix of hemntite. limonite, quartz and probably some 
nlbite. 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-2, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Sienificant Samoles are arhitrarilv defrned as tkose that contain more than 0.8 mn/mt (n~rn) cold (ICP). All samale resuhs from this drill hole are 

f 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-2, Drill Log Smmnary 

continued 

Note: Significaat Samples are m%itrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.R gdmt (ppm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH W-3, Drill Log Summary 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip Length 
Location (m) e-0 (4 (ft) 

02.3 5510266 N. 1,485 4,870.B 352” -65” 100.6 330 
677056 F,. 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-3, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Snmplc~ we nrhitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gmlmt @pm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-3, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

iiote: Sipxifieant Snmples are nr ltrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gndmt (ppm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole are 
h’ recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

flepth Oetnils of rook unit penetrated Significant Au(ICP) Au(Fire) Ag 
from tn from to Sample No. (gmllnt) ~~mt) (gndmt: 

m H 

56.1 00.7 184 100 Mild. perwsive quartz-pyrite-seieite alteration zone that variably bleaches and silicifies the 
country rock. This zone contains bands of tan to pink-green mloured intense alteration. The 
intense olterntion progresses along fractures within the mild silieitication producing bifurcating 
core zones of quartz veins and surrounding intense alteration. 
At LRR’G”-IOD’: intense pyritic alteration containing a 0.75” thick quartz vein 
At 102’.103’2”: intense pyritie alteration containing a quartz vein at about 192’6” (core all 
broken) This win contains cO.,% pyrite and a metallic grey mineral with am acicular crystal 02.03 
habit. It is probably arsenopyrite (Note: the sample from this vein contained 21.1 ppm As). 192.193/2 ft 1.428 1.78 15.077 

60.7 74.4 109 244 Lnhar with and&tic volcanic elasts and mostly green matrix. Clasts are mostly a red fie- 
grwined volcanic and less then 1” long. Beneath 240’ (73.2 m) clasts are mostly plagioclase-rich 
and may have been porphyritie. There is very little phase-l cpidote-calcite veining or alteration 
in t,his stxtinn. 





Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-4, Drill Log Summary 

[hole No. 1 zT.En 1 El&at,ii; 1 Bearing 1 Dip 1 Egtt, 

I ix-4 5510258 677111 E. N. 1,485 4,870.8 000” I -50” 91.7 301 1 Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily detined as those that contain more than 0.f) gdmt (ppm) gold (ICP). N, sample results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

Depth Details of rock unit penetrated Signifknnt *u(,C!P) AuCFire) Ag 
-0m to from to Sample No. (gmht) b&m*) (pm/m*: 

m ft 

I 9.5 0 31 Casing through overburden. 

II 15.2 3, 50 Andcsitic lahar (volcanic mud flow) This unit comprises a chaotic mixture of volcanic clasts 
ranging from fist-size down to send in a mauve hematitic matrix. Clasts range from green to 
purpla original volcanic textures have been almost lost. 
Creen PIIISLS- wigidly were mostly porphyritie andesitc, Plagioclaso crystals have been 
replaced by helicitie distributions of quartz, chlorite rind calcite. 
Mauve Clasts- generally a fine-grained mix of hematite, limonite, quartz and probably some 
slbite. 
Matrix- The matrix is mauve hematite, pls&xlnse, quartz, and chlorite with 1 mm calcite 
crystals throughout 
Fractures and Veins: (Oldest to Youngest) 
I. hairline epidote-chlorite-quartz veins at low angles to the core axis, those commonly have 
epidote slterntion envelopes 
2. Calcite-quartz veins about 2 -thick cut core axis at 35-50” 
3. Quartz-calcite veins about 3 mm thick 
4. Ihairline quartz-tilled fractures. 
At RI’.:I(;‘: Tan-roloured oxidized zone (weathering) 

!6.6 28.7 87 04 Fresh labor wilh purple and green and&tic volcanic &sts and ~RUYC calcite-rich matrix. 
At X8’: Small amount of k feldspar alteration within an epidote-c&to bearing phase-, quartz 
win. 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-4, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gmht (ppm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill bole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A\‘, 

36.6 41.2 120 I35 Light tan low-pyrite, highly calcified Inbar. There is some shearing in the centrc of this section. 

41.2 43.3 ,35 142 CROSSCUTTlNG RELATIONSHIPS SHOW THAT THE TAN CALCIFICATION IS YOUNGER 
THAN THE PIIASE-4 QUARTZ-PYRITE-SERICITE ALTERATION AND QUARTZ VEINING. 
T,,E TAN CALClFlCATION IS RELATED TO PHASE-6 CALCITE-QUARTZ SELENITE 
VEINS~ The tnn carbonate probably is snkorite-siderite. 

i\t ~~~~“-170’~: intense phase-4 pyritic nlterntion with a 4”.thick quartz vein at 80” to core m-04 
axis. This win has traces ofpyrite and chaleomrite. 16!3,8-lxx6 ft 2.1125 1R.53, 

54.9 56.4 18” 185 Fresh lahar with purple and green and&tic volcanic elasts and mauve calciterich matrix. 

56.4 67.1 ,I35 220 Minor phase-4 fading and silicitieation ofmauve lahar. 
At 19’~‘.202’: milt, phase-5 siderite-calcite imprcgnntion turning this section from faded mauve to 
US”. 

67.1 79.9 320 X2 Moderstcly fresh mauve lahar with phase-2 and 3 white calcite stringers and scarce phase-l 
epidotc.cnlcite-quartz veins above 240 ft 9 (73.2 m). Below that, the phase-l epidote-bearing 
fractures become more common. 
At 223’: a 6” thick section ofphased siderite-calcite veining and slteratian. 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-4, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant samples are nrhitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gdmt (ppm) gdd (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole ace 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

Depth Details of rock unit penetrated 
from t” from t” 

Significant Au(ICP) Au(Fire) Ag 
Sample No. (@mt) (wlmt) (gmlmt) 

” h 

79.9 81.7 262 268 Mildly silicihd and blearhed (phase-4) mauve lahar. 

81.7 91.6 26R 301 Fresh lahnr with volcanic elasts and mauve calciterich matrix. 

91.6 91.7 300’0’ 301 Intense tan.eoloured quartz-pyrite-sericite @ham-l) alteration containing a 0.5”.thick quartz 
“CL”. 

91.7 301 EN” n1’llnLE 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-6, Drill Log Summary 

I 
W-5 5510000N. I.476 4841.3 000" 

I 
-GO" 71.3 234 

671122E. 

Not‘?: Significant Samples are prhitrarily defined as t,hose that contain more than 0.8 gm/mt (ppm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole are 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-5, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples .are vrhitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gdmt (ppm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

Depth Details of rook unit penetrated Significant Au(ICP) Au(Fire) 43 
from t” from to Sample No. (gmlmt) kdmt) kdmtl 

m ft 

%.!I 64.9 10, 180 Mildly silirilied and hlenched lahar with R green matrix, mild remnant epidotization and lots of 
apparently resorbed volcanic or volcanisedimentary elasts. 
AL I5R’.IG-I’ remnmt soft-sediment deformation in tine-grained part of the section. The volcanic 
mu,, wrdga WRS mnving and S,“mpi”g after deposition. 
At 17RY B Y-thick phased siderite layer. 

54.9 59.4 MO 195 A mixture of fine ash layers at 45” to the core axis (BEDS ARE UF’RIGHT) and thin green l&w 
layers (everything is green here) 

59.4 71.3 195 234 An assemblage of water-laid tuffs, thin lahar horizons with green matrix and mauve volcanic 
elasts slump deposits, and volcanic weckes (not preywackes). 
The volcanic wackes have compositions identical to the lahar including a carbonate-rich matrix. 
however, the volcanic waekes have crudely graded beds. They are epiclastic volcanogenie 
sediments that are interpreted to be the products of local turbidity currents due to rapid 
sloughing elf of the l&w deposit. The only resemblance that these volcanic wackes bear to true 
sedimentary greywackes is their graded bedding. 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-6, Drill Log Summary 

Note: 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip Lellgth 
Location (m) 0-t) (m) CR) 

02-G 551025G N. 1,485 4,870.8 035” -GO” 107.3 362 
G77111 E. 

are 

it 44%“.45’5”: A narrow, phase-5 calcite-quartz vein cuts through the shear at 75” to the core 
axis. ‘Thus this shmr postdates phase-4 silirifteation and pyrite-gold deposition, and predates 
phase-5 enrbonat.e-rich veins and shattering. 

17.7 18.3 58 6” Laher with mauve to poen volcanic clasts and a mauve iron and calcite-rich matrix 

lR.3 21.6 60 71 Sheared lahnr like at 41-58 ft (12.5-11.7 m). 

21.6 23.n 71 7R Shenrod bedded t&fin which my origined welding has been sheared out. Some layers may have 
been crystal tuff This unit is wry calcite-rich. 
At 18’.79’: rotated block oftuffcontaining a phase-5 vein. Here. the shear postdates phase-5 
vein ci~velopmcnt. It must have been active intermittently throughout phase 5 vein 
dr!“‘4o,m‘?nt. 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-6, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gm/mt (ppm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

Depth Details of rock unit penetrated Significant Au(ICP) Au(Fire) Ag 
ram to from to Sample No. (gmlmt) (Nm*) (wdmt 

Ill n 

At 172’1”-IWR”: Intense phase-4 pvitic alteration flanking a 0.252hick quartz vein. 
AL 173’10”-178’3”: intense phase-4 pyritic alteration flanking B 0.l”.thick quartz vein. 
At 173’10”-174“(“: Intense phase-4 pyritic alteration flanking a 1”.thick quartz vein. 
At 170’1 I”-IRO’I I”: Intense phase-4 pyritie alteration flanking a 0.5”-thick quartz vein. 
At LRIY-101’: Intense phase-4 pyritie alteration flanking a 0.3”.thick quartz vein at 189’4”. 
Remvery: Box 0. >90% 

02.06 
18017-19, ft 1.0337 1.30 6.038 

io.1 61.3 194 201 Lahar wit.h ~RUVC to green volcanic clasts and a mauve iron and calcite-rich matrix. Mild 
phase-I propyliLic calcite-spidote-chlorite alteration is present. 

;I.3 07.1 20, 220 Mild, pervasive silieitication and bleaching due to phase-4 quartz-pyrit.e.serieite alteration in 
mww Ishw This is nssocirltcd with n t.n,irnl loss ofphasa.1 propyliticaltoration. 
At ZV:lW-2O.W lnf~onse phase-4 pyritic alteration flanking S thin quartz stringers and fault 
gouge. pyrite content = >O.l*. 
210’.21~1’: Spotty intense phase-l pyritic alteration flanking narrow quartz stringers. 

Mild, pervasive silieifieation and hleaehing due to phase-4 ~luertz-pyrite-sericite alteration in 
mauve lahnr. This is associated with a trpical loss ofphase-l propylitic siteration. 
AL 2l(i’-rT,l’(i”:Inl,ens~ phase-4 pyritic pinkish-green alteration. pyrite content = 0.5% 
With quartz veins at: %l’8”Xx2’; white quartz-carbonate win @I 45’ to core axis 

253’.253’8”; 2” vein @ 35” to core axis 
254’1”-254’3”: White quartz vein 1.5” thick 

AL 2WR”: I”-thick quartz-calcite vein at 70” to core axis. 
At 2OO’IW’: 0.W thick quartz-ealeito vein at 70” to core axis. 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-6, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arhitrarily defmed as those that contain more than 0.6 rrm/mt @pm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hale are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

r 
h 

7 
R 

8 

8 

0 

Depth 
I 

Details of rock unit penetrated Signifteant Au(lCP) Au(Fire) 
ram to from t” Sample No. (gmht) 

2.3 85.0 

,r,.O 87.8 

7.8 80.0 

0.0 08.1 

8.1 107.3 

RR 294 Labsr with mnuve to green, pebble to sand-size, volcanic cl&s and a limo&e and calcite-rich 
matrix. 
Remvery: nox 14. boo%. 

04 322 I Mild, pervasive silicification and bleaching due to phase-4 quartz-pyrite-sericite alteration in 
rm,,,ve lahnr. 
At 200’.300’: moderately intense tan-coloured pyritic alteration partly gone to green fault gouge. 
At 301’.302’: modorntely intense tan-c&wed pyritie alteration llsnking 2 O.?“-thick qwstz 

22 352 

I 

Laher with ~RUVO to green volcanic clests and a mauve calcite-rich matrix. 
At 3.17’.339’: Very tild phase-4 alteration hosting a 0.5” thick quartz vein with a trace ofpyrite 
at 700 to POW axis. c 

1 ) 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-7, Drill Log Summary 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip LC?llgth 
Location 64 (ft) (4 m 

w-7 5510251 N. 1,486 4,874.l 000” -GO” 125.9 413 
677258 E. 

kvm to 
m 

Depth Uctails of rock unit penetrated significant A”(lCP, Au(Fire) Ag 
from to Sample No. (gmlnlt) (gmlmt) (NmO 

ft . . , , 

0 2, Cesing through overburden. 
NOTE: All oftke stratimmhv in this hole is inverted. 

0 6.4 

6.1 11.6 

11.6 20.1 

20.1 22.3 

15.3 28.0 

28.0 

21 38 Mildly porphyritie and&tic flow. The rock is light greenish grey with stubby subhedral dark 
dive to gray hornblende and clinopyroxene phenocrysts. llornblendcs range up to 0.25” but are 
mostly 3 mm long (0.1’). Plagioclase crystals are zoned and white. They rarely exceed 3 mm 
(0.1”). Most of them are less than 1 mm. They are commn throughout the matrix. Flow planes 
as defined hy concentrations ofphenomysts are at about 45” to core axis. Hairline calcite and 
ouartz wins fill tension pashes and shatters in the rock. These seem to he related to the “has- 

38 66 Andesite flow-top faeies: Hornblende and pyroxene phenocrysts are not present md plagioclase 
,,henocrysts are less than 2 mm (0.1”) long. Th e rock has B remnant mmuloid texture, similar to 
that of ropy lavn. The eumuloids are defined by ehloritic selveges. 
At X3-46’: the rock is badly broken UD 

83 92 Flow brnecin. 

91 VOI.CANIC-SEUIMENTAI~Y CONTACT 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-7, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Nld.2: Significant Snmples arc arbitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gmlmt (ppm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole are 
reoorded in Appendix ‘A’. 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-7, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

ivote: Significant Samples nre srhitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gmlmt (ppm) gold (ICI’). All sample results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A”. 

from to 

ee 

e-poor tna 



Appendix 3’ 
DDH 02-7, Drill Log Swnmary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 gm/mt (ppm) gold (ICP). NI sample results from this drill hole are 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-8, Drill Log Summary 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip L‘Xlgth 
Location (4 (W (m) w 

02-R 5510269 N. 1,485 4,870.B 000” -60” 49.7 163 
677423 E. 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily deftned as those that contain more t,han 0.R gmmlmt (ppm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’ 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-9, Drill Log Summary 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip Length 
Location (4 (ft) (m) (ft) 

02-9 5510041 N. 1,478 4,847.8 000” -60” 159.4 523 
677084 E. 

fi 

0 2.4 cl 8 Cnsing through overburden 

1.4 13.7 8 ‘IF, Mmve volcanic wackes and lahnrs. This is the marginal facies of the lshar encountered in holes 
02-I to 4 and 6. These volcanic wackes have compositions identical to the Lahar including a 
carbon&e-rich matrix, however, the volcanic wackes have crudely graded beds. They are 
epiclaxtir voleanogenic sediments that are interpreted to be the products of local turbidity 
currents due to rapid sloughing off of the laher deposit. The only resemblance that these 
volcanic waekes bear to true sedimentary greywackes is their graded beddinp. Volcanic wecke 
beds arc up to 5 ft (1.5 m) thick and me oriented at about 50” to the core axis. There is lots of 
soft sediment deformation visible in the tine-greined pmts of the wacke beds. The whole mass 
seems to be slumping and creeping down-slope while it is being deposited. 
At %‘.%j’ brown-orange limo&e in partly oxidized zone. probably due to weathering. 

13.7 143 45 48’8” Mild, pervasive silicification and bleaching due to phase-4 quartz-pyrite-sericite alteration in 
Rne-pained mauve laharie volrnnic wacke. These iiner grained beds are crudely graded and are 
about 3 ft thick. 

02-09 
10217.1034 rt 3.0412 23.949 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-9, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.8 pm/m* (ppm) gold (ICP). All sample results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendix ‘A’ 

Depth Details of rock unit penetrated Significant Au(lCP) Au(Fire) Ag 
from to from to Sample No. (gmht) (@mt) (gm/mt) 

“7 n 

31.1 38.1 103 125 Transi,.inn between “mUYe lnhar mudnow beds and marginal graded “olcanic wackes. ansts 
are up to cobble size. 

38.1 57.6 125 180 ,,ssomb,ngr r,f,ubnrie volcanic wnekes and nrkosie wackes that may be rede,msilsd tuffs and 
tuff brcccins. The arkosic wackes have been so named because they have a greater abundance of 
plapioclase elasts than rock fragments all in B green ehloritic (volcanic matrix). These are NOT 
chssie srkosic weekes derived from a grmitic terrain. 
At 122’.132’10”: Phase-4 silicified section with a 0.5” thick quartz veti. 
At 163’: 2” thick rusty fault gouge. 

57.6 63.7 180 209 Variably reworked water-laid tuffs with a few laharic volcanic wackes (about 20% of the 
squonm here,. 
At 193’.IOn’R’: Broken rock and fault gouge. 

63.7 77.1 209 253 Sandy to pebbly volcanic wecke derived from l&v deposits neds are upright and about 5 ft 
thick. The matrix varies from mauve to light green. This colour does not seem to be related to 
original bed composition. These strata look as though they have a large fine-grained ash 
wnnponenL and are quite ealeereous. 
Reeovcry: %33X. 

86.3 80.9 283 295 Mild, pervasive silicifieation and bleaching dun to phase-4 quartz-pyrite-serieite alteration in 
fine.pained mauve l&w. This section is badly broken 
Reeovcry =80X 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-9, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arhitrvrily defined as those that contain mow than 0.8 &mt (ppm) gold (ICI’). All sample results from this drill hole are 
recorded in Appendir ‘A’. 

ratio, @ng: short axis). 
FSy 464’: Everything is stretched out at least 5~1. Recovery = 85% 
At 404’-470’: grry green fault gouge. 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-10, Drill Log Summary 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip Length 
Location (m) (ft) (m) (fi) 

02-10 55 12960 N. 1,479 4,851.l 270” -48” 213.4 700 
677750 E. 

Note: Significant Samplea are arhitrarilg defined as those that contain morn than 0.196 Ccc. 
All sample results from this drill bole are recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

Depth Details of rock unit penetrated Significant cn % Au(ICP) Ag 
mtn to frrom to Sample No. (pm/m0 (@mt) 

ft 

1 F.1 0 20 Cssing through overburden and weathered rock. 

$.I 13.1 20 10 Porphyritic andcsite flows. This rock is very crumbly and in part weathered to clay (iUite- 
montmorillonite). This unit has thin calcite veins (phase-2 and 3) with small local accumulations 
of mareasitc and chlorite. 

3.1 2L.6 43 71 Mid-green porpbyritic andesite flows with zoned. lath-like plagiocIase phenocrysts suspended in 
an intermcdinte matrix. M&c minerals have bcon altered to minute, green biotite and chlorite 
crystals. 
Fractures: 
Phase-l: Thin el’idote-chlorite-quartz =I- calcite fractures at many angles to the core axis. A late 
stage of these fractures is the development of hairline pyritic stringers that oithor are hosted 
within or crosscut the phase-l veins. 
Phase 2: White calcite-filled fractures and tension gashes at moderate to low angles to the core 

11.6 22.3 7, 70 &ached porphyrit,ic andesite with blebs and hairline stringers of pyrite oriented at 20” to the 
C”X BXLS. 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-10, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.1% Cu. 
All sample results from this drill hole are recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

At 101’: A thin phase-4 quartz-chlorite vein crosses a phase-3 carbonate vein at 70” to care axis. 
The rock in this hole is quite broken. 
Recovery = 90.96%. 

30.6 39.6 101 130 More porphyritic andesite. Here, the rock is variably bleached throughout. Dark peen chlorite 
porphyroblasts ham grown up to 3 mm across in the matrix. Vein density has increased to 4 per 
inch. Most veins are epidate-rich. 

30.6 42.7 130 140 Fine-grained andesite (probably a tuffbed) Alteration is mild but pervasive. Veins have very 
narrow bleached alteretion haloes.. Hematite after pFite is common an fracture planes. 
At 101’R”: B Y-thick epidote vein at 80” to the core axis. 
At IRYIO”: 0.5’.thick calcite-epidote vein. 

42.7 67.1 140 220 Andesitie tuffs. and crystal tuITs. Veining and alteration is less obvious in these rocks than it 
was in the flows higher in this hole. 

67.1 69.2 220 237 Very fine-grained tufl. Pyrite occurs in anastomosing and throughout the matrix. The total 
pyrite content here is about 0.5% which is about 10 times the normal mount in this rock. 

69.2 72.8 227 239 Fine-grained, mildly altered and&tie tuffs like at 140’220 (42.7-67.1 m). 

73.6 79.2 239 260 Fine-graincd and&tic tuff. 
MILD I’OTASSIC ALTEltATION: R-feldspar replaces about 10” of the pla&&~se in this section 
imparting a variable pink-red blush to the andesite. Alteration is best-developed adjacent to 
phase-l pyritic veins. K feldspar alteration declines to nil by 26O’down the hole. 
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Appendix 73’ 
DDH 02-10, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily &fined as those that oontain more than 0.1% Cu. 
Al, sample results from ibis drill hole are recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

Depth Details of rook unit penetrated signinoant C” % Au(ICP) 
mm to from to Sample No. (gm/mt) ($r%) 

m H 

‘9.2 82.0 260 272 Agglomerate and tuff breccia beds. 

a.0 80.3 272 203 Andesilk: crystal tuffs end tuffbreceias with crudely graded beds that are an average of I’ thick. 
There are very few quartz-pyrite-epidote veins hero. There is almost no bleaching or alteration. 

19.3 04.5 203 310 Interlayered crystal tuffs. tuff breccias sod agglomerate. Clasts are up to pebble-size, all are 
and&tic. The rock is a,, greyish green with lots of chlorite porpbyroblasts in the matrix. 
There is no significant alteration or veining. 

4.5 114.3 310 375 More interlayered crystal tuffs, tuff breeeias and agglomerate. 02.10 
KR HORIZON: 310.315ft 0.21 0.1905 I.005 
Mild K-FELDSPAR REPLACEMENT OF PLAGIOCLASE gradually increases. QUARTZ- 315.320 ft 0.22 0.0888 1.196 
PYRITE+,- K FELDSPAR, TOURMAIJNE, AND TRACE CHALCOPYRITE occur about every 320.325 n 0.36 0.0002 1.314 
3-6” in the core. Most of these veins are very thin. 325.330 ft (lost) 
Hy 33,‘: MAN?’ OFTHE FRACTURES ARE PRIMARILY CHALCOPYRITE-FILLED. K- 330.335 n 0.10 0.0053 0.048 
alteration is becoming slightly stronger around ehe,cop)7ite-rich veins, boweverr, it does not 335.340 n 0.24 0.0967 1.118 
form cdistinct haloes around them. Small amount of red-brown biotite is present with the k- 340.345 n 0.20 0.0360 0.704 
fcldspnr alteration. Epidote-&cite veins and stringers cut the potessie alteration. May be they 345.350 ft 0.18 0.0442 0.560 
are retrograde propylitic alteration. Iate (phase-5 related) chloritic fractures cut across 350.355 ft 0.12 0.0227 0.428 
overytbina. 355.360 n 0.10 0.0482 0.590 

300-365 n 0.13 0.123, 0.631 
365.370 R 0.11 0.0158 0.446 
370.375 ft 0.1, 0.0333 0.505 

25.0 155.5 *10 510 I’orphyritie nndcsitic &we with almost no K-fcldsper alteration of plagicxlase. However there 
are epidote-chlorite-calcite veins throughout this section and propylitic alteration in the matrix 
is pervasive. Propylitie alteration both predates and postdates K-feldspar growth. 
At 540’: Flows are about 10’ thick. 
At 10”.4!W Numerous blebs of PYRITE AND TRACE CHALCOPYFUTE. 
At 500.503 K-feldspar replacement of pls&&se is signilicant here. 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-10, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Nd.2 Significant, Samples nre urhitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.1% Cu. 
All sample results from this drill hole ace recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

Depth I)etail+~ of rock unit penetrated Significant cu 96 Au(lCP) Ag 
From to from to Sample No. (wdmt) (rmJm*) 

m ft 

155.5 100.0 510 52R Tbesc appear to be andesitic crystal tuffs with slump str”ct”res, however. they could be oows. 
Pyrit,e content is rising to about 0.25% There are lots of pyritic blebs about the size of navy 
berms t~broughollt this section. 

160.9 175.3 528 575 Siliaiticntion and bleaching becomes more intense as pyrite content declines to about 0.1%. 
By 500’: I’yritic blebs and veins are scarse; however, there is still lots of pyrite throughout the 
matrix of this rock. 

175.3 1R4.7 57.6 006 And&tie tuffbrecciss and agglomerates. A0 of this tit is bleached and silicified. Carbonate is 
present only in phase-2 and 3 veins. 
At 584’WW: Tuffbreccia with bleached pebble-size clasts and a green chloritic matrix. 
Beneath SW’: Bleaching is becoming less pervasive and is confined mostly to around hairline 
fractures. The rock is still quite pyritic. 

184.7 102.0 006 030 Meached light crystal tuffs or flows with pyritic matrix (1% py~itc) s&&cation seem to post- 
date phesc-2 and 3 calcite veins. Probably it is phase-4 bleaching. Phase-l propylitic epidote 
mineralization survives in less bleached areas only 

102.0 213.4 030 700 Variably bleached and silicified tufls and agglomerates.. Graded beds indicate that the 
stratigraphy here is uplight. 
At 660’4W ares of weak K-feldspar replacement of plagioclese overprinted by bleaching 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-11, Drill Log Summary 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip Length 
Location 64 w Cm) et) 

02.11 55 12960 N. 1,479 4,851-l 090” -45” 169.2 555 
677750 E. 

Depth Details of rook unit penetrated Significant C” 5 A”(ICP) 
iom to from t” Sample No. (&mO k$L 

n 

0 6.7 0 22 Casing through overburden and weathered rock. This is the same location es hole 02-K. 

6.7 ,M 22 61 Mid-green porphyritie nndesite flows with zoned, lath-like plagioclase phcnocrysts suspended in 
an intermedinte matrix. Matie minerals have been altered to minute, green biotite and chlorite 
crystals. 
Fractures: 
Phase-l: Thin epidote-chlorite-quartz =I- calcite fractures et many angles to the core axis. A late 
stap of t.besa fractures is the development of hairlinepyritie stringers that either are hosted 
within or ero~~eut the phase-l veins. 
Phnsc 2: White calcite-filled fractures and tension gashes at moderate to low angles to the core 

OXlS. 
Phase-3: White calcite filled fractures that cut across the Phase-2 fractures and gashes. 
Phase-4: Silicitication, sericitizntion and pyritization that bleaches the rock in its mild farm and 
turns it t,o H tan dour in sleas of intense alteration. This seem to be related to the 
minernlizntion in the Sadim gold area. Here, in the KFl-Rum area, this phase of alteration is 
eompsritivcly rare. 
At zW.45’: O.V.thick epidote-calcite veins parallel with core axis. 

At 101’.115’: Phase-4 silicifieation, bleaching and alteration turns the andesite to a light 
greenish tan adour. 
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Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-11, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Signiftcan* .Samples are arbitrarily defined as those that contain more than 0.1% Cu. 
All sample results from this drill hole are recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

Depth Details of rook unit penetrated Significant C” % Au(ICP) Ag 
iom to from to Sample No. (pm/mt) (gmlmt) 

m 

10.0 53.3 

53.3 00.4 

80.4 75.0 

75.0 80.8 

80.8 89.9 

89.9 100s 

IS0 176 Light g-rem andesitic flows. 
At t:lO’-t ZW: Ftow with nhundand pyrite blebs throughout. Pyrite content 3%. 02.11 
tty 145’: tHaidine chlorite-pyriote veinlets occur at all angles to the core axis. 130.135 ft 0.12 0.0785 0.322 
At 100’.185’: Fotw-top breeeias with 2% pyrite in matrix among the pebble-size volcanic clasts.. 
At 168’.175’: hrea ofmild phase-4 alteration and silicitication. Here the flows are tight green. 
There is some phase-l propylitie epidote-calcite-pJlite-ehlorite veins and stringers have 
suwi~.d the bleaching. 

176 198 Highly siticitied votcetie rock that has been bleached almost white. 
At 182’. 193’: mostly very light green fault gowe. 

108 246 Agglomerate and tuff-breccia beds containing up to 0.5% pyrite in blobs among the volcanic 02.11 
ctasts. Phase.4 alteration and bleaching is mild. This rock is tight green. 205.210 ft 0.11 0.0700 0.883 
At 220’224’: TRACES OF K-FELDSPAR REPLACING PLAGIOCLASE. 
At 23w250’: Traces of k-feldspar replaces pkioctase every few feet. 

240 265 Very mildly bleached tulls and aggtomcrates. Pehse-2 propytitie veins and later crosscutting 
phase.2 to 3 ctncite “sins arc common. Phase-l veins have pyrite-epidotc haloes and 
concentrations near them. 

285 295 Ktt IIORIZON: 02.11 
TV& and agglomerates with remnmtphase-1 potassic alteration in phase-4 sikification, 205.270 ft 0.20 0.2028 0.840 
blenching and alteration. Traces of CHALCOPYRITE are visible in phase-l veins. 270.275 ft 0.15 0.1081 0.763 
A,, 205’.273’: The rock here is partly fault gouge. 275.280 ft 0.08 0.0030 0.378 

280-285 ft 0.12 0.0978 0.542 

295 330 Fine-gmined green tuffs with about 1% pyrite. There is no significant phase-4 bleaching and 
alteration visibtc here. Early phase-l propytitie epidote-calcite chlorite veins are overprinted to 
I, minor drgreo hy R pink htush due to K-feldspar replacement ofplegioelase. This pre-dates 
phnso-2 calcite gashes and phase.3 calcite veins. Chtoritie fractures with sticken sides cut 
everything. 
At 324’6”: there is B tmce of chalcopyrite here. 
At 320%“: A I”-thick phase-4 quartz-pyrite vein 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-11, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily deiined as those that contain more than 0.1% Cu. 
All sample results from this drill hole are recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

in& broken up. 
rite vein is at about 50-70” to the core axis. The core is too 

onaceous fault gouge, probably pyritic. 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-12, Drill Log Summary 

Hole No. U.T.M. Elevation Bearing Dip Length 
Location Cm) (fo (4 cm 

0% 12 5512841 N. 1,484 4J367.5 000” -45" 140.5 461 
617613E. 

NOtei Significant Samptcj: are arbitrarily &fined as those that contain more than 0.1% Co. 
Att sample results from this drill hole ace recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 

0 6.1 

6.1 9.5 

9.5 11.9 

11.9 lR.3 

18.3 31.0 

21.0 27.4 

27.4 63.1 

63.1 66.1 

66.1 67.4 

I 

0 20 Casing through overburden. 

20 31 Porphyritic nndesite flows. Pbenocrysts are 65% plagioclsse, and about 35% chlorite+/-biot.ite 
(repionat metamorphic assemblage) with, 0.1% pyrite. Beds are at about 45” to the core axis. 
At W-3 I’: t+mcturos cmtsin black. red-brown, and orange limonite. This section is very broken. 

3, 39 Contorted brecciated andesite with quartz flooding and 1% pyrite. 
tbxwery RF% 

39 60 More porphyritic andesite flows like at 20-31 ft (6.1-9.6 m). 
At 67’.W: tlnd,y broken ground. Kecavery = 30% here. 

60 69 Another breeeintcd pnilic section like at 31.39 ft (9.5-t 1.9 m). These seem to have been flow-top 
brcccias. 

69 

90 

90 Marc porphyritie andesite flows like at 20-31 ft (6.1-9.5 m). 

207 MAJOK FAtJ1.T ZONE through porphyritic andesitc flows or tuffs. This probably is me of the 
nort,hwosterly trending offsets of the Missezutn Mountain fault that were identified in earlier 
g,x,,,hysio,,t ,,rn~rmns. 
At, !W.tOT tlrnkm rwk end f,wtt cous. 
Ily 140’: ‘The condilion of the rock becomes worse 
By 147’: Ihillinp is stowed to a crawl by broken rock and fault gouge. 

207 217 Very tine-grained dsciticash layer. 

217 221 The ash layer coarsens downward to an and&tie crystal tti. 



Appendix ‘B’ 
DDH 02-12, Drill Log Summary 

continued 

Note: Significant Samples are arbitrarily defined as those thatoontain more than 0.1% Cu. 
All sample results from this drill hole are recorded in Appendix ‘A’. 



APPENDIX ‘C’ 

CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION 

I. John Ostler. of222.1 Je&son Avenue in the City of West Vancouver, Province of British Columbia do hereby 
certify: 

That I am a consulting geologist with business address nt 2YY.t Jefferson Avenue. West Vancouver. British Columbia; 

That, I am B graduate ofthe University of Guelph in Ontario where f obtained my Bachelor of .Arts degree in Geography 
(Geomorphology) and Gealagy in 1973. and that I am R graduate of Carleton University of Ottawa. Ontario where I 
obtained my Master of Science degree in Geology in L9ii: 

Tbnt I am regeistsred RS B Professional Geoscientist with the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of 
British Columbia. that I am registered as a Professional Geologist with the Association of Professional Engineers. 
Geologists and Geophysicists of Alberta. and that I am a Fellow of the Geological Asaoriatian of Canada: 

That I have been engaged in the study and practice of the geological profession far over 30 )-ears. and as a result of my 
experience and qunlifiantion. I am a Qualified Person as defined in National Policy 13.10,: 

That I have conducted exploration on porphyry rapper projects in Nevada and Washington state for Occidental Minerals 
Colp. (USA) in 197 in the Nicoln volcanic belt for Newmont Expploration (Canada) in 1978, and I developed a porphyry 
molybdenum project for Enfield Resources Inc. @no of my own public companies) from 1981 to 1982. During the 1980s 
and 1990s. I examined several porphyry copper prospects for a diverse group of clients. From 1997 to 2000. I explored 
RLI alkalir porphyry copper project in the Pelembres camp of north-central Chile for Rock Resources Inc: 

That this report is based on data in the literature and exploration of the Sndim property personally conducted at the 
following dates. during wbicb times I examined the property and logged drill core during the 2002 exploration program 

Nwembcr 21 to 28. 2001 
June 10.14, 2002 
July 5 to 12. 2002 
August 8 to 8. 200’2 

That I am the sole author of this report and all sources of information not based on my personal knowledge of the Sadim 
property are referenced in a standard format. In my opinion. the record of previous exploration on the Sndim property 
are reasanably RCCIIIR~P and correct: 

That in matters concerning legal title to the Sadim property and on economic. ewironmenrnl. and lepnl aspects of 
developing a tie in British Columbia. I have relied upon information published by the governments of British Columbia 
and Canada. 1 am not bconced to practice law in British Columbin. and I disclaim responsibiiii? far the opinions quoted 
upon the aforemrniioned matters: 

w-est Vancouver. 
British Columl)ia 
September 30. 2002 

: JOHi\i D. OSTLER 
I 

: 

John Ostler: hI.Sc.. P.Geo. ,?,t 
C~onsulting Geologist 



APPENDIX ‘D’ 

Costs and Details of Work Performed during the 2002 Exploration Program 

Wages: 

C. Dyakowski, P. Geo, Project Manager 
John Ostler, M.Sc, P.Geo, Geologist 
Mike Schmidt, Field Coordinator/ 

3 1 days @ 400/day $12,800.00 
26.75 days @ $400/day 10,700.00 

Core splitter 54.5 days @$200/day 10,900.00 
Ken Hicks, BSc, P. Geo, Consultant 2.5 days@$400/day 1000.00 
J.J. McDougall, MSc, P. Eng, Consultant 10 days @ $500/day 5000.00 

Transportation: 

Truck Rentals (2) 7229.76 
Fuel 2250.40 
Tolls 280.00 

Meals and Accommodation: 

105 man days @ $55/night 5775.00 
Mist meals and groceries 569.27 

Contractors 

Guy Delorme Diamond Drilling 
Drilling of2829 fi @ $20/R 

Beaupre Diamond Drilling Ltd 
Drilling of 1716 ft @ $20/R 
Reducing Time 15brs @$95/hr 
Reclamation of drill sites and trenches 

Rentals: 
Core splitter for 2 months @ $150/mo 

Assays: 

Acme Analytical Labs 
Eco tech Laboratory Ltd 

56.580.00 

34,320.OO 
1425.00 
1540.00 

300.00 

$2833.77 
143.50 



Report Preparation: 
‘I John Ostler, MSc, P.Geo 

Printing 

TOTAL $165.575.22 

11,400.00 
528.52 


